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Chapter 1IntroductionLe thème principal de ce travail est l'étude du groupe fondamental du com-plémentaire d'une courbe algébrique dans le plan projectif. Dans la suite, siC � P2 est une courbe plane, nous appelons �1(P2nC) le groupe de C. L'étudedes groupes des courbes planes a été initiée par Zariski [100] dans les annéestrente. Il a développé une méthode permettant de trouver une présentationdu groupe d'une courbe et a démontré que ce groupe est cyclique d'ordre dsi la courbe est lisse de degré d. Dans le cas où la courbe est singulière, songroupe peut être abélien, non-abélien, �ni ou in�ni. Cette technique est ap-pelée méthode de Zariski-Van Kampen, car une démonstration topologiquerigoureuse en a été donnée par ce dernier. Dans un autre article, Zariski aentrepris le calcul des groupes de plusieurs familles de courbes, en exploitantleur structure hautement symétrique [96].Le groupe fondamental de P2nC est un invariant très �n d'une courbesingulière C. Par exemple, il peut distinguer deux courbes singulières demême degré ayant les mêmes singularités. Le premier exemple d'un tel couplede courbes � appelé couple de Zariski � a été trouvé par Zariski. Mais,en utilisant la méthode de Zariski-Van Kampen, il est di�cile de trouverune présentation du groupe d'une courbe donnée par une équation explicite.Depuis le travail de Zariski, il y a eu beaucoup de recherches sur le groupe descourbes, mais il y a cependant peu de calculs concrets. En outre, la plupart deces calculs ne sont e�ectués que pour des courbes d'un type très particulier,et donnent donc peu d'indices sur les anomalies qui peuvent apparaître engénéral. Par ailleurs, la plupart des auteurs se contentent d'obtenir uneprésentation du groupe, alors que l'étude du groupe ne s'arrête pas là : uneconnaissance detaillée des sous-groupes distingués d'indice �ni du groupe7



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONd'une courbe permet l'étude des revêtements galoisiens du plan rami�és lelong de cette courbe. Par le théorème de Grauert, ces revêtements rami�éssont algébriques. Par conséquent, une étude approfondie du groupe d'unecourbe est importante du point de vue de la théorie des surfaces projectives.Dans ce travail, nous calculerons le groupe de courbes provenant de laclassi�cation des courbes rationnelles cuspidales ayant une singularité dite�profonde�. Rappelons qu'une courbe C � P2 est dite rationnelle si elleest birationnelle à P1, et qu'elle est dite cuspidale si toutes ses singularitéssont localement irréductibles. Par singularité �profonde�, nous entendons unesingularité dont la multiplicité est grande par rapport au degré de la courbe.Plus précisément, une courbe C est dite de type (d; n) si elle est de degré d,et la plus grande multiplicité de ses singularités est n. Donc, une courbe detype (d; n) a une singularité �profonde� si n est proche de d.Les courbes rationnelles cuspidales de type (d; n) pour n � d� 3 admet-tent une classi�cation. Flenner et Zaidenberg [26], [27] ont démontré qu'unecourbe rationnelle cuspidale de type (d; d � 2) ou de type (d; d � 3) peutavoir au plus trois singularités, et ils ont donné une classi�cation des tellescourbes ayant exactement trois cusps. La classi�cation pour les courbes detype (d; d � 2) ayant un ou deux cusps est apparue dans des travaux in-dépendants de Sakai-Tono [84] et Fenske [23]. Ce dernier a aussi achevé laclassi�cation pour les courbes de type (d; d � 3) en construisant toutes lescourbes de type (d; d� 3) ayant un ou deux cusps. Plus tard, il a donné uneclassi�cation des courbes rationnelles 3-cuspidales de type (d; d�4) sous unecondition supplémentaire de �rigidité� [24].Ce travail est organisé comme suit :Le chapitre 2 contient un résumé des études précédentes sur le groupedes courbes. Les exemples principaux de groupes déjà connus sont exposés,a�n de donner au lecteur une idée générale de leur structure. En l'absencede papier récapitulant les résultats publiés depuis l'article de Zariski, desquestions motivant la recherche sur le sujet sont aussi présentées.Le chapitre 3 commence par un rappel de la classi�cation des courbes ra-tionnelles cuspidales ayant une singularité profonde. Le reste du chapitre estconsacré au calcul du groupe de ces courbes. Rappelons que le premier paspour déterminer ces groupes avait été fait par Artal [2], qui avait donné uneprésentation du groupe des courbes rationnelles 3-cuspidales de type (d; d�2).Dans son travail, il utilisait la construction explicite de ces courbes à partirde courbes simples par des transformations birationnelles, et il trouvait legroupe à l'aide du lemme de Fujita. On remarquera qu'auparavant, Degtya-



9rev [15] avait déjà obtenu une classi�cation assez �ne du groupe d'une courbequelconque de type (d; d�2), mais les résultats de Artal sont plus précis dansle cas particulier des courbes rationnelles cuspidales de type (d; d � 2). Enappliquant la méthode élaborée par Artal, nous complétons son travail entrouvant le groupe fondamental de toutes les autres courbes rationnelles cus-pidales classi�ées.Une conséquence intéressante de cette méthode est le théorème suivant.Théorème 1. Si G est le groupe d'une courbe de degré d, alors pour chaquen 2 N, il existe une courbe de degré nd, dont le groupe fondamental est uneextension centrale de G par le groupe cyclique d'ordre n.Le chapitre 4 contient la preuve de ce théorème, et des résultats qui peu-vent s'en deduire. Par exemple, on peut facilement trouver des exemples defamilles in�nies de courbes ayant un groupe non-abélien �ni à partir des ex-emples connus. La recherche de telles courbes avait été suggèrée par Oka [77].La démonstration du théorème 1 permet aussi de construire des couples deZariski à partir de couples connus; ce problème avait été proposé par Artal [3].Le chapitre 5 donne une étude du groupe �1(P2nC) du point de vuede la théorie des groupes abstraits. Une fois qu'une représentation de cegroupe est trouvée, le problème de son analyse se pose. Étant donnée uneprésentation d'un groupe, il n'est pas évident de démontrer que le groupe esttrivial, ou isomorphe à un groupe donné par une autre présentation. Il s'agitdonc de développer des outils permettant de tirer du groupe des informationsutilisables. Une des possibilités est de calculer le polynôme d'Alexander, danscertains cas on peut même l'obtenir sans connaître le groupe fondamental.Un autre invariant du groupe fondemantal est le groupe G=G00, où G00 est ledeuxième sous-groupe des commutateurs de G. Nous donnons un algorithmetrès pratique pour trouver une présentation de ce groupe, à partir d'uneprésentation du groupe G d'une courbe irréductible. A la �n de ce chapitre,on peut également trouver un rappel des résultats récents sur les groupes detriangle généralisés que nous utilisons fréquemment dans ce travail.Le chapitre 6 contient une brève introduction au problème de Fencheldans le plan projectif : étant donné un diviseur D, quand peut-on trouverun revêtement de P2 rami�é en D ? Kato [43] et Namba [69] ont donnédes solutions partielles pour des diviseurs dont les supports sont réductibles,mais il y a très peu de résultats pour les diviseurs de la forme D = nC, oùC est une courbe plane irréductible. Nous obtenons le résultat suivant :



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThéorème 2. Soit C � P2 une courbe plane irréductible. S'il existe unesurjection �1(P2nC)� Zp � Zq, alors pour chaque n 2 N il existe un revête-ment galoisien �ni rami�é en nC.Le dernier chapitre contient des perspectives et des questions que noustrouvons intéressantes sur le sujet.Une bibliographie longue, mais certainement pas exhaustive, se trouve àla �n de ce travail.Nous avons utilisé le logiciel Maple pour établir la �nitude de certainsgroupes que nous avons trouvés.En suivant les conseils de mon directeur de thèse, j'ai inclus mes précé-dents travaux dans le texte; ils sont totalement indépendants de ma thèse.Le premier contient les résultats de mon travail de DEA à l'Institut Fourier.L'origine de ce travail est une question de Mikhail Zaidenberg sur l'existencede fonctions de Green sur les revêtements de surfaces de Riemann non-compactes. Après avoir résolu ce problème, certaines remarques de MohanRamachandran m'ont permis de découvrir une généralisation pour les variétésriemanniennes arbitraires. En�n, une réponse à une question de Vladimir Linsur l'existence de fonctions harmoniques bornées sur les revêtements de sur-faces de Riemann complète cette partie.La deuxième est mon �master's thesis� soutenu à l'Université de Bilkenten Turquie, sous la direction de Iossif Vladimir Ostrovskii, où j'ai étudié desproblèmes de convolution de densités de probabilité entières. Un principegénéral énoncé par Paul Lévy est l'amélioration des propriétés de lissité desfonctions par l'opération de convolution. J'ai pu améliorer les découvertesde D. Raikov sur la non-validité de ce principe. Mes résultats ont donné lieuà une publication, et Alexander Ilinskii a démontré ensuite une conjectureformulée dans cet article.



Chapter 2Overview
2.1 Zariski-Van Kampen TheoremGiven an algebraic curve C � P2, it is interesting to study the topology ofits complement P2nC from the point of view of the classi�cation theory ofalgebraic curves. The idea is an analogue of the leading principle in the knottheory: in order to understand a knot K � S3, look at the topology of theknot complement S3nK. Another strong motivation for studying �1(P2nC)comes from the surface theory: A good knowledge of �1(P2nC) allows oneto construct Galois coverings of P2 branched at C. Moreover, if X ! P2is a branched covering, with C as the branching locus, one can hope toderive some invariants of X from the invariants of the topology of P2nC.Such a reasoning is justi�ed by Kulikov's recent con�rmation of a conjectureof Chisini [45]: In many cases, the branch curve of a generic projectionX � Pn ! P2 determines the surface X uniquely.Let us begin by considering the �rst homology group of P2nC. At �rstglance, this question looks like a particular case of the one one may ask forthe complement of an arbitrary subvariety V in Pn. However, if V is ofcodimension � 2, it is easily seen that P2nV is simply connected. The groupH1(PnnV ) is thus trivial, so that the question is interesting only when V isof codimension 1. The following well-known theorem shows that consideringonly the case n = 2 imposes no restrictions neither.Theorem 2.1.1 (Zariski-Leftschetz hyperplane section theorem [97])Let V be a hypersurface in Pn. Then the inclusion homomorphism�1(HnV )! �1(PnnV )11



12 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWis an isomorphism for a generic plane H = P2 in Pn.For a proof of a more general assertion, precising the meaning of �generic�,see Dimca's book [18], which is the standard reference for most of the resultspresented here. One may also consult the paper of Lamotke [53]. General-izations in several directions can be found in [88], [90], [30], and [72].Abelianizing the above isomorphism, we get H1(P2nC) = H1(PnnV ),where C := P2 \ V . Now, if C is a reduced plane algebraic curve, withthe irreducible components Ci of degree di for 1 � i � k, then (as in theknot theory), the homology groups of P2nC are quite simple and do not givetoo much information: One hasH1(P2nC;Z) = Zk�1� (Z=g:c:d(d1; d2; : : : ; dk)Z);whereas the fundamental group �1(P2nC), turns out to be much more infor-mative. Its study has been initiated by Zariski in the thirties [100]. Theorem2.1.1 says that the study of �1(P2nC) is equivalent to the study of �1(PnnV )for a hypersurface V .Although the prevailing convention in the literature is to call �1(P2nC),by abuse of language, the fundamental group of C, following Degtyarev [15],we shall take the liberty to call it simply the group of C.Before considering the groups of irreducible curves, a �rst insight on thestructure of the group of a curve can be obtained by looking at some simpleline arrangements. In what follows, we deal exclusively with reduced curves.Evidently, if C = L, a single line, then P2nC = C 2 , which is simply connected.If C = L1 [ L2 consists of two lines, then considering L1 to be the line atin�nity, one obtains P2nC = C 2nL2 = C � C nf0g, so that �1(P2nC) = Z.In the case C = L1 [ L2 [ L3, there are two possibilities: If the lines arein generic position, then, considering L1 to be the line at in�nity, one hasP2nC = C 2n(L2 [ L3). One may suppose L2 to be the x-axis, and L3 to bethe y-axis. Hence, P2n = C nf0g � C nf0g. It follows that �1(P2nC) = Z2.In the case of three lines passing through a common point, consideringagain one of them to be the line at in�nity, one obtains two parallel lines inC 2 , and the complement can be identi�ed with C nf0; 1g � C . Hence, in thiscase one has �1(P2nC) = F2 , the free group of rank 2.Reasoning this way, one can easily show the following: If C consists ofa line L1, plus m lines passing through a common point p 2 L1, and nlines passing through a common point q 2 L1, then �1(P2nC) = Fm � Fn .



2.1. ZARISKI-VAN KAMPEN THEOREM 13

Indeed, taking L1 to be the line at in�nity leaves a copy of C nfmpointsg �C nfn pointsg (Figure (2.1))However, this kind of reasoning cannot be applied to more complicatedline arrangements e.g. as those in Figure (2.2), nor to irreducible curves,so one needs to develop more special techniques to study their groups.Before introducing them, let us present some known facts, which were alreadypresent in the pioneering article of Zariski [100]:1. The group of a smooth curve of degree d is Z=dZ.2. For a singular curve, this group can be non-abelian, �nite or in�nite, evenif the curve is irreducible.3. There are irreducible curves of the same degree and with same singulari-ties, but with non-isomorphic groups.4. The group of a generic line arrangement is abelian.Perhaps the most useful facts for understanding these results are the follow-ing:Fact 1. If a line L � P2 intersects C transversally, then the inclusion



14 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWLnC ,! P2nC induces a surjection �1(LnC) � �1(P2nC) of fundamentalgroups.Fact 2. Let C1; C2 � P2 be two plane curves with C1 irreducible, and � bea small analytic disc intersecting C1 at a smooth point of C1 [ C2. Pick abase point �, and de�ne a meridian of C1 in P2n(C1 [C2) to be a positivelyoriented loop ! � @� � !�1, where ! is a path in P2n(C1 [ C2) with !(0) = �and !(1) 2 @�. Then any two meridians of C1 are conjugate elements in�1(P2n(C1 [ C2); �), and�1(P2nC2) ' �1(P2n(C1 [ C2); �)=� �� :Here, � � � denotes the normal closure of � in �1(P2n(C1 [ C2); �). Theabove claim holds true if C2 is absent, i.e. �1(P2nC1; �) is generated by themeridians of C1.The main tool for the calculation of the fundamental group of P2nC fora concretely given curve C has been developed by Zariski [100], its rigorousproof is due to Van Kampen [95]. (Other methods has been proposed in[51] or [90]). Below is a modern version, its proof in this form can be foundin [18]. See also the detailed exposition of Chéniot [9].Theorem 2.1.2 Let C � P2 be a curve, O 2 P2 be a point, and considerthe linear projection pr : P2nfOg ! P1. Let n be the degree of the restrictionof pr to C. Then if L1; L2; : : : ; Lk are all the lines passing through O whichintersect C in less then n points ( there are �nitely many such lines), thenthe restriction � of pr to E := P2n(C[ki=1Li) is a locally trivial C1 �bration.Consequently, one has the exact sequence of the �bration�2(B) �! �1(F ) i��! �1(E) ���! �1(B) �! �0(F ):It is readily seen that �2(B) = �0(F ) = 1, so that there is the short exactsequence 1 �! �1(F ) i��! �1(E) ���! �1(B) �! 1:This means that there is an action of �1(B) on �1(F ), and �1(E) is the semi-direct product of �1(B) with �1(F ) under this action. Hence, once this actionis known, the fundamental group of E = P2n(C [ki=1 Li) can be found. Nowone invokes Fact 2: If one can �nd meridians of Li, then the fundamentalgroup of P2nC can be calculated as the quotient of �1(E) by these meridians.Returning to the points 1-4 above, Zariski's proof of 1 is easy but tricky:Zariski �rst remarked the following:
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*

Theorem 2.1.3 The di�eomorphism type of (Pn; Vd) is constant for a smoothhypersurface Vd of degree d.Observe that the curve given by the equation xd+ xyd�1+ zd = 0 is smooth,and the line x = 0 is a �ex of order d of this curve. Hence, the �rst part ofthe proposition below shows that the group of a smooth curve is abelian byTheorem 2.1.3.Proposition 2.1.1 For a curve C � P2 of degree d, the group �1(P2nC) isabelian if one of the following two conditions is satis�ed.(i) C has an in�ectional line intersecting C with multiplicity d,(ii) C has a singular point p of multiplicity d�1, and no linear componentof C passes through p.Notice that, the part (ii) of the proposition is not void, since e.g. the curvegiven by xn = yn�1z satis�es the hypothesis.To get an idea of the proof of (i), consider the following situation: If L isthe �ex line of C at the point p, choose the center of projection in 2.1.2 tobe a point O 2 LnC. Clearly, L itself is a singular �ber of this projection.Now choose a line L1 passing through O, and pass to a�ne coordinates inC 2 = P2n(C[L1). One can choose p to be the origin, and L to be the y-axisin C 2 = L�B, where B is a line passing through p. Consider the projectionpr : C 2 ! B, and identify the �bers of pr via the projection C 2 ! L.The local situation can be illustrated by taking C to be the curve x = yd.The �ber F above x = 1 intersects C at d points yk = e2�id=k; 0 � k < 1.Choose a base point �, and generators for �1(FnC) as in Figure (2.3). Denote



16 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWthese loops by a1; a2; : : : ; ad, ordered in the positive sense. Now consider thepath � : x = e2�it � B. Let Ft be the �ber above �(t). Then the pointsof intersection of Ft with C are yke2�it=d. Hence, when F follows the path� in the counterclockwise sense and return back to its original position, thepoints of intersection Ft [ C turns 2�i=d in the positive sense, and the loopai is mapped to the loop ai+1, for 1 � i < d. Now it can be shown that thisgives a homotopy between ai and ai+1 in C 2nC. Hence, �1(P2n(C [ L1)) isgenerated by just one element a = a1 = � � � = ad, and is abelian. Finally,note that the product ad = adad�1 � � �a1 encircles all the intersection pointsC[F , and can be deformed to a meridian of L1. Hence, one has the relationad = 1.The second part of the proposition is proved by putting the center ofprojection at the singularity of C. A generic line issued from the singularpoint intersect C at a unique point, which shows that �1(P2nC) is generatedby just one element, and hence is abelian.The reader may amuse himself by showing that for C a plane curve ofdegree d, the group �1(P2nC) is abelian in each one of the following cases:(1) C has a �ex of order d� 1;(2) C has an ordinary double point p, and there is a line intersecting C at pwith multiplicity d� 1;(3) C has a singular point p of order d� 2 and a node q, such that pq is nota linear component of C; or(4) C has a singular point p of multiplicitym, and there is a �ex line throughp that intersect C with multiplicity d�m at a smooth point of C.2.2 Some examples of non-abelian curve groupsIn the light of above examples, it seems like that the group of any irreduciblecurve is abelian. First examples of curves with non-abelian groups have ap-peared as branching curves of generic projections. If X � Pn is a smoothalgebraic surface, and � : X ! P2 is a generic projection, then the singu-larities of the branching locus C � P2 of � consist of simple cusps (locallygiven by x2 = y3) and ordinary nodes (locally given by xy = 0) only. Zariskicalculated the group of C when X is the cubic surface in P3 and found it tobe the group Z2 � Z3, the free product of the cyclic groups1 Z2 and Z3. In1In the sequel, we will use the notations Zn and Z=nZalternatively for the cyclic groupof order n.



2.2. SOME EXAMPLES OF NON-ABELIAN CURVE GROUPS 17this case, C is a sextic, i.e. it is of degree 6, and can be given by the equationC : f(x; y; z)2 � g(x; y; z)3 = 0, where f is a cubic form and g is a quadraticform in 3 variables. Let Cf , Cg be the cubic and conic curves de�ned by fand g. Then it is easily seen that if Cf and Cg intersect generically, then Chas 6 simple cusps at their points of intersection.A generalization of this is the following.Theorem 2.2.1 (Moishezon [66]) Let X � P3 be a degree n hypersurface,and C be the branching curve of a generic projection X ! P2. Then thesingular locus of C consists of n(n�1)(n�2) simple cusps and n(n�1)(n�2)(n� 3)=2 ordinary nodes, and B pn := �1(P2nC) is the quotient of the braidgroup B n by its center.Recall that the Artin braid group B n on n admits the presentationB n := h�1; �2; : : : ; �n�1 j �i�j�i = �j�i�j if ji�jj = 1 ; [�i; �j] = 1 if ji�jj > 1i;and its center is generated by � := (�1�2 � � ��n�1)n. When n = 3, Theo-rem 2.2.1 gives the group�1(P2nC) = h�1; �2 j �1�2�1 = �2�1�2; (�1�2)3 = 1i: (2.1)Changing the generators by setting x := �1�2�1, y := �1�2, one obtains�1 = y�1x and �2 = x�1y2. The presentation 2.1 becomes�1(P2nC) = hx; y j x2 = y3 = 1i = Z2 � Z3;i.e. one obtains the above-mentioned result of Zariski.Another class of curves with non-abelian fundamental groups came fromthe hyperplane sections of the discriminant hypersurfaces Dn � Pn, de�nedby the equation D(a0; a1; : : : ; an) = 0, where D(a0; a1; : : : ; an) is the discrim-inant of the polynomial a0zn + a1zn�1 + � � �+ an. The fundamental group ofPnnDn can be interpreted as the �braid group of the sphere on n strands�,and will be denoted here by B sn .Theorem 2.2.2 (Zariski [98]) The group B sn := �1(PnnDn) is the quotientof the braid group B n by the relation �1�2 � � ��n�2�2n�1�n�2 � � ��2�1 = 1. Ageneric hyperplane section of Dn is a rational curve of degree 2(n� 1) with3n � 6 simple cusps and 2(n � 2)(n � 3) nodes. The group of any otherrational curve with only ordinary nodes and simple cusps as singularities iscyclic, except the case of a degree 6 curve.



18 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWFor some other related results, see [96], [57], [19], [44].Sometimes the equation of a curve is re�ected in a very nice manner inthe presentation of its group, as the next examples of groups calculated byOka shows.Theorem 2.2.3 (Oka [79]) Let p; q � 2 be two coprime integers.(i) The group of the a�ne curve C � C 2 de�ned by the equation xp�yq =0 has the presentation �1(C 2nC) = ha; b j ap = bqi:(ii) The group of the projective curve C � P2 de�ned by the equation(xp + yq)q + (yq + zq)p = 0 has the presentation�1(P2nC) = ha; b j ap = bq = 1i = Zp � Zq:Hence, the commutator subgroup of �1(P2nC) is the free group F(p�1)(q�1) ofrank (p� 1)(q � 1).For alternative calculations, and generalizations to the generic curve de�nedby f p + gq, f and g being forms of degree q and p respectively, see [94], [73][47], [88].Degtyarev classi�ed the possible groups of curves of degree d with a sin-gular point of multiplicity d� 2. As a result, he obtainedTheorem 2.2.4 (Degtyarev [15]) Given four integers p; q � 0 and a; b > 0with ap > b(2q+1), there exists an irreducible curve C of degree 2b(2q+1)�apwith the fundamental grouphx; y j xp = yp; (xy)qx = y(xy)q; xap = (xy)b(2q+1)i:This group is abelian only if q = 0 or p = 1, otherwise, �nite only if p = 2or (p; q) = (3; 1); (3; 2); (4; 1); or (5; 1).Groups of the curves of degree � 5.Degtyarev [15] calculated the groups of all the quintics (irreducible or not),so that, for the curves of low order, one can state the following result:



2.3. CURVES WITH ABELIAN GROUPS 19Theorem 2.2.5 The only irreducible curves of degree � 5 with a non-abeliangroup are rational. Such a curve is projectively equivalent to one of the curvesdescribed below.(a) (Zariski [100]) The three cuspidal quartic, whose group is �nitenon-abelian of order 12 with the presentationha; b j aba = bab; a2b2 = 1i:(b) (Degtyarev [15])(i) The quintic with three double cusps (locally x2 = y5), whose group is�nite non-abelian of order 320 with the presentationha; b j b = ab4a; a2 = b2a3b2i;(ii) and the quintic with three simple cusps and a cusp of type [23], whosegroup is in�nite and has the presentationha; b j a = b2a2b2; b2 = ab5ai:Groups of the curves of degree 6 are not known, since, in the �rst place,a classi�cation of curves of degree 6 is missing. A special class of sextics,namely the rational cuspidal ones, has been classi�ed by Fenske [23], seeTheorem 3.1.5. Their groups are given in Corollary 3.2.4.2.3 Curves with abelian groupsA curve is said to be nodal if all its singularities are ordinary double points,that is, a transversal intersection of smooth branches. It can be seen easilythat the moduli Vn;d of nodal curves of degree d and with n nodes carries analgebraic structure. In [100], Zariski used a claim of Severi on the irreducibil-ity of this moduli to show that the group of a nodal curve is abelian. He �rstshowed by an inductive argument that the group of a generic line arrange-ment is abelian, and then remarked that in Vn;d there exists curves C whichcan be �degenerated� (see Theorem 2.3.2) to such a line arrangement. Hethen used the �semicontinuity� of the fundamental group (see Theorem 2.3.2below) to conclude that the group of C is abelian. The group �1(P2nC) beingconstant for C belonging to an irreducible component of Vn;d, it follows thatthe group of a nodal curve is abelian by Severi's claim.



20 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWHowever, Severi's proof of irreducibility turned out to be incomplete. Ithas been proved in the 80's by Harris [36]. In between, much of the work onthe groups of algebraic curves was concentrated on the problem abelianity ofthe group of a nodal curve, which came to be known as the Zariski conjecture.Abhyankar proved the Zariski conjecture in many particular cases [1]. Ful-ton completed Abhyankar's work and proved the Zariski conjecture for thealgebraic fundamental group [31]. Deligne applied their ideas to show thevalidity of the Zariski conjecture for the topological fundamental group [14].Since then, many other conditions for the abelianity of a curve group hasbeen given, see e.g. [80], [86], [15]. The one we present below is a particularcase of a theorem which was formulated for curves with arbitrary singularitiesin an arbitrary surface.Theorem 2.3.1 (Nori [74]) Let C � P2 be a curve of degree d with ksimple cusps and n ordinary nodes. Then �1(P2nC) is abelian provided 6k+4n < d2.The following theorem helps to deduce the abelianity of a curve group,once the abelianity of the group of a �limit curve� is known. FollowingDimca [18], let us �rst recall that a family fCt : t 2 (0; 1]g of curves is said tobe equisingular if the singularities ofCt can be indexed as p1(t); p2(t); : : : ; pk(t)such that at each singular point pi, the family fCt; pi(t)g of germs has con-stant Milnor number. (The Milnor number of a curve germ (C; 0) withequation f(x; y) = 0 is de�ned to be the dimension over C of the alge-bra C fx; yg=(@f=@x; @f=@y).) If fCt : t 2 (0; 1]g is a smooth equisingularfamily, it can be shown that the pair (P2; Ct) is topologically constant, inparticular the group �1(P2nCt) do not depend on t. Now given a smoothfamily fCt : t 2 [0; 1]g such that the family fCt : t 2 (0; 1]g is equisingular,then C0 is said to be an equisingular degeneration of C1.Theorem 2.3.2 (Zariski [100]) An equisingular degeneration C1 ! C0with a reduced limit curve C0 induces a surjection of the fundamental groups�1(P2nC0)� �1(P2nC1);which sends meridians to meridians.The knowledge of curve groups is very helpful for the �degeneration prob-lem�, which can be stated as �for two given curves of the same degree, decideif there is an equisingular degeneration carrying one into the other�.



2.4. CHARACTERIZING THE CURVE GROUPS 212.4 Characterizing the curve groupsHereafter a group will be called big if it has a subgroup isomorphic to F2 , thefree group with two generators. Since the commutator subgroup of Zp �Zq isfree of rank (p� 1)(q � 1) for (p; q) = 1, it follows that these groups, whichare curve groups by Theorem 2.2.3, are big. It can be shown that the braidgroups B n is big for n � 3, which implies that the groups of Theorem 2.2.1are also big. On the other hand, the group of a smooth curve is �nite cyclic.So the question arises whether there are intermediate examples. It turnsout that there are such curve groups. Recall that a group G is said to bealmost solvable (or virtually solvable) if G has a solvable subgroup of �niteindex. It is easy to see that an almost solvable group cannot be big. The�rst examples of curves with in�nite but almost solvable groups has beendiscovered by Moishezon-Teicher [60], among the branch curves of genericprojections to P2 of some surfaces in a projective space Pn. They have furtherconjectured that almost solvability is a common feature for branch curves ofgeneric projections of simply connected surfaces. The example below hasbeen found later by Robb, we refer the reader to [91].Theorem 2.4.1 (Robb) Let B n be the braid group with the standard gener-ators �1; �2; : : : ; �n�1 for n � 4. Put eB n := B n=� [�2; (�1�3)�1�2(�1�3)]�.Let V � Pn be a non-degenerate smooth complete intersection of codimen-sion � 2. Then the groups of the a�ne and projective branch curves of ageneric projection V � Pn are eB n , and a quotient of eB n by a central element,respectively.It can be shown that there is a series1 C A1 C A2 C A3 C eB nwith eB n=A3 = �n; A3=A2 = Z; A2=A1 = Zn�1; A1 = Z2;t where �n is the symmetric group on a set of cardinality n (see [60]). Hence,eB n is an in�nite almost solvable group. By the way, this group gives an answerto a question of Oka in the negative: An in�nite fundamental group do notnecessarily contain a free subgroup (of rank � 1) of �nite index. Indeed, eB ncannot contain a free subgroup of rank � 2, since it is an almost solvablegroup. On the other hand, it can be seen by a simple growth argument that



22 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWZ cannot be a �nite index subgroup of eB n , nor that of the correspondingprojective group.Considering the solvability question in the opposite sense, Dethlo�, Orev-kov, Zaidenberg [17] have shown that, the fundamental group of the dual ofan immersed curve of degree � 4 is big. Recall that a curve is said to beimmersed if all its singularities are intersection of smooth branches. Notethat the fundamental group of an immersed curve need not to be abelian.The following example is due to Artal [3]: Consider Zariski's sextic de�nedas above by the equation C1 : f 2 � g3 = 0. Then one can deform the cubicCf and the conic Cg such that Cf and Cg intersect at a unique point. Thecorresponding sextic C0 is an immersed curve, which is an equisingular de-formation of the initial sextic, whose group Z2 �Z3. By Theorem 2.3.2, thereis a surjection �1(P2nC0) � �1(P2nC1), which shows that the group of C0cannot be abelian.Continuing our search for a characterization of the class of curve groups,let us recall the famous Tits' alternative, which asserts that a discrete sub-group of the group GLn(C ) is either big or almost solvable [92].Question (Zaidenberg) Is it true that the class of curve groups satis�esTits' alternative?As a �nal remark on the abstract group-theoretical characterization ofcurve groups, notice that there are some obstructions for an abstract group tobe a curve group, these obstructions are imposed principally by the Alexanderpolynomial, see [56] for a detailed discussion.Another important fact in the understanding of the curve groups is thefollowing theorem which was �rst proved by Oka and Sakamoto, and reprovedlater by Kaliman:Theorem 2.4.2 (Oka-Sakamoto [78], Kaliman [42]) If C1; C2 � C 2are two a�ne curves intersecting at deg(C1) � deg(C2) distinct points, then�1(C 2n(C1 [ C2)) = �1(C 2nC1)� �1(C 2nC2):2.5 Curves with �nite non-abelian groupsTheorem 2.2.5 shows that the group of a curve can be �nite non-abelian. To�nd general conditions which ensure that the group of a curve is a �nite non-abelian one is a di�cult question. At the current stage of research, one rather



2.6. ALEXANDER POLYNOMIALS 23tries to construct explicit examples to see to what extent this is an �accident�.Several in�nite families of �nite non-abelian curve groups found by Degtyarevare exhibited in Theorem 2.2.4. Oka suggested the problem of �nding furtherexamples and constructed an in�nite series of such curves [76]. These curveswere independently found also by Shimada [87], who, in a subsequent article,constructed another in�nite family of curves with this property [88]. SeeChapter 4.2. for a more detailed account of their results. In Chapter 4.3, weprove the following theorem:Theorem 2.5.1 If G is a curve group, then for each n 2 N, there is a centralextension of G by the cyclic group of order n, which is also a curve group.It follows that if G is a �nite non-abelian curve group of order m, then foreach n 2 N , there is a �nite non-abelian curve group of order nm. Notethat all the curves with �nite non-abelian groups constructed up to date arecuspidal. The curves constructed for the proof of Theorem 2.5.1 possess otherkinds of singularities. Note also that Theorem 2.5.1 can also be applied tothe groups fBn of Theorem 2.4.1 to �nd new examples of curves with in�nitealmost solvable groups.2.6 Alexander polynomialsAs in the knot theory, it is possible to de�ne the Alexander polynomial of aplane curve. Many equivalent de�nitions exist, and the origins of the topiccan be traced back to Zariski. We refer to Chapter 5.1 for a more detailedaccount of the topic. One of the most interesting results in this direction isthe following. (For similar results see [83], [58].)Theorem 2.6.1 (Kulikov [50]) If the degree of an irreducible curve C isa prime power, then the group G0=G00 is �nite, where G := �1(P2nC), and G0is the commutator subgroup of G.This answers another question of Oka in the negative sense: Commu-tator subgroup of an in�nite curve group need not be free. We obtain apresentation for the commutator subgroup of such a group in Chapter 5.1.Moreover, we describe a short-cut algorithm for �nding the group G=G00 forthe group G of an irreducible curve. It follows in particular that the groupsB pn of Theorem 2.2.1, the groups B sn of Theorem 2.2.2, and the groups fB n of



24 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWTheorem 2.4.1 have perfect commutator subgroups for n � 5 (see also [33]and [57]). The group fBn also supplies an example of an in�nite almost solv-able group with a perfect commutator subgroup. For details see Chapter 5.1.2.7 Zariski pairsZariski was the �rst to notice that, the group of a curve do not only depend onthe singularities of the curve, but also on its global structure. After havingshown that the group of the six cuspidal sextic C given by the equationf 2 � g3 = 1 is Z2 � Z3, he noted that the six cusps of C lie on the conicde�ned by g = 0. Then he showed that if C 0 is another sextic with sixcusps not lying on a conic, then the group of C 0 should be abelian. He thenremarked that a sextic curve of this type must exist, because �it is highlyimprobable that the six cusps of a sextic should lie on a conic�. An equationfor such a sextic has been given much later by Oka in [77]. Hence, C andC 0 are two curves having same number of singularities of the same type, yethaving di�erent groups.This is related with the following problem: Consider the moduli M ofalgebraic curves of degree d with given number and topological type of sin-gularities. Is there an algebraic structure on M? If yes, is M irreducible?It is readily seen that if there are curves in M with di�erent fundamentalgroups, then M should be reducible.Artal Bartolo called a pair of curves of the same degree and with thesame singularities, but with non-homeomorphic complements in P2 a Zariskipair and suggested the problem of �nding other Zariski pairs. For a moredetailed account of the developments on this problem, we refer to Chapter4.1. The strongest result up to date is the following one.Theorem 2.7.1 (Kulikov [46]) For each k 2 N there exists an in�nitefamily of Zariski k-tuples (C1; C2; : : : ; Ck).The curves Ci appearing in the above theorem are branch curves of genericprojections of certain projective surfaces, thus, they only have simple cuspsand ordinary nodes as singularities. In Chapter 4.3, we describe a recipefor �nding new examples of Zariski pairs of curves with more complicatedsingularities starting from the known ones.



2.8. FENCHEL'S PROBLEM 252.8 Fenchel's problemOne of the reasons for �nding fundamental groups of plane curves is to con-struct Galois coverings � : X ! P2 branched along these curves. In case� is of �nite degree, the surface X is projective by the Grauert-Remmerttheorem [34]. Hence, this gives a means of constructing algebraic surfaces.On the other hand, any projective surface X can be considered as a branchedcovering of P2 by embedding X in a projective space Pn and then taking therestriction to X of a generic projection Pn ! P2. (Note however that this isnot a Galois covering in general).In particular, the question arises whether it is possible to �nd a Galoiscovering of � : X ! P2 branched at a given curve C with the given rami�ca-tion indexes for irreducible components of C. Note that this data de�nes adivisor D� on P2, which is called the branching divisor of �, and � is said tobe branched at D. The similar problem for the projective line P1 was posedby Fenchel. It is well known that (except the trivial cases) there is a �nitecovering of P1 (in fact, of any Riemann surface) branched at a given divisor,see [28], [8].As for the Fenchel problem for P2, there are some partial results of Nambaand Kato for certain families of reducible curves. We refer to Chapter 6.1 fora brief account of these solutions. It is convenient to single out the abeliancoverings from the discussion, since their existence is rather easy to establish.For example, if C is a smooth irreducible curve of degree d, then �1(P2nC)is abelian, so that there is an abelian covering of P2 branched at D := nCif and only if n divides d. For the non-abelian case, it can be said that weare almost at the point where Zariski [100] gave the complete solution to theproblem for the three-cuspidal quartic, whose group is a �nite non-abelianone, so that all the coverings of P2 branched at C can easily be described.Fenchel's problem for the curves with �nite non-abelian groups discussedabove should be considered to be solved in this context.As for the irreducible curves with in�nite group, we prove the followingtheorem, which is rather a group theoretical result. Recall that by Theo-rem 2.2.3, the group Zp �Zq with gcd (p; q) = 1 is the group of an irreduciblecurve.Theorem 2.8.1 Let C � P2 be an irreducible curve. If for some p; q � 2there is a surjection �1(P2nC) � Zp � Zq then for each n 2 N there exists a�nite Galois covering of P2 branched at the divisor D := nC.



26 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEWThe following theorem of Namba is interesting from the point of view ofFenchel's problem.Theorem 2.8.2 (Namba [67]) For any projective manifold X and for any�nite group G, there exists a �nite branched Galois covering � : Y ! X withG as the automorphism group.2.9 Line arrangementsIn contrast with the irreducible curves, there is a fastly growing literatureon the fundamental groups of the complements to line arrangements. The(topological) classi�cation of line arrangements itself is a challenging prob-lem. To give an idea of its complexity, recall that neither the Alexanderpolynomial determines the group of a line arrangement nor the group ofan arrangement determines its topology. There are even Zariski pairs ofline arrangements [4]. For a discussion of the recent developments in thistopic, we refer the reader to [41] and references therein. This beautiful, andclassical theory is not touched on in this work. However, we believe thatgroups of divisors whose supports are line arrangements can lead to somenice invariants: Loosely speaking, we de�ne the group Gr(D) of a divisorD = m1C1 +m2C2 + � � �+mkCk with the support C := C1 [ C2 [ � � � [ Ckto be the quotient �1(P2nC)= � �m11 ; �m22 ; : : : ; �mkk �, where �i is a merid-ian in P2nC of the irreducible component Ci of C. From the point of viewof the Fenchel's problem, groups of divisors seems like the correct object ofstudy, and there are some interesting questions on their structure, see thelast chapter for a detailed discussion.As a simple example, consider the divisor D := 2L1 + 3L2 + 6L3. Thenone has Gr(D) = ha; b; c j a2 = b3 = c6 = abc = 1i, which is isomorphic tothe triangle group T2;3;6 and is solvable. Hence, one can e�ectively classifythe Galois coverings of P2 rami�ed at D.



Chapter 3Groups of rational cuspidal curveswith a deep singularity
3.1 Classi�cation of rational cuspidal curves witha deep singularity.A projective plane curve C � P2 is said to be cuspidal if all its singularitiesare irreducible. It is said to be of type (d;m) if C is of degree d and themaximal multiplicity of its singularities is m, i.e. m = maxp2C(multpC).Rational cuspidal curves of type (d; d�2) and those of type (d; d�3), havingat least three cusps has been classi�ed by Flenner and Zaidenberg. It turnsout that these curves have exactly three cusps, moreover, the rational 3-cuspidal curves of type (d; d�2) can be obtained from the quadric fxy�z2 =0g, and the rational 3-cuspidal curves of type (d; d � 3) can be obtainedfrom the cubic fxy2 � z3 = 0g by means of Cremona transformations. Wesummarize these results in Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 below, where we use thefollowing conventions settled in [27]: the multiplicity sequence of a cusp willbe called the type of this cusp. Recall that, ifVn+1 ! Vn ! � � �V1 ! V0 = C 2is a minimal resolution of an irreducible analytic curve singularity germ(C; 0) � (C 2 ; 0), and (Ci; Pi) denotes the proper transform of (C; 0) in Vi,so that (C0; P0) = (C;O), then the sequence [m(n+1); m(n); : : : ; m(1); m(0)],where m(i) := multPiCi, is called the multiplicity sequence of (C; 0). Evi-27



28 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESdently, m(i+1) � m(i), m(n) � 2, and m(n+1) = 1. The (sub)sequencek; k; k; : : : ; k| {z }m timeswill be abbreviated by km. For instance, [kn; kn+m; k � 1] is the sequence[kn; k; k; k; : : : ; k| {z }n+m times ; k � 1]. Also, the last term of the multiplicity sequencewill be omitted. Under this notation, [2] corresponds to a simple cusp and[23] = [2; 2; 2] corresponds to a ramphoid cusp.Theorem 3.1.1 (Flenner-Zaidenberg [26]) A rational cuspidal curve oftype (d; d � 2) with at least three cusps has exactly three cusps. For each(d; n;m) 2 N3 such that d � 4, n � m > 0 and n + m = d � 2 there isexactly one (up to projective equivalence) such curve C, whose cusps are oftypes [d�2], [2n], [2; 2m]. There are no other rational cuspidal curves of type(d; d� 2) with number of cusps � 3.Theorem 3.1.2 (Flenner-Zaidenberg [27]) A rational cuspidal curve oftype (d; d � 3) with at least three cusps has exactly three cusps. For eachd = 2n + 3, n � 1, there is exactly one (up to projective equivalence) suchcurve Cn, and the cusps of Cn are of types [2n; 2n], [3n], [2]. There are noother rational cuspidal curves of type (d; d� 2) with number of cusps � 3.Following the methods employed by Flenner and Zaidenberg, these resultsare completed (independently) in the works of Fenske and Sakai-Tono, wherethe following theorems are shown:Theorem 3.1.3 (Fenske [23], Sakai-Tono [84]) Let n;m 2 N be suchthat n � 1 and 0 � m < n.(i) A rational cuspidal curve of type (d; d�2) with exactly one cusp existsif and only if d = 2n+2. Such a curve is unique up to projective equivalence,and the type of its cusp is [2n; 22n].(ii) A rational cuspidal curve of type (d; d�2) with exactly two cusp existsif and only if(a) d = 2n+ 3, with types of cusps [2n+ 1; 2n], [2n+1];(b) d = n + 2, with types of cusps [n], [2n];(c) d = 2n+ 2, with types of cusps [2n; 2n+m], [2n�m].Moreover, all these curves are unique up to projective equivalence.



3.1. CLASSIFICATION OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES 29Theorem 3.1.4 (Fenske [23])Let n;m 2 N be such that n � 1 and 0 � m < n.(i) A rational cuspidal curve of type (d; d�3) with exactly one cusp existsif and only if(a) d = 3n+ 3, where the type of the cusp is [3n; 32n; 2];(b) d = 5, where the type of the cusp is [26]. These curves are unique upto projective equivalence.(ii) The only existing rational cuspidal curves of type (d; d�3) with exactlytwo cusps are the following ones:degree types of cusps1 7 [4] ; [33]2 6 [3] ; [32; 2]3 5 [24] ; [22]4 2n+ 3 [2n; 2n] ; [3n; 2]5 2n+ 4 [2n+ 1; 2n] ; [3n+1]6 2n+ 3 [2n; 2n+1] ; [3n]7 3n+ 3 [3n; 32n] ; [2]8 3n+ 4 [3n+ 1; 3n] ; [3n+1]9 3n+ 3 [3n; 3n+m; 2] ; [3n�m]10 3n+ 3 [3n; 3n+m] ; [3n�m; 2]11 3n+ 3 [3n+ 2; 3n; 2] ; [3n+1; 2]These curves are unique up to projective equivalence.Considering the cases d = 6 in the above theorems leads to a completeclassi�cation of rational cuspidal curves of degree 6 is given in [23]. Wenotice that the classi�cation of sextics in general is an open problem. For aclassi�cation of the curves of lower degree, see [68].Theorem 3.1.5 (Fenske [23]) Up to projective equivalence, rational cus-pidal curves of degree 6 are the following ones:



30 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVEStypes of cusps1 [5]2 [4; 24]3 [33; 2]4 [33] ; [2]5 [32; 2] ; [3]6 [32] ; [3; 2]7 [4; 23] ; [2]8 [4; 22] ; [22]9 [4] ; [24]10 [4] ; [23]; [2]11 [4] ; [22]; [22]In fact, in [23] the following more general list of curves is constructed.Theorem 3.1.6 (Fenske [23]) Let d � 2 and 0 � m < n be integers. Thefollowing rational cuspidal plane curves exist:type of curves (d;m) type of cusps1 (kn + k; kn) [kn; kn+m; k � 1] ; [kn�m]1a (kn + k; kn) [kn; k2n; k � 1]2 (kn + k; kn) [kn; kn+m] ; [kn�m; k � 1]2a (kn + k; kn) [kn; k2n] ; [k � 1]3 (kn + k + 1; kn+ 1) [kn+ 1; kn] ; [kn+1]4 (kn + k + 1; kn) [kn; kn+1] ; [(k + 1)n]5 (kn + k + 1; kn) [kn; kn] ; [(k + 1)n; k]6 (kn + k + 2; kn+ 1) [kn+ 1; kn] ; [(k + 1)n+1]7 (kn + 2k � 1; kn+ k � 1) [kn + k � 1; kn; k � 1] ; [kn+1; k � 1]8 (n+ 2; n) [n] ; [2n]Beware of the following exception in the table above: In case n = 1, thecurves (4) and (5) are of type (kn+ k+1; k+1), instead of (kn+ k+1; nk).T. Fenske begun the classi�cation of rational cuspidal curves of type(d; d�4). Recall that a curve C is said to be unobstructed if H2(�V hDi) = 0,where (V;D)! (P2; C) is a minimal embedded resolution of singularities ofC, and �V hDi is the sheaf of holomorphic vector �elds on V tangent along D.Theorem 3.1.7 (Fenske [24]) For each n � 1 there exists a rational cus-pidal plane curve of type (d; d� 4), where d = degCn = 3n + 4. This curve



3.2. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES: RESULTS 31has three cusps of types [3n; 3n], [4n; 22], [21]. The curve Cn is recti�able1 andunique up to a projective equivalence. Moreover, any unobstructed rationalcuspidal curve of type (d; d � 4) is projectively equivalent to a curve of thistype.3.2 Groups of rational cuspidal curves with adeep singularity: ResultsNote that an irreducible curve of type (d; d � 1) is rational, and has anabelian group as noted in Proposition 2.1.1. On the other hand, a generalcomputation of groups of arbitrary curves of type (d; d � 2) was performedby Degtyarev [15]. For the case of rational cuspidal curves of type (d; d� 2)Artal gave more direct and precise results, using the explicit construction ofthese curves by means of Cremona transformations.Theorem 3.2.1 (Artal [2]) Let C be as in Theorem 3.1.1. Then the groupof C admits the presentation�1(P2nC) = ha; b j (ba)d�1 = bd�2; (ba)kb = a(ba)ki;where k � 0 and 2k + 1 = gcd(2n + 1; 2m + 1). Hence, the group dependsonly on (d; k). This group is abelian if and only if k = 0, �nite of order 12if (d; n;m) = (4; 1; 1), �nite of order 840 if (d; n;m) = (7; 4; 1), otherwise itis a big group 2.Note that the case (d; n;m) = (4; 1; 1) corresponds to the three cuspidalquartic, whose group had been calculated already by Zariski [100].Taking for example C1 with (d; n;m) = (13; 10; 1) and C2 with (d; n;m) =(13; 7; 4), one has the following result.Corollary 3.2.1 (Artal [2]) There exist in�nitely many pairs (C1; C2) ofcurves with isomorphic (big) groups, but di�erent homeomorphism types ofthe pairs (P2; C1), (P2; C2).Using the technique employed by Artal, we show that for the curves given inTheorem 3.1.2, one has the following result:1i.e., it is equivalent to a line up to the action of the Cremona group Bir(P2) ofbirational transformations of the projective plane.2Recall that we call a group big if it has a non-abelian free subgroup.



32 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESTheorem 3.2.2 Let Cn be as in Theorem 3.1.2, where d = 2n + 3. Thenthe group of Cn admits the presentation�1(P2nCn) = hc; b j cbc = bcb; bncn+2 = cn+2bn; (b�ncb2)n+1cn2 = 1i:This group is big when n is odd and � 7, abelian when n 2 f0; 1; 2g, and�nite of order 8640 for n = 3, and �nite of order 1560 for n = 5.This is proved in 3.3.1 below.Theorem 3.2.3 The groups of the curves in Theorem 3.1.6 are as follows:1 h�; �; y j � = y�k�k�1; [�; yk] = �(��)m = �(��)n�m = 1i1a abelian2 h�; �; y j � = y�k�k�1; [�; yk] = �(��)n�m = �(��)m = 1i2a h�; y j yk = �k�1; �n+1 = 1i3 abelian4 hx; y j (xy)n+1yn2 = [y; (xy)k] = 1; xkynx = (xy)ki5 abelian6 abelian7 abelian8 abelianThe groups (1) are central extensions of the group Zk � Zj, where j :=g.c.d.(mk + k � 1; n+ 1). Thus, they are abelian if j = 1, and big if j � 2.The groups (2) are central extensions of the group Zk � Zj, where j :=g.c.d.(1 +mk; n + 1). Thus, they are abelian if j = 1, and big if j � 2. Thesame conclusion is true for the groups (2a), where this time j := g.c.d.(k �1; n+ 1).The groups (4) are abelian if j := (n + 1; k) = 1 or n = 1. Otherwise,they are big with the following exceptions:(i) If (n; k) = (3; 2), then the group is �nite non-abelian of order 72 (thedegree of the curve is 9).(ii) If (n; k) = (5; 2), then the group is �nite non-abelian of order 1560(the degree of the curve is 13)(iii) If (n,k)=(2,3), then the group is �nite non-abelian of order 240 (thedegree of the curve is 10).This is proved in 3.3.2-3.3.8 below.



3.2. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES: RESULTS 33Corollary 3.2.2 (i) The group of a rational unicuspidal curve of type (d; d�2) is abelian,(ii) The group of a rational two-cuspidal curve C of type (d; d � 2) isabelian unless C is one of the curves described in Theorem 3.1.3-(ii)c, andj := g.c.d.(2m + 1; n + 1) 6= 1. In this case, the group of C is the big groupwith the following presentationhy; � j [�; y2] = y�2m�2�2m+1 = y2m�2n�2n�2m+1 = 1i:This group is a central extension of Z2 � Zj.Proof.(i) This is the case (1a) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3.(ii) (a) This is the case (3) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3.(b) This is the case (8) in Theorem 3.2.3.(c) This is the case (1) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3. One obtains thepresentation easily by substituting � = y�3�.Corollary 3.2.3 (i) The group of a rational unicuspidal curve of type (d; d�3) is abelian.(ii) Groups of rational two-cuspidal curves of type (d; d � 3) are givenbelow: degree group1 7 abelian2 6 Z2 � Z33 5 abelian4 2n + 3 abelian5 2n + 4 abelian6 2n + 3 hx; y j xynx = yxy; (xy)n+1yn2 = [y; xyx] = 1i7 3n + 3 hy; � j �2 = y3; �n+1 = 1i8 3n + 4 abelian9 3n + 3 h�; �; y j � = y�3�2; [�; y3] = �(��)m = �(��)n�m = 1i10 3n + 3 h�; �; y j � = y�3�2; [�; y3] = �(��)n�m = �(��)m = 1i11 3n + 5 abelianThe groups (6) are abelian if n is even or n = 1. Otherwise they are bigunless n = 3 or n = 5, in these cases the group is �nite of order 72 and 1560respectively. The groups (7) are abelian if n is even, and big otherwise. Thegroups (9) are abelian if g:c:d: (3m + 2; n + 1) = 1, and big otherwise. Thegroups (10) are abelian if g:c:d: (3m+ 1; n+ 1) = 1, and big otherwise.



34 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESProof.1. This is the case (4) in Theorem 3.2.3 with k = 3 an n = 1. Hence, thegroup has the presentationhx; y j x3yx = (xy)3; (xy)2y = [y; (xy)3] = 1i;which is easily seen to be abelian, by substituting (xy)2 = y�1 in the com-mutation relation.2. This is the case (1) in Theorem 3.2.3 with k = 3, n = 1, and m = 0.The group is h��; y j� = y�3�2; [�; y3] = � = ��� = 1i:Thus, y3 = �2 = 1, i.e. the group is Z2 � Z3.3. The group of this curve was found to be abelian by Degtyarev [15].4. This is the case (5) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3. The group is thusabelian.5. This is the case (6) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3, and the group isabelian.6. This is the case (4) with k = 2 in Theorem 3.2.3.7. This is the case (2a) with k = 3 in Theorem 3.2.3.8. This is the case (3) with k = 3 in Theorem 3.2.3.9. This is the case (1) with k = 3 in Theorem 3.2.3.10. This is the case (2) with k = 3 in Theorem 3.2.3.11. This is the case (1) with k = 3 in Theorem 3.2.3.Corollary 3.2.4 Groups of rational cuspidal sextics are listed below.types of cusps group1 [5] abelian2 [4; 24] abelian3 [33; 2] abelian4 [33]; [2] Z2 � Z35 [32; 2] ; [3] Z2 � Z36 [32] ; [3; 2] Z2 � Z37 [4; 23] ; [2] Z2 � Z38 [4; 22] ; [22] abelian9 [4] ; [24] abelian10 [4] ; [23]; [2] abelian11 [4] ; [22]; [22] ha; b j (ab)5 = b4; a(ba)2 = (ba)2b



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 35Proof.1-2-3: These sextics are unicuspidal, hence their groups are abelian byCorollaries 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.4. This is the case (7) in Corollary 3.2.3 with n = 1.5. This is the case (2) in Corollary 3.2.3.6. This is the case (10) in Corollary 3.2.3 with n = 1 and m = 0. Thusj = 1, and the group is abelian.7. This is the curve in Corollary 3.2.2-(c) with n = 2 and m = 1. Thusj = 3, and the group has the presentationhy; � j [�; y2] = y�4�3 = y�2�3 = 1i;which easily seen to be isomorphic to Z2 � Z3.8. This is the curve in Corollary 3.2.2-(c) with n = 2 and m = 0. Thusj = 1, and the group is abelian.9. This is the curve in Corollary 3.2.2-(b).10. This is the curve in Theorem 3.2.1 with (d; n;m) = (6; 3; 1). Thus,k = 1, and the group is abelian.11. This is the curve in Theorem 3.2.1 with (d; n;m) = (6; 3; 1), andk = 2.Theorem 3.2.4 Groups of the curves in Theorem 3.1.7 admit the presenta-tion �1(P2n eC) = ha;  j aa = an+1; [an; 3] = a3n2+2n(3a)n+1 = 1i:This group is big provided 3j(n+ 1) and n > 6.The proof of this theorem is given in 3.3.9.3.3 Groups of rational cuspidal curves with adeep singularity: CalculationsConventions. Throughout this work, we shall use the following conventions:If �; � : [0; 1]! T are two paths in a topological space T , then the product� � � is de�ned provided that �(1) = �(0), and one has� � �(t) := � �(2t); 0 � t � 12 ;�(2t� 1); 12 � t � 1:If � is a path in T with �(0) = �(1) = � 2 T , we shall take the freedom totalk about � as an element of �1(T; �), ignoring the fact that the elementsof �1(T; �) are equivalence classes of such paths under the homotopy. Also,when this do not lead to a confusion, we shall write �1(T ) instead of �1(T; �),omitting the base point.
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3.3.1 Groups of the curves in Theorem 3.1.2Construction of the curvesLet C be the cubic de�ned by the equation x2z � y3 = 0. Then C hasa unique, simple cusp at the point r = [0 : 0 : 1], and a unique, simplein�ection point at the point p = [1 : 0 : 0]. Denote by P the tangent lineto C at p. In order to transform C to Cn by means of appropriate Cremonatransformations, we begin by taking an arbitrary point q 2 Cnfr; pg. Let Qbe the tangent to C at q. Then Q intersects C at a second point s, and thelines P and Q intersect at a point O =2 C (Figure 3.1).By blowing-up the point O, we obtain a Hirzebruch surface X; let E be itsexceptional section. Let e := Q\E. We apply an elementary transformation(or Nagata transformation) at the point e followed by an elementary trans-formation at the point s. Denote by X1 the Hirzebruch surface so obtained,by Q1, P1 the �bers replacing Q, P and by ~C1, E1 the proper transformsof C, E respectively. Then 3p1 := C1:P1, 2q1 + s1 := C1:Q1, e1 := E1:Q1.Now we apply an elementary transformation at s1 followed by an elementarytransformation at e1. We get another Hirzebruch surface X2, with �bers Q2,P2 replacing Q1, P1 and with proper transforms ~C2, E2 of ~C1, E1 respec-tively. Iterating this procedure n times gives a Hirzebruch surface Xn withexceptional section En satisfying E2n = �1. After the contraction of En, weturn back to P2. Then Cn � P2 is the image of ~Cn.Composition of these birational maps gives a biholomorphismP2n(C [ P [Q) '�! P2n(Cn [ Pn [Qn);
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and hence an isomorphism�1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) ' �1(P2n(Cn [ Pn [Qn)):So, the group of Cn can be deduced from �1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) by adding therelations corresponding to the gluing of the lines Pn and Qn.Finding �1(P2n(C [ P [Q)).Let T be the projective linear transformation[x : y : z] �! [x : y : x + z]:Then the equation of C reads, in the new coordinates, as x2(z� x)� y3 = 0,the point r = [0 : 0 : 1] is the cusp and p = [1 : 0 : 1] is the in�ection pointof C. Put L1 := fz = 0g, and pass to a�ne coordinates in C 2 = P2nL1.The real picture of C is shown in Figure (3.2). Let q = (x0; y0) 2 C be apoint such that x0 > 0 is su�ciently small, and let Q be the tangent to C atq. Let O := P \ Q, and let R be the line Or. Let B := fy = y1g be a lineclose to O but O =2 B. We shall apply the Zariski-Van Kampen method tothe linear projection pr : P2nO! B with center O. Clearly, P , Q and R aresingular �bers of this projection (see Figure (3.2)). That these constitute allthe singular �bers can be seen by looking at the dual picture: the dual C? ofC is known to be the curve C itself (see [68]). The dual P ? of P is the cuspof C?, and O? is the tangent line to C? at O?. Since deg(C?)=deg(C) = 3,
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O? cuts C? at another point, which is Q?. The singular line R correspondsto the intersection of O? with the line r?.Consider the restriction pr0 of the projection pr to P2n(C [P [Q[R) !Bn(P [ Q [ R). This is a locally trivial �bration . Put F 0 := Fn(C [ O)where F is a generic �ber of the projection pr, and let B0 := Bn(P [Q[R).Since �2(B0) = �0(F 0) = 0, there is the short exact sequence of the �bration0 �! �1(F 0) �! �1(P2n(C [ P [Q [R)) �! �1(B0) �! 0:To determine the group �1(P2n(C [ P [Q [ R)) it su�ces therefore to �ndthe monodromy, that is, the action of �1(B0) ' F2 on the group �1(F 0) ' F3 .Choose the base �ber F as shown in Figure (3.2). Denote by f1, f2, f3 theintersection points F \ C. Let � = F \B be the base point.One can identify the �bers with C e.g. by taking � to be the origin inC 2 , F to be the y � axis, and B to be the x � axis. Then the projectionC 2 ! F gives the desired identi�cation.Choose positively oriented simple loops a; b; c 2 �1(F 0; �) around f1, f2,f3 and the loops �; �;  2 �1(B0; �) as in Figure (3.3). Note that �1(B0; �) =h�; �i. The local monodromy of pr0 around the points p, q, r and s is wellknown. The monodromy around q gives the relations��1a� = b (R1)��1b� = bab�1 (R2),



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 39and the monodromy around s gives the relation��1c� = c, [�; c] = 1 (R3):One has a = �b��1; by (R1), substituting this in the relation (R2) we obtain(�b)2 = (b�)2 (R4):The relation obtained from the monodromy around R gives the cusp relationcbc = bcb (R5)(recall that we glue R back to P2n(C [ P [ Q [ R)). Since �1(B0) = h�; �i,it is not necessary to calculate the relations obtained from the monodromyaround P ; these can be derived from the ones we have found. To sum up,we have the presentation�1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) =ha; b; c; �;  j a = �b��1; (�b)2 = (b�)2; cbc = bcb; [�; c] = 1; cba� = 1i;where the last relation cba� = 1 comes from the loop vanishing at in�nity.This can be seen as follows: Clearly, cba is a loop in F surrounding the pointsf1, f2, f3. Let � be a small disc in F containing the point O, and let � beits boundary. Let R be the real line in F , put h := � \ R, and let ! be thereal line segment �h. De�ne the positively oriented loop � as� := ! � � � !�1:Then one has the relation �cba = 1 since F = P1 = S2 is a sphere. LetU be a small neighborhood of O in P2n(C [ P [ Q). Then clearly U isbiholomorphic to �����, where �� is the punctured disc (see Figure (3.4)).Hence, �1(U) = Z2 = h�;  j [�; ] = 1i, and it is easy to see that � ishomotopic to �.Note that using (R1) and [�; ] = 1, the relation cba� = 1 becomescb�b = 1 (R6):Eliminating the generators a and  from the above presentation, we get�1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) = hb; c; � j (�b)2 = (b�)2; cbc = bcb; [�; c] = 1i= �1(P2n(Cn [ Pn [Qn)):To obtain a presentation of the group = �1(P2nCn), it remains to �nd therelations corresponding to the gluing of the lines Pn and Qn. To this end, weintroduce the following concept.
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De�nition 3.3.1 (meridian) Let C be a curve in a surface X, and pick abase point � 2 XnC. Let � be a small analytic disc in X, intersecting Ctransversally at a unique point q of C. If q is a smooth point of C, a meridianof C in X with respect to the base point � is a loop in XnC constructed asfollows: Connect � to a point p 2 @� by means of a path ! � XnC suchthat ! \� = p, and let � := !�1 � � � !;where � := @�, oriented clockwise (Figure (3.5)). A loop �q given by thesame construction will be called a singular meridian at q if q is a singularpoint of C.
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Lemma 3.3.1 Let M C �1(XnC; �) be the subgroup normally generated bythe meridians of C. Then(i) �1(X) = �1(XnC; �)=M .(ii) If C is irreducible, then any two meridians of C are conjugate in�1(XnC; �). Hence, M =� ��, where3 � is any meridian of C.(iii) Any two singular meridians �q, ~�q at the singular point q 2 C areconjugate.Proof. Parts (i)-(ii) are well known [53]. To show (iii), assume that �q,~�q are obtained from the discs �q, e�q intersecting C transversally at q. Let� : Y ! X be the blow-up of the surface X at the point q, and denoteby Q := ��1(q) the exceptional divisor of this blow-up. Then the propertransforms ��1(�q), ��1( ~�q) intersect Q transversally at distinct points ofQ, and these points of intersection are smooth in C [ Q. Hence, ��1(�q),��1(~�q) are meridians of Q. Since Q is irreducible, applying the part (ii) tothe surface Y nC gives the desired result. 2For a group G, denote by (g) the conjugacy class of g 2 G , i.e. (g) :=fhgh�1 : h 2 Gg. Lemma 3.3.1 implies that the group of a curve C � P2,supplied with the following data(i) Conjugacy classes (�1); (�2); : : : of meridians of C,(ii) Conjugacy classes of singular meridians (�q1); (�q2); : : : of C at sin-gular points q1; q2; : : : of Cis a richer invariant of the pair (P2; C) than solely the group �1(P2nC).For the group �1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) found above, there are clearly threeclasses of meridians (a); (�); (�), corresponding to the curves C; P; Q; re-spectively. Consider the loop cb in F , which surrounds the points f2 and f3.3Recall that by � �� we denote the normal subgroup generated by �.
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Pushing F over R, the points f2, f3 come together at the cusp r, and theloop cb becomes a loop in R surrounding the cusp r, that is, cb is a singularmeridian of C [ P [ Q at r, i.e. (�r) = (cb). (The classes (�O), (�p), (�q),(�s) are irrelevant so we will not �nd them.)On the other hand, Lemma 3.3.1 implies that the relations correspondingto the gluing of the lines Qn, Pn are of the form �(Qn) = 1, �(Pn) = 1,where �(Qn), �(Pn) are meridians of Qn and Pn respectively. Finding thesemeridians will be achieved by Fujita's lemma, which we proceed to explainnow.Let q 2 C be an ordinary double point, and take a small neighborhood X 0of q such that X 0\C consists of two branches C1 and C2 satisfying C1\C2 =fqg. Pick an intermediate base point �0 2 X 0nC, and take meridians �01 ofC1 in X 0nC2 and �02 of C2 in X 0nC1 with respect to �0. Let ! be a path inXnC connecting � to �0, and de�ne�1 := !�1 � �01 � !; �2 := !�1 � �02 � !:Clearly, �1, �2 are meridians of C in X with respect to � and they commute.Moreover, �1 � �2 is homotopic to a singular meridian of C at q. Hence, wehave the following lemma:Lemma 3.3.2 (Fujita [29]) Let � : X 7! Y be the blowing up of q, andput Q := ��1(q). Identify XnfQg with Y nfqg. Then �1 � �2 is a meridian



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 43of Q in Y with respect to �. Moreover, as Q is irreducible, by Lemma 3.3.1one has �1(XnC; �) = �1 (Y n(C [Q); �) =� �1 � �2 � :Meridians of Pn and QnTurning back to our search for the relations introduced in �1(P2n(Cn [ Pn [Qn)) after the gluing of Pn, Qn, we �rst note that one can apply Fujita'sLemma to the loops �, , which are meridians of P and Q respectively, andobtain a meridian of E. The blowing-up of the point E \ P will give (�)as a meridian of P1, by induction we obtain �(Pn) := (�)n as a meridianof Pn. Recalling that [�; ] = 1, this gives the relation�nn+1 = 1:Substituting  from (R6) we get,�n(cb�b)�(n+1) = 1 (R7):The construction of Cn also shows that �p := �n�1n is a singular merid-ian of Cn at pn, since it is a meridian of the exceptional line of the blow-upat p. Setting �(Pn) = 1 yields that �p = (�)�1 is a singular meridian of Cnat pn.To �nd a meridian of Qn, �rst de�ne a meridian ~� of Q as shown in�gure (3.8). That is, take a small disc � intersecting Q transversally abovethe point s, and take a path ! joining� to a neighborhood f3, and continuingto � in F 0 along the loop c. Let ~� := ! � � � !�1. Then the blowing up of thepoint s will give ~�c as a meridian of Q1. A recursive application of Fujita'sLemma gives �(Qn) := ~�cn as a meridian of Qn.Note that the construction of Cn also shows that �q := � is a singularmeridian of Cn at qn, since �q is a meridian of the exceptional line of theblow-up of qn.Finding ~�The �nal step in determining the fundamental group of Cn is to express ~� interms of the above presentation of �1(P2n(C [ P [Q)). Let us show that ~�is in fact homotopic to �.First, let e� := pr�1(�) \ B. Then � is clearly homotopic to a loopobtained by connecting (properly) @ e� to the base point �. @ e� intersect the
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real axis of B at two points, let �0 be the one on the right, which will be usedas a temporary base point. Now push the �ber F over �0 along the real axisof B. As all the intersection points remains real, it is easy to see that thepicture of F stays as in Figure (3.3).Next, consider the restriction pr0 : pr�1(@ e�) ! @ e� of pr to the borderof the disc e�. This is a locally trivial �bration, and it can be pictured asin Figure (3.9), where we have cut @ e� at �0 to give a better picture. Let� be a disc in F , containing the upper intersection points f1 and f2 of Cwith F , we suppose that � avoids the loop c. Then, as the lower intersectionpoint f3 is a transversal intersection, we can suppose that the correspondingLeftschez homeomorphisms F ! Ft, t 2 @ e� are constant outside �. Hence,the following map gives a homotopy between � and ~�.H(s; t) := 8><>: (�(0); !(t)); 0 � t � s=3(�� t�s=31�2s=3� ; !(s=3)); s=3 � t � 1� s=3(�(1); !(1� t)) 1� s=3 � t � 1Consequently, the vanishing of the meridian of Qn yields the relation�(Qn) = 1) � = c�n (R8):Substituting � from (R8), (R7) becomescn2(cbc�nb)n+1 = 1:From the cusp relation cbc = bcb it follows that cbck = bkcb for any k 2 Z.Using this in the above relation, we getcn2(b�ncb2)n+1 = 1 (R9):



46 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESTo sum up, we have the presentation= �1(P2nCn) = hb; c; � j R3; R4; R5; R7; R9i:Study of the groupSince � = c�n by (R7), the relation (R3) is trivialized, and using the cusprelation (R4) becomes(bc�n)2 = (c�nb)2 , [bn; cn+2] = 1:Finally, we have obtained the presentation given in Theorem 3.2.2.Gn := �1(P2nCn) = hb; c j cbc = bcb; [bn; cn+2] = 1; (b�ncb2)n+1cn2 = 1i:Notice that (c) is the unique class of meridian in Gn. Also, the singularmeridian �r = cb of C is unchanged during the birational transformations, sothat �r is a singular meridian of Cn at rn. Other singular meridians are, asfound above, �q = � and �p = (�)�1. One has (�)�1 = cba = cb�b��1 =cbc�nbcn.It is easily seen that G0 = Z=3Z. Let us now show that G1 = Z=5Z andG2 = Z=7Z. One hasG1 = hc; b; j cbc = bcb; [b; c3] = 1; (b�1cb2)2c = 1i:Expanding the last relation, we getb�1c � bcb2 � c = b�1c � c2bc � c = b�1c3bc2 = c5:Thus, [b; c3] = 1) [b; c6] = [b; c�1] = [b; c] = 1) b = c:Hence, G1 is generated by b, and G1 = Z=5Z. The group G2 has the presen-tation G2 = hc; b j cbc = bcb; [b2; c4] = 1; (b�2cb2)3c4 = 1i:Again, expanding the last relation we getb�2c3b2c4 = 1) c7 = 1:Thus, [b2; c4] = 1) [b6; c8] = [b�1; c] = [b; c] = 1) c = b:



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 47Hence, G2 is generated by b, and one has G2 = Z=7Z. The group G3 is foundto be �nite of order 8640 by using the programme Maple. The order of thegroup G5 is calculated to be 1560 by Artal by the help of the programmeGAP.De�nition 3.3.2 (residual group) For an element a 2 G of an arbitrarygroup G, the group G=� a� will be denoted by G(a). If GC := �1(P2nC)is the group of an irreducible curve C, with � a meridian of C, then for k 2 N ,we will call the group GC(�k) a residual group of GC and denote it by GC(k).The group GC(�kp), where �p is a singular meridian of C at a singular pointp 2 C, will be called a residual group of GC at p and denoted by GpC(k).Note that the groups GC(k) do not depend on the particular meridian �chosen, since by Lemma 3.3.1(ii), for an irreducible curve, any two meridiansare conjugate. In view of Lemma 3.3.1(iii), this is also true for the groupsGpC(k).Proposition 3.3.1 If n is odd, and kjn, then there is a surjectionGn(k)� T2;3;k = hx; y; z j x2 = y3 = zk = xyz = 1ionto the triangle group T2;3;k. Hence, Gn is big for odd n � 7.Proof. For the last assertion, it is known that the group T2;3;k is big if k � 7.Putting n = k, we get that the groups Gn(n) are big for n � 7 odd, so thatGn is big if n � 7 is odd.Now let us establish the surjection claimed. If bk = 1, then cn = bn=1since kjn. This gives the presentationGn(k) = hb; c j cbc = bcb; (cb2)n+1 = 1; bk = 1i:Following an idea due to Artal [2], we apply the transformation x = cbc,y = cb (, c = y�1x, b = x�1y2) to obtainGn(k) = hx; y j x2 = y3; (yx�1y2)n+1 = 1; (y�1x)k = 1i:Note that yx�1y2 = yxy�1 since x2 = y3. Thus,Gn(k) = hx; y j x2 = y3; xn+1 = 1; (y�1x)k = 1i:Let H be the quotient of this group by the relation x2 = y3 = 1 (note thatx2 is central). Then the relation xn+1 = 1 is killed if n is odd, and we getthe desired result:H = hx; y j x2 = y3 = (y�1x)k = 1i = T2;3;k: 2This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.2.



48 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES3.3.2 Groups of the curves (1)-(1a) in Theorem 3.2.3Construction of the curvesBefore passing to the construction of the curves, let us �x some notationsfollowing [23].Notation. Let �O : X1 ! P2 be the blow-up of P2 at the point O 2 P2.Denote by E1 the exceptional divisor of this blow-up. For any curve C � P2,the proper preimage of C in the Hirzebruch surface X1 will be denoted byC1. Now let Xi be a Hirzebruch surface. Then Xi is a ruled surface, whosehorizontal section is denoted by Ei. Let p 2 Xi, and let Li be the �ber of theruling passing through p. The surface obtained from Xi by an elementarytransformation at the point p will be denoted by Xi+1. Recall that this isa birational mapping which consists of blowing-up p 2 Xi followed by thecontraction of Li. The �ber replacing Li will be denoted by Li+1, and forany curve Ci 2 Xi, the proper transform of Ci in Xi+1 will be denoted byCi+1.Let n;m 2 N be such that 0 � m < n, and for k � 2, let C be thecurve de�ned by the equation F (x; y; z) := xyk�1 � zk = 0. Then for k > 2,the curve C has a unique singularity at p := [1 : 0 : 0] which is a cusp andq = [0 : 1 : 0] is an in�ection point of C of order k. If k = 2, then p is asmooth point of C. The line P := fy = 0g is the tangent to C at p andQ := fx = 0g is the tangent at q, these tangents intersects at the pointO := P \ Q = [0 : 0 : 1] =2 C. Blowing-up the point O, we get a Hirzebruchsurface X1. Let E1 be its horizontal section, and denote by P1, Q1 theproper transforms of P and Q respectively. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; m we applym elementary transformations at the points Ei \ Pi, followed by elementarytransformations applied at the points Ei \ Qi for i = m + 1; m + 2; : : : ; n,and we arrive at the Hirzebruch surface Xn+1 with E2n+1 = �n � 1 (seeFigure (3.12)).Performing elementary transformations at arbitrary points si 2 PinEi fori = n + 1; : : : ; 2n we obtain the Hirzebruch surface X2n+1 with E22n+1 = �1.Hence, one can contract E2n+1 and return to the projective plane P2. LeteC; eP; eQ be the images of respectively C2n+1; P2n+1; Q2n+1 under the contrac-tion of E2n+1. Then eC is a curve of the family (1).The curves (1a) are obtained in the same way, except that in this case oneapplies elementary transformations at the points Ei \ Pi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n
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followed by elementary transformations at some points si 2 Ei \ Qi fori = n+ 1; n+ 2; : : : ; 2n.These birational morphisms provides a biholomorphismP2n(C [ P [Q) '�! P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ):One has the induced isomorphism�1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) ' �1(P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ)):Finding �1(P2n(C [ P [Q))We will apply the Zariski-Van Kampen method to the projection pr :=P2nO ! P1. Clearly, P , Q are singular �bers of this projection, and itis easy to see that these are the only ones. Indeed, a line passing throughO = [0 : 0 : 1] has an equation of the form ax+ by = 0. Comparing with theequation xyk�1� zk = 0 of C, one obtains byk + azk = 0, which has multiplesolutions if and only if a = 0; b 6= 0 or a 6= 0; b = 0, corresponding to the linesP = fy = 0g and Q = fx = 0g. Let pr0 be the restriction of the projectionpr to P2n(C [ P [Q).Let L1 := fz = 0g, and shift to the a�ne coordinates in P2nL1 = C 2 .Let B be the line fx + y = �g, where � is a small real number and letF := fx = yg be the base �ber (Figure (3.10)-I). Put B0 := Bn(P [ Q)
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and F 0 := Fn(fOg [ C). If we choose L1 := fy = 0g and pass to thea�ne coordinates in P2nL1 = C 2 , then the real picture of the con�gurationC[P [Q will be as it is drawn in Figure (3.10)-II. Let � := F \B be the basepoint. Identify the �bers with C via the projection to the z-axis, and takethe generators of �1(B0) and �1(F 0) as in Figure (3.11). The monodromyrelations around the singular �ber Q are given by��1ai� = � ai+1; 1 � i � k � 1;� a1 ��1; i = k:where � := akak�1:::a2a1. Setting a := a1, these relations can be expressedas ai = ��i+1a�i�1; (�a)k = (a�)k:Hence, one has the presentation�1(P2n(C [ T [ L)) = h�; a j (a�)k = (�a)ki:Note that [�; �] = 1 and ��ak � � �a2a1 = 1. The change of generators(�; a), (�; y := �a) gives a more convenient presentation�1(P2n(C [ T [ L)) = h�; y j [�; yn] = 1i:For the future applications, note that � can be expressed by using the relation��akak�1 � � �a1 = 1, � = y�k�k�1:Note also that [�; �] = 1. This can be derived either from the above presen-tation or by applying Fujita's lemma to the meridians � of P and � of Q,with respect to the point O = P [Q.
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Meridians of eP and eQAn obvious application of Fujita's lemma yields that �(Pn+1) := �(��)mis a meridian of Pn+1 and �(Qn+1) := �(��)n�m is a meridian of Qn+1 inthe surface Xn+1n(Cn+1 [ Pn+1 [ Qn+1 [ En+1). (See Figure (3.12), wherethe situation is illustrated for n = 2, m = 1, beware that the elementarytransformation applied at e := E1 \ P1 and the elementary transformationapplied at ~e := E2 \ Q2 are shown simultaneously in the �gure.) Recallthat the subsequent transformations are applied at points si 2 EinPi fori = n+1; : : : ; 2n. Since the lineQn+1 is not a�ected by these transformations,�(Qn+1) is a meridian of eQ in P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ), too.On the other hand, �(Pn+1) stays to be a meridian of Pn+i after an el-ementary transformation applied at a point si 2 EinPi. This can be seene.g. by choosing sn+1 = � \ Pn+1, where � is the de�ning disc of �(Pn+1).Hence, �(Pn+1) is a meridian of eP , too.Denote by ~p and ~q the cusps of eC. Then, by the construction of the curve,�� is a singular meridian at ~p, and �(��)n�m�1 is a singular meridian at ~q.



52 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESSetting �(Pn+1) = �(Qn+1) = 1, we obtain the presentationG(1) := �1(P2n eC) =h�; �; y j� = y�k�k�1; [�; yk] = �(��)m = �(��)n�m = 1i:A meridian of eC can be given as a = ��1y. After the obvious sim-pli�cations, one �nds that �� = y�k�k is a singular meridian at ~p, and(��)�1 = yk��k is a singular meridian at ~q.It is easy to see that the element yk is central in the group G(1). Elimi-nating � in G(1)(yk), one obtainsG(1)(yk) = h�; y j yk = �j = 1i = Zk � Zj;where j := g.c.d.(mk + k � 1; nk �mk + 1) = g.c.d.(mk + k � 1; kn + k) =g.c.d.(mk+k�1; n+1). Hence, this group is big if j � 2. Finally, the groupG(1) is abelian when j = 1 by the following trivial lemma:Lemma 3.3.3 Let G be a group, and z 2 G be a central element. If G(z) iscyclic, then G is abelian.As for the curves from the family (1a), the same procedure applies. Themeridian � of Q stays to be a meridian of eQ, so that one has the relation� = 1, which implies that the fundamental group is generated by just oneelement y(= a) and thus it is abelian.Remark. In [17], the authors provide a long argument due to V. Lin, show-ing the bigness of the group given by the presentation ha; b j (ab)2 = (ba)2i.Here is a simpler proof of a more general assertion:Proposition 3.3.2 Let n;m 2 Z such that k := gcd (n;m) satisfy jkj � 2.Then the group ha; b j (ab)n = (ba)miis big.Proof. Put, as above, x := ab and y := b. Then the above presentation iswritten in terms of x; y as hx; y j xn = yxmy�1i:



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 53Passing to the quotient by the relation xk = 1, we get the group Zk � Z,which is big. This can be seen as follows: Let r � 3 be an integer such thatgcd (r; k) = 1. Passing once more to the quotient by the relation yr = 1 givesthe group Zk�Zr, and it is well known that the commutator subgroup of thisgroup is the free group of rank (k � 1)(r � 1). 2Note that the group Z2 � Z2 is isomorphic to the in�nite dihedral groupD1 , whose commutator subgroup is Z, hence this group is solvable and isnot big. Also, it can be shown that the commutator subgroup of the groupha; b jab = (ba)2i is abelian, but not �nitely generated.Groups of the curves (2)-(2a)These curves are constructed as the curves (1)-(1a) with the following dif-ference: One performs elementary transformations at the points Ei \Qi fori = 1; 2; : : : ; m followed by elementary transformations at the points Ei \ Pifor i = m + 1; m + 2; : : : ; n. Finally, for i = n; n + 1 : : : ; 2n one applieselementary transformations at some points si 2 QinEi. The curves (2a) areobtained by setting n = m in the above procedure.The same reasoning as in the case of the curves (1)-(1a) shows that�(Qm+1) := �(��)m is a meridian of eQ, and �(Pm+1) := �(��)m�n is ameridian of eP . Setting �(Qm+1) = �(Pm+1) = 1, we obtain the presentationG(2) := �1(P2n eC) =h�; �; y j� = y�k�k�1; [�; yk] = �(��)m = �(��)n�m = 1i:Obviously, �� and (��)�1 are singular meridians at ~q and ~p, respectively. Ameridian of eC can be given as a = ��1y.For the curves (2a) we obtain,G(2a) := �1(P2n eC) =h�; �; y j� = y�k�k�1; [�; yk] = �m�m+1 = � = 1i:= h�; y j y�k = �k�1; �n+1 = 1i:Meridians in this case can be obtained from those of the case (2) by putting� = 1.Again, the element yk is central in the group G2, and one hasG(2)(yk) = hy; � j yk = 1; �j = 1i = Zk � Zj;



54 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESwhere this time j := g.c.d.(1+mk; nk�mk+k�1) = g.c.d.(1+mk; nk+k) =g.c.d.(1 +mk; n + 1).As for the curves (2a) we obtain,G(2a)(yk) = hy; � j yk = 1; �j = 1i = Zk � Zj;where j = g.c.d.(k � 1; n+ 1).3.3.3 Groups of the curves (3)Let C be the curve de�ned by the equation xyk � zk+1 = 0, the point p beits cusp, q its in�ection point, and R be the line pq = fz = 0g. Let, as in thecase (1), P , Q be the tangent lines at p, q, respectively.Blowing-up the in�ection point q = [0 : 1 : 0] we get the Hirzebruchsurface X1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, we perform elementary transformations atthe points Ei \ Ri, followed by elementary transformations at some pointssi 2 QinEi, and we end up with a Hirzebruch surface X2n+1 with E22n+1 = 1.Let eC, eR, eQ be the images of C2n+1 ,R2n+1, Q2n+1 in P2 under the contractionof E2n+1. Then eC is a curve from the family (3). One has the biholomorphicmap P2n(C [R [Q) '�! P2n( eC [ eR [ eQ);inducing an isomorphism�1(P2n(C [ R [Q)) ' �1(P2n( eC [ eR [ eQ)):In order to �nd �1(P2n(C[R[Q)), we shall use the projection from the pointO := P \Q, as before. As the only points of intersection R \C are p and q,this projection has only two singular �bers, namely P andQ. Choose the baseB and the generic �ber F as in Figure (3.10). Let F 0 := Fn(C [fOg[R),and choose the generators a1; : : : ak+1;  for �1(F 0) as in Figure (3.13). Themonodromy relations around Q are given by��1ai� = � ai+1; 1 � i � k;(�) a1 (�)�1; i = k + 1;��1� = a1a�11 :where � := ak+1ak:::a2a1. Observe that, as � is a meridian of Q, and as theelementary transformations are applied at points si 2 QinEi, � is a meridianof Qi, and thus it is a meridian of eQ. Imposing the relation � = 1 in the
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relations found above, we �nd that a1 = a2 = � � � = ak+1, and [a1; ] = 1.Since the group �1(P2n eC) is generated by these elements we conclude that itis abelian.3.3.4 Groups of the curves (4)We begin by the curve C := xyk� zk+1. Let Q := fx = 0g be the tangent toC at its �ex q := [0 : 1 : 0], and let P be a line intersecting C transversallyat its cusp p := [1 : 0 : 0], and such that q =2 P . Then by Bezout's theorem,P intersects C at one further point r 6= q. Let O := P \ Q. Blowing-up O, we get the Hirzebruch surface X1, with the horizontal section E1 withE21 = �1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, apply elementary transformations at the pointsri followed by elementary transformations applied at the points Ei\Qi. ThenE22n+1 = �1; contracting it, we turn back to the projective plane P2. Let eC,eP , eQ be the images of C2n+1, P2n+1 Q2n+1 under this contraction. Then eCis a curve of the family (4), and one has the biholomorphismP2n(C [ P [Q) '�! P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ);inducing an isomorphism of the fundamental groups.To �nd the group of C [ P [ Q, we shall use the projection from thepoint O. In addition to P and Q, this projection has a third singular �berR, which is a simple tangent to C at a unique, smooth point of C. That P ,Q, R are the only singular �bers can be seen by looking at the dual picture.Indeed, by the class formula, one hasd� = 2(g � 1 + k + 1)� (k � 1) = k + 1
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where g = 0 is the genus of C, and d� is the degree of the dual curve C�.Now, the point Q� 2 P2� is a cusp of C� with multiplicity k. Hence, the lineO� which passes through Q� should intersect C� transversally at a uniquefurther point R�, which is the dual of the simple tangent line R from O toC. Now we apply the change of coordinates[x : y : z]) [x + y : y : z]:In the new coordinates, the equation of C reads as (x � y)yk � zk+1 = 0.Let L1 be the line x = 0, and pass to the a�ne coordinates (y=x; z=x) inC 2 = P2nL1. Recall that we have the freedom to choose O (or, equivalently,P ). So let O = (1; z0), where z0 is a big real number. The real picture of thecon�guration C [P [Q[R is shown in Figure (3.14). Choose the base �berF , and the base of the projection as in Figure (3.14). Put F 0 := Fn(C [O)and B0 := Bn(P [Q[R). Take the generators b; a1; a2; : : : ; ak for �1(F 0) as inFigure (3.15)-I and the generators �, �,  for �1(B0) as in Figure (3.15)-III.The monodromy around R yields (after setting  = 1),a1 = b (R1);and the monodromy around P gives��1ai� = � �ai+1��1 1 � i < k;�2a1��2 i = k; (R2),
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58 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESwhere � := akak�1 � � �a1. Hence, we have the presentation�1(P2n(C [ P [Q [ R)) = h�; b; a1; a2; : : : ; ak j (R1); (R2)iNote that ���b = 1, and that [�; �] = 1.An obvious application of Fujita's Lemma shows that �bn is a meridianof eP and �(��)n is a meridian of eQ. Therefore,G(4) := �1(P2n eC) = h�; b; a1; a2; : : : ; ak j �bn = �(��)n = 1; (R1); (R2)i:Study of the groupBy using (R2), one can express the generators a1; a2; : : : ; ak in terms of b asfollows ai = (��)�i+1b(��)i�1 1 � i � k:Then, the last relation in (R2) reads(��)�kb(��)k = �b��1 (R3):For �, one has � = akak�1 � � �a1 = (��)�k(��b)k (R4):Since � = (��b)�k, the relation �n+1�n = 1 becomes(��b)n+1bn2 = 1 (R5);where we have used � = b�n. This gives the presentationG(4) = h�; �; b j � = (��)�k(��b)k; � = b�n; (��b)n+1bn2 = 1; (��)�kb(��)k = �b��1i:Now put x := �� and y := b. Then � = ��1x = ynx, and one can rewrite theabove presentation asG(4) = hx; y j (xy)n+1yn2 = [y; xkynx] = 1; xkynx = (xy)ki;since (R3) becomesx�kyxk = ynxyx�1y�n , [y; xkynx] = 1;



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 59and for (R4) one hasynx = x�k(xy)k , xkynx = (xy)k:Finally, (R5) is written as (xy)n+1yn2 = 1. Note that y = b is a meridian ofeC. Obviously, the latter presentation is equivalent to the presentationG(4) = hx; y j (xy)n+1yn2 = [y; (xy)k] = 1; xkynx = (xy)ki (�)To simplify this presentation further, put z := xy. Then x = zy�1, and oneobtains the presentationG(4) = hz; y j zn+1yn2 = [y; zk] = 1; (zy�1)kynzy�1 = zkiIt is readily seen from this presentation that the element zk is central. Passingto the quotient by zk givesG(4)(zk) = hz; y j zn+1yn2 = 1; (zy�1)k+1yn = zk = 1i:Now put j := gcd(n+ 1; k). Then one hasG(4)(zk)(yn) = hz; y jzj = yn = (zy�1)k+1 = 1i = Tj;n;k+1;so that this latter group is big if1j + 1n + 1k + 1 < 1: (3.1)Obviously, G(4)(zk), and hence also G(4) is abelian if j = 1 or n = 1. Sosuppose that n; j � 2.First we consider the case k = 2. Since j � 2, this forces n � 3 to beodd. If n � 7, then 3.1 is satis�ed. In case n = 3 or n = 5, 3.1 is violated.Now assume k = 3. Then j = 3 by the assumption j � 2, which forcesn+1 � 3 to be a multiple of 3. For n+1 � 6, 3.1 is not violated. For n = 2,3.1 is violated.For k � 4, �rst assume that k is even. Then the least value that j cantake is 2, and the least value that n can take is 3. If n = 3, then j = 4, and3.1 is not violated. But if n � 4, then 3.1 is not violated neither.If k � 4 is odd, then the least divisor of k is 3, hence j � 3, and k � 6.In this case 3.1 is never violated.



60 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESThis leaves the cases (d; n; k) = (9; 3; 2), (d; n; k) = (13; 5; 2), and (n; k) =(10; 2; 3) open. Calculations with Maple show that these are �nite groups oforder 72, 1560 and 240 respectively.Notice that when k = 2, the degree of the curves (4) is 2n + 3, so it isinteresting to compare their groups with the groups in Theorem 3.2.2. Fork = 2, the relation x2ynx = (xy)k in the presentation (*) above becomesx2ynx = xyxy , xynx = yxy (��):Now put � := y; � := xyn�1:Then y = �; x = ��1�n;and the relation (**) becomes the braid relation ��� = ���. On the otherhand, the relation [y; (xy)k] = 1 in the presentation (*) is written, in termsof �, �, as [�; �n] = 1. Finally, the relation (xy)n+1yn2 = 1 in (*) becomes(��2�n)n+1�n2 = 1:Hence, the presentationh�; � j ��� = ���; [�; �n] = (��2�n)n+1�n2 = 1i:3.3.5 Groups of the curves (5)Let C be the curve fxyk�1 � zk � zk�1yg. Its unique singularity is a cuspat the point p := [1 : 0 : 0], and it has a �ex of order k � 1 at the pointq := [0 : 1 : 0]. Let P , Q be the tangents to C at p and q. By Bezout'stheorem, Q intersect C at a third point r. Blowing-up the point O := P \Q,we get the Hirzebruch surface X1. Perform n elementary transformationsat Ei \ Pi, followed by n elementary transformations at the points ri. Oneobtains the Hirzebruch surface X2n+1 with E22n+1 = �1. Contraction of E2n+1gives the projective plane P2; denote by eC, eP , eQ the images of C, P and Q.Then eC is a curve of the family (5).To �nd �1(P2n(C [ P [ Q)), we shall use the projection from the pointO. Evidently, P and Q are singular �bers of this projection. There is onefurther singular �ber say R, which is tangent to C at a unique smooth pointof C. Indeed, by the class formula, one has d� = k + 1. The point Q� 2 P2�
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is a cusp of multiplicity k � 1. The line O� intersect C� at P �, which is asmooth point of C�, and at the cusp Q�. By Bezout's theorem, O� shouldintersect C� at a third point R� transversally, which is the point dual to theline R�. This reasoning shows also that there are no other singular �bers.In the a�ne coordinates (x; z), the equation of C reads x = zk + zk+1,and it is easy to see that the third singular �ber is the tangent line at z =�k=(k + 1). For k even, the situation is pictured in Figure (3.16). Choosethe base B and the �ber F as in the Figure (3.16), de�ne F 0, B0 as usual,and choose the generators for their fundamental groups as in Figure (3.17).Set � := akak�1:::a2a1. Then the monodromy around Q yields the rela-tions ��1ai� = � ai+1; 1 � i � k � 1;� a1 ��1; i = k; [�; b] = 1and the monodromy around R givesak = bNow, the relation ��1ak�1� = ak = b implies ak�1 = b, since [�; ak] = 1.Similarly, one obtains a1 = a2 = � � � = ak = b. This shows that �1(P2n(C [P [Q)) is abelian, which implies that �1(P2n eC) is abelian, too.
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3.3.6 Groups of the curves (6) in Theorem 3.2.3Let C be the curve fxyk+1� zk+2� zk+1y = 0g, and let Q be its tangent lineat the in�ection point q. Denote by S the line pq. The line Q intersects Cat a second point r. Blowing-up the point q, we get the Hirzebruch surfaceX1 with the horizontal section E1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, perform elementarytransformations at Ei \ Si, followed by elementary transformations at thepoints ri for i = n+1; n+2; : : : ; 2n. We end up with the Hirzebruch surfaceX2n+1, with E2n+1 = �1. Contraction of E2n+1 gives the projective plane P2,denote by eS, eQ, eC the images of S, Q, and C under this contraction.The calculation of �1(P2n(C [ S [Q)) will be realized by using the pro-jection from the point O := P \ Q, where P is the tangent to C at its cuspas usual. The real picture is as in Figure (3.16), except that we should takethe line S = pq = fz = 0g into consideration. Now, the only points of inter-section of the line S with C are the points p and q. Hence, the only singularlines of the projection from the point O are P , Q, and R, where R is thesimple tangent line from O to C, as shown in the previous section.Choose a �ber F and a base B as in Figure (3.16)-I, and put F 0 :=Fn(C [ S [ fOg), B0 := Bn(P [ Q [ R). The situation is illustrated inFigure (3.18). Choose the generators a1; a2; : : : ; ak+1; b;  for �1(F 0), andthe generators �; � for �1(B0) as in Figure (3.19).The monodromy around the singular �ber Q gives��1ai� = � ai+1; 1 � i � k;(�)a1(�)�1; i = k + 1; [�; b] = 1;
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64 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESwhere � := ak+1ak � � �a1. From the monodromy around R we get,ak+1 = b:These relations yields a presentation of the group �1(P2n(C [ S [Q)).Applying Fujita's Lemma to the elementary transformations applied atthe points ri, we obtain the relation �bn = 1. Imposing this relation on therelations found above, we �nd that a1 = a2 = � � � = ak+1 = b, and [b; ] = 1.We conclude that the group is abelian.3.3.7 Groups of the curves (7) in Theorem 3.2.3Let C be the curve xyk�1 � zk = 0, with p := [1 : 0 : 0] as its cusp, q := [0 :1 : 0] as its in�ection point, and P , Q as the tangents to C at these points.Blow-up the point O := P \ Q, to get the Hirzebruch surface X1, with thehorizontal section E1. Perform an elementary transformation at q1, followedby an elementary transformation at E2 \ P2. Now for i = 3; 4; : : : ; n + 2perform elementary transformations applied at the points Ei \ Pi, followedby elementary transformations applied at some points si 2 QinEi for i =n + 3; n + 4; : : : ; 2n + 2. We end up with a Hirzebruch surface X2n+3 withE2n+3 = �1. Contraction of E2n+3 gives the projective plane P2.We shall use the projection from the point O to �nd the fundamentalgroup. This projection has, in addition to P and Q, a third singular �ber R,which is a simple tangent from O to C at a unique point. The setting is sameas in Case 4, see Figure (3.14). Choose a base �ber close to Q, and take thegenerators for the base and the �ber as in Figure (3.15). The monodromyaround Q gives the relations��1ai� = � ai+1; 1 � i � k � 1;�a1��1; i = k;where � := akak�1 � � �a1.Now, without �nding the monodromy around R or P , notice that an obvi-ous application of Fujita's lemma gives a1� as a meridian of Q1. Subsequentelementary transformations on Qi are applied at some points si 2 QinEi,so that a1� stays to be a meridian of Qi. Imposing the relation a1� = 1on the above relations gives ��1 = a1 = a2 = � � � = ak. But, the group�1(P2n(C [P [Q)) is generated by the elements a1; a2; : : : ; ak; �. Hence, thefundamental groups of the curves of the family (7) are abelian.



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 653.3.8 Groups of the curves (8) in Theorem 3.2.3Let C be the curve xy2 � z3 = 1. Pick an arbitrary smooth point q 2 Cwhich is not the in�ection point of C, and let Q be the tangent of C at q.Put P := pq, where p is the cusp of C.By Bezout's theorem, the line Q intersect C at a second point, say r.Blowing-up the point q, we get the Hirzebruch surface X1, with the hor-izontal section E1. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1, perform elementary transforma-tions at the points ri, followed by elementary transformations performed atthe points Ei\Pi for i = n; n+1; : : : ; 2n�2. We end up with the Hirzebruchsurface X2n�2 with E22n�1 = �1. Contraction of E2n+1 gives the projectiveplane P2 back. Denote as usual by eP , eQ, eC the images of P , Q, C under thiscontraction. Then eC is a curve of the family (8).Let us show that the group �1(P2n(C[P [Q)) is abelian, thereby showingthat the groups of the curves of the family (8) are abelian.Consider the singular projection from the cusp p. A generic �ber of thisprojection intersects C [ P [ Q at two points, i.e. �1(P2n(C [ P [ Q)) isgenerated by two elements. These two points meet at the point r, which isa transversal intersection of Q with C. This implies that the correspondinggenerators commute. It follows that �1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) is abelian. 23.3.9 Groups of the curves in Theorem 3.1.7Let C be the curve (yz � x2)2 � x3y = 0.Lemma 3.3.4 (Fenske [24]) C is a rational cuspidal quartic with cusps atthe point p := [0 : 0 : 1] of type [22], and at the point r := [0 : 1 : 0] of type[21]. This curve has an in�ection point of order 3 at the point q := [�576 :�4096 : 135].Let P be the tangent to C at the cusp p, and let Q be the in�ectionaltangent line at q. The cusp p is the only intersection point of P with C,whereas Q intersect C at a second further point, say s. It is clear that thepoint O := P [ Q does not lie on C. Blowing-up O, we get the Hirzebruchsurface X1, with a section E1 such that E21 = �1. Now for i = 1; 2; : : : ; nperform elementary transformations at the points si, followed by elementarytransformations applied at the points Ei [Pi for i = n+1; n+2; : : : ; 2n+1.We end up with the Hirzebruch surface X2n+1 with E22n+1 = �1. Contractionof E22n+1 = �1 gives the projective plane P2. Denote by eC, eP , eQ the images
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of C2n+1, P2n+1, Q2n+1 under this contraction. Then eC is the desired curveof degree 3n+ 4.To �nd the fundamental group of C [ P [Q, we shall use the projectionfrom the center O. Let R be the line Or. Then, clearly P , Q and R aresingular �bers of this projection. That there are no other singular �bers canbe seen by looking at the dual picture. By the class formula, the degree of thecurve C� dual to C is 4. The line O� intersects C� at its simple cusp Q� withmultiplicity 2. Since the line P intersects C with multiplicity 4 at the cusp p,O� intersects C� with multiplicity 2 at the cusp P � of C�. (That P � is a cuspof C� of multiplicity 2 can be seen by using the parameterization [t2 : t4 : 1+t]of C.) By Bezout's theorem, this accounts for all the intersection points ofthe line O� with C�.To get a better picture of the curve, we apply the transformation [x :y : z :] ! [x : y : y + z], and then pass to the a�ne coordinate system inC 2 = P2nL1, where L1 = fz = 0g. In these coordinates, C is parameterizedas (t2=(1+ t+ t4); t4=(1+ t+ t4)), the cusp p is the point (0; 0), the cusp r isthe point (0; 1), and the �ex q is the point (576=3961; 4096=3961). It turnsout that the point s, the second point of intersection of Q with C, is real.The con�guration C [ P [Q is pictured in Figure (3.20). Pick F , B as inFigure (3.20), put F 0 := Fn(C [fOg), B0 := Bn(P [Q[R), and choose the
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generators a; b; c; d of F 0 and the generators �; �;  of B0 as in Figure (3.21).The monodromy around Q gives the relations��1b� = c; ��1c� = d; ��1d� = dcb(dc)�1;and the relation ��1a� = a, [�; a] = 1:Using these relations, one can express the generators c, d in terms of b and�, and one easily deduces the relation(b�)3 = (�b)3:Finally, the monodromy around P gives the cusp relationaba = bab:This completes the presentation of �1(P2n(C [ P [ Q)). Note that the loop� can be expressed by using the relationdcba�� = 1 = ��2(b�)3a�;which implies that [�; �] = 1, this latter can also be derived by an applicationof Fujita's lemma at the point O.



68 CHAPTER 3. GROUPS OF RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVESBy Fujita's lemma, an� is a meridian of eQ, and �n+1�n is a meridian ofeP . Imposing the corresponding relations on the above presentation we get�1(P2n eC) = ha; b; �; � j (b�)3 = (�b)3 (R1); aba = bab (R2);�an = 1 (R3); �n+1�n = 1 (R4); ��2(b�)3a� = 1 (R5)iNote that the relation [�; a] = 1 follows from the relation (R3) and thereforeis not written in the above presentation.In order to simplify this presentation, put b� =: . Then the relation (R1)can be expressed as [�; 3] = 1, or, substituting � = a�n, as [an; 3] = 1. Onthe other hand, b = ��1 = an, so that the cusp relation (R2) becomesaana = anaan , aa = an+1:Using (R5), we can express � as follows:� = a�1�3a�2n:Substituting this in (R4) we get, using [an; 3] = 1,(a�1�3a�2n)n+1an2 = 1, a3n2+2n(3a)n+1 = 1:So we have obtained the presentation�1(P2n eC) = ha;  j aa = an+1; [an; 3] = a3n2+2n(3a)n+1 = 1i:Put G := �1(P2n eC). Then one hasG(n) = G(an) = ha;  j aa = a; (3a)n = 1i:Applying the transformation x := a, y := aa, and imposing the relationx3 = 1 we get a surjection G� T , whereT := hx; y j y2 = x3 = x2(n+1) = (xy�1)n = 1i;so that if 3j(n+1), then one has a surjection G(n)� T2;3;n onto the trianglegroup, which implies that G(n) is big for n � 7.A more economical way of writing the last relation in the presentation ofG is as follows: one has an+1 = �1aa�1. Hence,a3n2+2n(3a)n+1 = a2n2+n�1a(3an+1)3



3.3. GROUP CALCULATIONS 69= (an+1)2n�1a2(an+1 �  � an+1 � � �an+1)�1= (�1aa�1)2n�1a2(aa)n+1�1;so that one can replace the last relation by the relation(�1aa�1)2n�1a(a)2n+2�1:Remark. By the following lemma, the group G is actually a quotient of thebraid group B 3 on three strands.Lemma 3.3.5 For any n 2 Z, the group with the presentationha; b j aba = ban+1biis isomorphic to B 3 .Proof. Applying the transformation (a; b)! (x := a; y := ban), with inverse(x; y)! (a = x; b = yx�n), the above relation becomesx yx�n x = yx�n xn+1 yx�n;which is nothing but the braid relation xyx = yxy: 2





Chapter 4Finite non-abelian curve groupsand Zariski pairs
4.1 Zariski pairsIn his pioneering paper on the fundamental groups of plane curve comple-ments, Zariski [100] has shown that the group of a sextic C1 with six cuspslying on a conic Z2 � Z3, the free product of cyclic groups of order 2 and 3.Such a curve can be given by an equation h := f 2�g3 = 0; where f is a cubicpolynomial, and g is a quadratic polynomial. For generic f and g, the sexticcurve de�ned by h has six simple cusps at the points of intersection of thecurves de�ned by f and g. Zariski went on showing that if C2 is a sextic withsix simple cusps not lying on a conic, then �1(P2nC2) is abelian. He thenremarked that a sextic curve of this type must exist, because �it is highlyimprobable that the six cusps of a sextic should lie on a conic�. An equationfor such a sextic has been given much later by Oka in [77]. It follows fromthis example that the singularities of a curve do not determine its group.Artal considered the problem of �nding other examples of such pairs [3].Following him, we give the de�nition below (see [5]).De�nition 4.1.1 A pair (C1; C2) of plane curves is said to be a Zariski pairif the following two conditions are satis�ed:(i) There is a degree-preserving correspondence � between the set of irre-ducible components of C1 and C2, and there exist tubular neighborhoods T1of C1 and T2 of C2 such that the pairs (T1; C1) and (T2; C2) are homeomorphicvia a map respecting �. 71



72 CHAPTER 4. FINITE CURVE GROUPS AND ZARISKI PAIRS(ii) The pairs (P2; C1) and (P2; C2) are not homeomorphic.As noted in [5], under these conditions one can say that �the curves C1 andC2 has the same singularities�, since the condition (i) implies the existenceof a correspondence � between the branches at the singular points of C1 andC2 such that(1) B and �(B) are of same topological type for any branch B at a singularpoint of C1,(2) the intersection numbers of branches at singular points are preservedunder �,(3) if C 01 is the irreducible component of C1 containing a branch B at asingular point, then �(C 01) is the irreducible branch of C2 containing �(B).For a pair of curves satisfying the condition (i), one can use several in-variants to show the condition (ii). The most obvious one is the fundamentalgroup: If �1(P2nC1) � �1(P2nC2), then the pairs (P2; C1) and (P2; C2) cannotbe homeomorphic. Other, coarser invariants are the Alexander polynomial,which is an invariant of the fundamental group, and the b-invariant, de�nedas follows:For a reduced curve C � P2 of degree d given by a homogeneous polyno-mial F (x; y; z), consider a desingularization eX of the surface X in P3 de�nedby the equation F (x; y; z)� wd. As any two desingularizations of X are bi-rationally equivalent, it follows that the dimension b(C) of H1( eX; C ) is aninvariant of the pair (P2; C). We propose the residual groups (introduced inDe�nition 3.3.2), or divisor groups (introduced in Chapter 6) as alternativeinvariants that can be used to distinguish such pairs.Following Zariski's idea of using the b-invariants to distinguish pairs ofcurves with the same singularities, Artal gave examples of Zariski pairs ofirreducible curves of degree 6 with a unique, (reducible) singularity of mul-tiplicity 2 [3]. In the same year, Degtyarev [16] gave a classi�cation of allirreducible sextics with non-trivial Alexander polynomials and discoveredsome new Zariski pairs of curves of degree six. Oka used some coverings ofthe plane to construct a Zariski pair of curves of order 12 in 1995 [76]. Fol-lowing him, Shimada gave an example of an in�nite family of Zariski pairs[89]. Some other Zariski pairs of sextics appeared in [6], [93]. Some examplesof Zariski pairs (of reducible curves) not distinguished by their Alexanderpolynomials are exhibited by Artal and Ruber [5] in 1996. The strongestresult up-to date is the following one:Theorem 4.1.1 (Kulikov [45], [46]) For each k 2 N there exists an in�-



4.2. CURVES WITH FINITE NON-ABELIAN GROUPS 73nite family of Zariski k-tuples (C1; C2; : : : ; Ck).Very recently, Oka gave examples of Alexander-equivalent Zariski pairsof irreducible sextics and discovered some Zariski triples [75].Examples of arrangements of nine lines with the same singularities butdi�erent fundamental groups are given in [4]. Fan [22] discovered an examplewith seven lines, and showed that there are no such arrangements with lessthen seven lines.In Section 3 below, we describe a recipe for �nding new Zariski pairs fromthe known ones.4.2 Curves with �nite non-abelian groupsThe �rst example of a curve with a �nite non-abelian group (already knownto Zariski) is the three cuspidal quartic. Degtyarev [15] discovered the nextexample: the group of the rational quintic with three double cusps is a �nitegroup of order 320. In the same article, he also gave several in�nite familiesof curves of type (d; d�2) with �nite non-abelian groups, see Theorem 2.2.4.Oka suggested the problem of �nding more examples of curves with �nitenon-abelian groups, and constructed another in�nite family of such curves.These examples appeared in an independent work of Shimada [88], too. Hiscurves are obtained from the three cuspidal quartic as pull-backs by somecoverings.Theorem 4.2.1 (Oka [76], Shimada [88]) For every n 2 N there existsa curve C � P2 of degree 4n, whose group is a �nite non-abelian one of order12n. These groups are central extensions of the group of the three-cuspidalquartic.After Oka's work, Shimada has constructed another family of cuspidal curveswith a �nite non-abelian fundamental group.Theorem 4.2.2 (Shimada [87]) For each q; p 2 N with q > 1 odd, thereexists a curve Cp;q with singular locus consisting of (2q�3)p2 singular pointsof type A q�1 (i.e. locally given by x2 = yq), such that �1(P2nCp;q) is a �nitenon-abelian group of order 2pq(q � 1). Moreover, �1(P2nCp;q) is a centralextension of the dihedral group Dq by the cyclic group Zp(q�1).



74 CHAPTER 4. FINITE CURVE GROUPS AND ZARISKI PAIRSArtal [2] (see Theorem 3.2.1) discovered a rational cuspidal curve of degree7 with a �nite non-abelian group among the curves constructed in [26]. Wehave discovered four other �nite fundamental groups of rational cuspidalplane curves (see Theorem 3.2.3).The recipe described below allows one to construct new curves with �nitegroups from the known ones, see Corollary 4.3.1. It can also be applied tocurves with almost solvable groups in Theorem 2.4.1 to �nd more examplesof such groups.4.3 RecipeTheorem 4.3.1 For a curve C � P2 and a line Q � P2, let � be a meridianof the line Q in P2n(C [Q). Then for each n 2 N, there exists a plane curveeC � P2 with �1(P2n eC) = �1(P2n(C [Q))=� �n � :The curve eC is obtained as the image of C by a Cremona transformationP2 ! P2.Proof. Let O 2 QnC be a point and take another line P passing throughO. Blowing-up the point O, we get the Hirzebruch surface X1. Followingthe conventions �xed in Chapter 3.3.2, denote the exceptional section of thisblow-up by E1, and the proper images of C, P , Q by C1, P1, and Q1. Nowperform n elementary transformations at some points si 2 PinC, followedby n elementary transformations applied at the points Qi \ Ei. This givesthe Hirzebruch surface X2n+1 with E22n+1 = �1. Contraction of E2n+1 givesthe projective space; denote the images of P2n+1, Q2n+1, C2n+1 under thiscontraction by eP , eQ, eC. If the curve C is of degree d, then eC is a singularplane curve of degree d(n+ 1). Note that, besides the singularities of C, thecurve eC has two additional singularities of multiplicity d. If the lines P ,Qintersect C transversally, and n = 1, one of these is an ordinary d-tuple point.The other singularity also has d smooth branches, but these branches do notintersect transversally. If n > 1 these singularities become more complicated.The Cremona transformation of C to eC yields a biholomorphismP2n(C [ P [Q) '! P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ);which in turns induces an isomorphism�1(P2n(C [ P [Q)) ' �1(P2n( eC [ eP [ eQ)):



4.3. RECIPE 75Hence, the group �1(P2n eC) can be found from �1(P2n(C [P [Q)) by addingthe relations which correspond to the gluing of the lines eP and eQ.Let � be a meridian of P and � be a meridian of Q in P2n(C [P [Q). Ifwe assume that � and � are chosen properly in a neighborhood of the pointO = P [ Q, then an obvious application of Fujita's lemma (Lemma 3.3.2)shows that � is a meridian of eP , and (��)n� is a meridian of eQ. Setting� = 1 gives �1(P2n eC) ' �1(P2n(C [Q))=� �n+1 � :Finally, being both meridians of Q, the loops � and � are conjugate elementsin �1(P2n(C [Q)), so that one can replace � by � in the above isomorphism.This proves the claim. 2.Now suppose that the line Q intersects C transversally. Then by Theo-rem 5.2.2, the meridian � of Q is central in �1(P2n(C[Q)), and the subgroupof �1(P2n(C [ Q)) generated by � is isomorphic to Z, so that one has theexact sequences 0! Z! �1(P2n(C [Q))! �1(P2nC)! 0and 0! (n+ 1)Z! �1(P2n(C [Q))! �1(P2n eC)! 0:This yields the exact sequence0! Z=(n+ 1)Z! �1(P2n eC)! �1(P2nC)! 0:It follows that, if �1(P2nC) is a �nite non-abelian group, then so is �1(P2n eC).Hence one has the following corollary.Corollary 4.3.1 Let G be the group of a curve C � P2, where C is of degreed. Then, for any n 2 N, there is a central extension H of G by the cyclicgroup of order n, such that H is also a curve group. Hence, if G is a �nitenon-abelian group of order jGj, then H is a �nite non-abelian group of orderjHj = njGj. If G is almost solvable, then so is H.One can apply Theorem 4.3.1 recursively to get examples of �nite non-abeliangroups of curves with many singularities. A similar way of producing �nitenon-abelian groups can be described as follows. Let C � P2 be an irre-ducible curve. Even if the group �1(P2nC) is abelian, sometimes the group



76 CHAPTER 4. FINITE CURVE GROUPS AND ZARISKI PAIRS

�1(P2n(C[Q)) happens to be �small� (e.g. almost solvable) for a line Q non-generic with respect to C. Applying Theorem 4.3.1 to this situation, one canobtain a curve with a �nite non-abelian group. As an example, consider thetwo-cuspidal quartic C with its �ex line Q, discussed in the previous section.Degtyarev found that the group of C [Q is Z�G, whereG := hx; y; z j x2 = y3 = z5 = xyziis a �nite perfect group of order 1201. Now a meridian of Q should be of theform � := (1; g) 2 Z�G, where g is a normal generator for G, and for somevalues n 2 N , Z�G=� �n � will be a �nite non-abelian curve group.Notice that there is another way of producing curves with �nite groups:Namely, one may apply an automorphism � of C 2 = P2nQ to a curve whosea�ne part has a �small� group as discussed above. This is a variation of themethod employed by Oka in [76]. It can be applied to the a�ne quartic withits �ex Q discussed above, or to a curve C with a �nite non-abelian groupwith Q intersecting C transversally.Finally, the Cremona transformations in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 canbe used to obtain new Zariski pairs from the known ones as follows: Sup-pose that (C1; C2) is a Zariski pair, with �1(P2nC1) abelian, and �1(P2nC2)non-abelian (as a concrete example one can consider C1, C2 to be the six-cuspidal sextics discussed by Zariski). Then an application of the Cremonatransformations as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 produces two curves fC1,fC2. If one chooses the lines P , Q generically, then these curves will have the1This is an example of an a�ne curve group with elements of �nite order, see also [101].



4.3. RECIPE 77same singularities. The pair (fC1;fC2) will then be a Zariski pair, since thegroup of fC1 is abelian, whereas the group of fC2 is not.Remark. If, in Theorem 4.3.1, the line Q meets C transversally, the Alexan-der polynomials of C and of eC are the same. Also, the commutator sub-group of �1(P2nC) is isomorphic to the commutator subgroup of �1(P2n eC)by Lemma 5.2.1 of the next chapter.By the way, the curves with �nite groups constructed above providemany examples of a�ne curves eCn eQ � P2n eQ ' C 2 , (which do not inter-sect transversally the line at in�nity) and have non-abelian, �small� groups.





Chapter 5Group theoretical miscellany
5.1 IntroductionOur aim in this chapter is to study the group �1(P2nC) from the grouptheoretical point of view, mostly for the case of an irreducible curve C. Theclass of groups of irreducible curves is speci�c enough to allow a study fromthe abstract group-theoretical point of view. To this end, we introduce alarger class of groups, the class of irreducible groups, to which the groups ofirreducible curves belong (see De�nition 5.2.1). Given a �nice� presentation ofsuch a group, it is possible to give a �nice� set of generators for its commutatorsubgroup. This leads to a presentation of the group G=G00 for an irreduciblegroup G. The group G=G00 is an invariant of G which is stronger than theAlexander polynomial. In some cases, this group is easier to �nd than theAlexander polynomial itself. For example, it can easily be shown that thecommutator subgroup of the braid group on n � 5 strands is perfect. Anotherimportance of the group G=G00 is that in some cases it allows one to �nd �niteindex subgroups of the group G, which is essential for the study of the Galoiscoverings of P2 branched along an irreducible curve. We discuss the problemof �nding �nite index subgroups in 5.3, this problem will be considered inmore detail in the next chapter.The commutator subgroup of the group of an irreducible curve is �nitelypresented by well-known results from the group theory. Moreover, the Reide-meister -Schreier algorithm gives an e�ective way of �nding a �nite presenta-tion of the commutator subgroup. An explicit application of this algorithmto a curve group is given in 5.4, where the presentation of the commutator79



80 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYsubgroup turned out to be quite simple, even though this presentation isobtained by long and messy calculations.In 5.5 we collect some facts about the generalized triangle groups that weuse frequently in this work.5.2 Irreducible groupsDe�nition 5.2.1 A group G is said to be irreducible if there exists an ele-ment � 2 G with G =� � �, i.e. if G is the normal closure of one of itselements. This element � is said to normally generate G.Clearly, if � normally generates G, then any conjugate �0 = a�a�1 of �normally generates G, too. The most elementary properties of irreduciblegroups are the following:Proposition 5.2.1 (i) An abelian group is irreducible if and only if it iscyclic.(ii) A homomorphic image of an irreducible group is irreducible.(iii) Abelianization of an irreducible group is a cyclic group.Remark. A subgroup of an irreducible group need not be irreducible. Forexample, the braid group B 3 on 3 strands is irreducible, but the commutatorsubgroup B 03 is isomorphic to F2 , the free group on two generators, which isnot irreducible (e.g. its abelianization is not cyclic). For a presentation ofthe commutator subgroups of the braid groups, see [33].Examples of irreducible groups. Besides the cyclic groups, the most nextexamples of irreducible groups that come into mind are the simple groups.Indeed, a simple group is normally generated by any one of its elements,except the identity element. Symmetric groups are also irreducible, for theyare generated by transpositions, and any two transpositions are conjugate.Moreover, many of the groups arising in geometry are irreducible. Theseinclude the braid groups (since the braid relation �1�2�1 = �2�1�2 can bewritten as (�1�2)�1(�1�2)�1 = �2), the mapping class groups, the knot groups(by the Wirtinger presentation), groups of irreducible curve complements inC 2 or in P2.



5.2. IRREDUCIBLE GROUPS 81Presentations of irreducible groupsLet G be a �nitely presented irreducible group, with � 2 G a normal gen-erator. Let X be the conjugacy class of �. Then, by the following theorem(see [13] for a proof), G admits a presentation, with �nitely many generatorsamong the elements of X.Theorem 5.2.1 (B.H. Neumann) If X is any set of generators of a �nitelypresented group G, then this group has a �nite presentation of the formhX0 j R1 = R2 = � � � = Rt = 1i, where X0 � X.Many examples of �nitely presented groups can be obtained as follows: con-sider the presentationG := ha1; a2; : : : ; an j R1 = R2 = � � � = Rn�1 = Rn = Rn+1 � � � = 1iwith Ri = xiaix�1i a�1i+1 for 1 � i � n� 1; (5.1)where xi are some words in a1; a2; : : : ; an. Then G is clearly an irreduciblegroup.One has the following facts concerning the commutator subgroups of thegroups given by the presentation 5.1.Proposition 5.2.2 Let G0 be the commutator subgroup of an irreduciblegroup given by the presentation 5.1, such that G=G0 = Z=dZ, where 0 <d � 1. Then(i) G0 is normally generated by the set X := faia�1i+1 : 1 � i � n� 1g.(ii) Furthermore, G0 is generated by the set Y := faki a�ki+1 : 1 � i �n� 1; 1 � k � d� 1g [ fadi : 1 � i � n� 1g.Proof. (i) It is clear that, setting aia�1i+1 = 1, (that is, setting a1 = a2 = � � � ),one obtains the abelianization of G, so that X should normally generate G0.(ii) By the relation Ri, one has xaix�1 = ai+1 ) xaki x�1 = aki+1.Hence, aki+1a�ki = xaki x�1a�ki = [x; aki ] 2 G0. On the other hand, if w =an1m1an2m2 � � �ankmk 2 G0, then one has n1+n2+ � � �nk = 0 (mod d). Hence, onecan write w = (an1m1a�n1m2 ) � (an2+n1m2 a�n2�n1m3 ) � � � (a�nkmk�1ankmk) � ardmkfor some r 2 Z. To �nish the argument, observe that if i < j, thenani a�nj = ani a�ni+1 � ani+1a�ni+2 � � �anj�1a�nj :



82 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANY(If i > j, then one applies this to (ani a�nj )�1). 2A class of �universal irreducible groups� can be de�ned as follows: Let us�rst recall the de�nition of a C-group, introduced by Kulikov [50], [49]. Agroup G is said to be a C-group (C for conjugate) if it has a presentationin which all the relations are conjugation relations between the generators.That is, G = ha1; a2; : : : j R1 = R2 = � � � = 1i; (5.2)where each Ri is of the form aiaja�1i a�1k . By Theorem 5.2.1, if G is �nitelypresented, then the above presentation has �nitely many generators.The �rst examples of C-groups are the free groups and the free abeliangroups. By the Wirtinger presentation, the link groups are C-groups, and theknot groups are irreducible C-groups. The following proposition shows thatthe braid groups and the groups of a�ne curve complements are irreducibleC-groups.Proposition 5.2.3 Consider the presentationG = ha1; a2; : : : j R1 = R2 = � � � = 1i:(i) If all the relations Ri are of the form waiw�1a�1j then G is a C-group.If G is �nitely presented, then G is also �nitely presented as a C-group.(ii) Any irreducible group G is a quotient of an irreducible C-group eG (inmany ways).Proof. (i) We only illustrate the proof for the braid group B 3 , the generaliza-tion is then obvious. This group has a unique de�ning relation �1�2�1��12 ��11 =�2. Put x := �1, y := �2, z := �2�1��12 = yxy�1. This gives the C-grouppresentation B 3 = hx; y; z j z = yxy�1; y = xzx�1i:Thus, introducing some new generators, any relation waiw�1a�1j can be writ-ten as a set of conjugation relations between these generators, applying theprocedure illustrated for the braid group. Clearly, if the initial presentationis �nite, then this procedure gives a �nite C-group presentation.(ii) Let � be a normal generator of an irreducible group G, and X :=fa1; a2; : : :g be a set of conjugates of � generating G. Then for each i 2 None has a relation (Ri) waiw�1a�1j in G. Consider the irreducible group H



5.2. IRREDUCIBLE GROUPS 83given by the presentation ha1; a2; : : : j R1 = R2 = � � � = 1i. Then clearly Hsurjects onto G. 2It follows that the fundamental groups of a�ne curve complements areC-groups by the Zariski-Van Kampen presentation, since any relation in thispresentation is of the form waiw�1a�1j = 1. Fundamental groups of pro-jective curve complements are obtained from this presentation by adding a�projective relation�, so that they can be viewed as �one relator quotients of C-groups�. More precisely, let C � C 2 be a curve of degree d, and let L be a lineintersecting C generically. Then there is a surjection �1(LnC)� �1(C 2nC),that is, if we de�ne a set of �good� generators a1; a2; : : : ad for �1(LnC),then a1; a2; : : : ; ad generate �1(C 2nC), and the Zariski-van Kampen presen-tation gives some relations of the form waiw�1a�1j = 1. Application ofthe procedure in the proof of Proposition 5.2.3 introduces new generatorsad+1; ad+2; : : : ; ak and gives a C-group presentation of �1(C 2nC) with gen-erators a1; a2; : : : ad; ad+1; : : : ; ak. The projective relation can be written as� := adad�1 � � �a1 = 1. Here, � is a meridian of L1, where we assumeC 2 = P2nL1. At this point, the following result should be recalled:Theorem 5.2.2 Let C � P2 be a curve. Then the pairs (P2; C[L), (P2; C[L0) are di�eomorphic for the lines L; L0 intersecting C generically. Hence,�1(C 2nC) = �1(P2n(C [ L1)) is the same for any line L1 intersecting Cgenerically. Moreover, under this assumption one has(i) The meridian � of L1 is a central element of the group �1(C 2nC).(ii) The commutator subgroups of the groups of the a�ne and projectivecurves are isomorpic, i.e. �01(C 2nC) ' �01(P2nC):Proof. The former claim is a direct consequence of the fact that P2�nC� isconnected, where P2� is the dual projective space, and C� is the �complete�dual curve of C, including the dual lines of singular points of C . The part (i)is well known, and can easily be proved by an application of the Zariski-VanKampen algorithm to a projection with center lying on L1, see e.g. [83]. Thelast part follows from the trivial lemma given below (see [15]). 2Lemma 5.2.1 Let G be a group, and Z be a central subgroup of G. If Z !G=G0 is an injection, then the commutator subgroup of G=Z is isomorphicto G0.



84 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYRemark. Similarly, it can be shown that the pairs (P2; C [ L) with C anirreducible curve, are di�eomorphic for L� 2 C�, provided that the tangentline L intersects C at exactly d�1 smooth points of C, d being the degree ofC. Also, the dual of Theorem 5.2.2 holds, that is, if a point p 2 P2 is genericwith respect to C, then the pairs (P2; C [D) are di�eomorphic, where D isthe set of lines passing through p and non-generic with respect to C.The Alexander polynomialConsider a �nitely generated irreducible C-group G given by the presentation5.2. Clearly, for its abelianization one has an isomorphism � : G=G0 '! Z;and the group G=G0 is generated by � := �(a1). Then � acts on G0 byconjugation by a1. This action can be described as follows:Let T := fan1 : n 2 Zg be a set of Schreier transversals for G0. (For adescription of the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm, see e.g. [11]). For j 6= 1,put xi;j := ai1aja�i�11 . Then the set fxi;j : iinZ; j 2 Ng generates G0. Itfollows that �(xi;j) = a1xi;ja�11 = xi+1;j. Consider the induced action �̂ onthe torsion-free part A of G0=G00. If A is �nitely generated of rank r > 0, thenthe characteristic polynomial�G := det(�̂� t � I) of �̂ : A ' Zr ! Zr is calledthe Alexander polynomial of G. Clearly, this de�nition makes sense for anarbitrary irreducible group. For alternative, equivalent de�nitions, see [58],[5], [83]. Other relevant references concerning the Alexander polynomials ofplane curves are [54], [20], [59], [50], [16].Theorem 5.2.3 Let K be the smallest subgroup of G containing both thecommutator subgroup G0 and the center Z(G) of G. If G=K is a �nite cyclicgroup of order d, then the commutator subgroup G0 is �nitely generated, andthe order of �̂ is �nite and divides d. Hence, j�G(0)j = 1, and �G is acyclotomic polynomial.Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that there exists an element z 2 Z(G)such that �(z) = � d. Hence, one can write z = ad1g, where g 2 G0. So, theaction of ad1 = zg�1 on A is trivial, since z is central and g is a commutator.Thus, �̂ is of �nite order, and this order divides d. The linear map �̂ : Zr ! Zrbeing of �nite order, the other assertions follows immediately. 2Let us call a groupG rigid of degree d ifG is irreducible, �nitely generated,and if G=K is �nite cyclic of order d, where K is the smallest subgroup of



5.2. IRREDUCIBLE GROUPS 85G containing both the center and the commutator subgroup of G. Rigid C-groups are the best candidates for the groups of a�ne curves intersecting theline at in�nity generically. We do not know how to decide from an irreducibleC-group presentation whether the group is rigid, i.e. G=K is �nite cyclic oforder d. A natural way to impose the rigidity on a group is to suppose thatthe presentation relations comes from a �braid monodromy factorization� (see[65]), but such an approach looks too cumbersome.A presentation for the group G=G00Let G = �1(P2nC) be the group of an irreducible curve C of degree d. Then,since the abelianization of G is a �nite cyclic group of order d, the commu-tator subgroup of G is a �nitely presented group by the following theorem(see [13] for a proof).Theorem 5.2.4 (P. Hall) Let N C G be a normal subgroup and suppose thatN and G=N are both �nitely presented groups. Then G is �nitely presented.By Theorem 5.2.2, it follows that if C is an irreducible curve intersectingthe line at in�nity transversally, then �01(C 2nC) is a �nitely presented group,too. Kulikov [48] has shown this by di�erent methods. Moreover, he showsthat �01(C 2nC) is a �nitely generated group, without any assumptions onthe intersection of the irreducible curve C with the line at in�nity. Notethat F2 is the group of a reducible curve composed of three lines passingthrough a commun point. Thus, its commutator subgroup F1 is not �nitelygenerated. On the other hand, Zn is the fundamental group of a generic linearrangement, with a trivial commutator subgroup.Similarly, the commutator subgroup of a rigid group G is �nitely pre-sented. If the abelianization of G is �nite cyclic, then this directly followsfrom Theorem 5.2.4. Otherwise, there is a central element z in G, sent toa � d (in the notations of Theorem 5.2.3). Let Z be the central subgroupof G generated by z. Then Z ! G=G0 is an injection, so the commutatorsubgroups of G and G=Z are isomorphic by Lemma 5.2.1. But the abelianiza-tion of G=Z is a �nite cyclic group. Thus, the commutator subgroup of G=Zis �nitely presented by Theorem 5.2.4, which implies that the commutatorsubgroup of G is also �nitely presented.An explicit �nite presentation forG0 can in fact be found by the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm, however, the calculations are imposing. We shall give anexample of a commutator subgroup of a curve group in Section 5.3, where



86 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYthe presentation of G0 turned out to be quite simple. Other known exam-ples of commutator subgroups of curve groups are those of Zp � Zq, wheregcd (p; q) = 1. The commutator subgroup of this group is the free groupof rank (p � 1)(q � 1). For some other examples of commutator subgroups,see [15].A natural, simpler invariant of a rigid group G is the group G=G00. Ob-viously, the Alexander polynomial of G can be derived from G=G00, so thatthis invariant is stronger then the Alexander polynomial. Given a concretepresentation for G, the group G=G00 is in some cases easier to �nd then theAlexander polynomial itself.Lemma 5.2.2 Let (G; �) be a pair with G a group of an irreducible curve ofdegree d, and � a meridian of C. Assume that G is given by the presentationG = ha1; a2; : : : ak j R1 = R2 = � � � = 1i;where the generators ai are conjugate to �. Then(i) One has: �d 2 G0. Thus, adi 2 G0 for 1 � i � k, since adi is conjugateto �d.(ii) The commutator subgroup G0 is generated by the setX := fxi;n := ani a�ni+1 : 1 � i � d� 1; 1 � n � d [ fyi := adi : 1 � j � kg:Thus, the number of generators is d2.(iii) The group G00 is normally generated by the commutators Hence,G=G00 can be obtained from the presentation of G by setting [X;X] = 1,that is, by adding the relations [z; t] = 1 for z; t 2 X.Proof. This is almost a repetition of Proposition 5.2.2.2.Remarks.1. Observe that even if G is a curve group, G00 need not be �nitely generated.Indeed, G := Z2 � Z3 is an irreducible curve group, with G0 = F2 , the freegroup of rank 2. Hence, G00 = F1 . However, we shall prove below that foran a�ne curve group G the presentation given above for the group G=G00 is�nite presentation (see Lemma 5.2.2). In addition, we shall discuss anotherset of generators for G0, obtained by the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm.2. The commutator subgroup of an irreducible C-group is not necessarily�nitely generated. Many counterexamples are supplied by knot groups. It



5.2. IRREDUCIBLE GROUPS 87is well known that the commutator subgroup of a knot group is �nitelygenerated if and only if the knot is �bered, and there are examples of non-�bered knots [11]. Observe that, even if the commutator subgroup is not�nitely generated, one can de�ne �truncated Alexander polynomials� of a pair(G; �), where G is irreducible and � is a normal generator of G, as follows:Let a1; a2; : : : ; ak be conjugates of the element � generating the group, and letn 2 N . Imposing the relations [ani ; aj] = 1 for 1 � i; j � k (or, equivalently,ani = anj ), we obtain a quotient group Hn for which the corresponding actionon H 0n=H 00n is of �nite order, moreover, H 0n is �nitely generated. Hence, onecan de�ne the �nth truncated Alexander polynomial� �nG of G to be theAlexander polynomial of Hn.Examples. Consider the 3-strand braid group B 3 . Then, by a standardapplication of the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm, it can be shown that B 03is freely generated by the elements x := ��11 �2 and y := �2��11 . (For apresentation of B 0n , see [33].) Setting [x; y] = 1 gives the relation[��11 �2; �2��11 ] = 1) ��11 �22��11 = �2��21 �2 !�22 = �1�2��11 � ��11 �2�1 ) �22 = ��12 �1�2 � �2�1��12 )�42 = �1�22�1 ) �62 = �2�1�2 � �2�1�2 ) �62 = (�1�2)3 = �61:Hence, B 3=B 0 03 = h�1; �2 j �1�2�1 = �2�1�2 �61 = (�1�2)3 = �62i:Now consider the braid group B 4 with its standard presentation. Then, fromthe generators given for B 3 above it is easy to see that the commutatorsubgroup B 04 is generated by x := ��11 �2, y := �2��11 , z := ��12 �3, t := �3��12and u := �1��13 . (note that (�1�3)n = �n1��n3 = ��n3 �n1 since [�1; �3] = 1).So, in the group B 4=B 0 04 one has the relations�61 = (�1�2)3 = �62 = (�2�3)3 = �63 ;induced by the relations [x; y] = [z; t] = 1. On the other hand, the relation[x; z] = 1 gives, ��11 �2��12 �3 = ��12 �3��11 �2 )��11 �3 = ��12 �3�2 � ��12 ��11 �2 )��11 �3 = �3�2��13 � �1��12 ��11 )



88 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANY�1 = �3: (5.3)This proves that B 4=B 0 04 ' B 3=B 0 03 : However, for n � 5, it is easy to see thatrelations of the type 5.3 forces �1 = �2 = � � � , and one obtains B n=B 0 0n 'Z. Hence, the group B 0n is perfect for n � 5, that is, it coincides with itscommutator subgroup B 0 0n . In [33], the authors give an explicit presentationfor B 0n and obtain the same result. So, we have proved the following.Corollary 5.2.1 For n � 5, the groups B pn of Theorem 2.2.1, the groups B snof Theorem 2.2.2, and the groups fB n of Theorem 2.4.1 have perfect commu-tator subgroups.This result is also obtained by Libgober in [58], however, our line of reasoningseems to be more direct. Observe that, as explained in 2.0.4, the group fB nis in�nite almost solvable, but its commutator subgroup is in�nite perfect.As another example let us consider the group G=G00, where G is the curvegroup given in Theorem 3.2.2:G := hc; b j cbc = bcb; bncn+2 = cn+2bn; (b�ncb2)n+1cn2 = 1i:To �nd G=G00, it su�ces to impose the relations c6 = (cb)3 = b6 on the abovepresentation. Suppose that n = 6p� qIf q = 0, then bn = cn, so that the last relation becomes(cb2)6p+1c�6p = 1) cb2(cb2)3pc�6p = cb2(cb)9pc�6p = 1)cb2c12p = cb2b12p = 1) c�1 = b12p+2:Thus, the group G=G00 is abelian in this case. One gets easily the sameconclusion if q = 1 or q = 2, so that G0 is a perfect group for q = 0; 1; 2.5.3 Residual GroupsConsider the pair (G; �), where G is an irreducible group, and � is a normalgenerator of G. Then we introduce the following invariants of the pair (G; �).De�nition-Notation. If a 2 G is an element of an arbitrary group G, thegroup G= � a � will be denoted by G(a). If (G; �) is a pair with G anirreducible group, and � a normal generator of G then for k 2 N , we will



5.3. RESIDUAL GROUPS 89call the group G(�k) a residual group of G and denote it by G(k). It is clearthat if � and � are conjugate, then G(�k) = G(�k), so that the groups G(k)depends only on the conjugacy class of �.Question. Consider the pair (G; �), where G is a �nitely presented irre-ducible group, and � a normal generator of G. Is it true that \n2N ��n �= 1? In particular, is this true if G is the group of an irreducible curvewith � a meridian of C?Remark. Let (G; �) be a pair with G an in�nite simple group, and � 2 Gan element of in�nite order. Then G is normally generated by �, but \n2N ��n �= G. Finitely generated in�nite simple groups with elements of in�niteorder exist. Below we give a sketch of a slight modi�cation of Higman'sconstruction of an in�nite simple group. For details see [37].First, observe that by Zorn's Lemma, any non-trivial group has a proper,maximal normal subgroup. Hence any non-trivial group has a non-trivialsimple quotient. Now consider the group given by the presentationH := hx; y; z; t j xyx�1 = y2; yzy�1 = z2; ztz�1 = t2; txt�1 = x2i:Then any quotient of H in which all four generators x, y, z, t are of �niteorder is trivial. It can be shown that H is a non-trivial group, since it is anamalgamated free product of two non-trivial groups. It follows that H hasa quotient G, which is a �nitely generated in�nite simple group in which atleast one of x, y, z, t is of in�nite order.Examples of residual groups. Here, we shall discuss the residual groupsof the braid groups. See the next chapter for a discussion of the residualgroups of the groups Zp � Zq, where gcd (p; q) = 1.The basic example of an irreducible group is the pair (Z; 1). One hasZ(n) = Z=nZ. Note that Z is not the only irreducible curve group G whoseabelianization is in�nite cyclic, and all residual groups are �nite. Degtya-rev [15] has shown that the group H := Z � G is an a�ne curve groupC, where G is a �nite perfect group of order 120 given by the presenta-tion hx; y; z j x2 = y3 = z5 = xyzi. It is easy to see that all the resid-ual groups of this groups are �nite. Indeed, a meridian of C should be ofthe form � := (1; g) 2 H. Hence, for the residual groups of H one hasH(�n) = Zn �G(gn), which are �nite since G is a �nite group.



90 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYNow consider the pair (Bm ; �1), where �1 is a half-twist, and Bm is thebraid group on m strands given by the Artin presentationBm = h�1; �2; : : : ; �m�1 j �i�j�i = �j�i�j ji�jj = 1; [�i; �j] = 1 ji�jj > 1i:It is well known that Bm(2) ' �m, the mth symmetric group. Coxeter hasshown that Bm(n) is a �nite group if and only if 1n+ 1m < 12 [12]. The residualgroups of B 3 can be described more explicitly as follows: The groups B 3(n)has the presentationB 3(n) = h�1; �2 j �1�2�1 = �2�1�2; �n1 = 1i:Now put x := �1�2�1 and y := �2�1. Then �1 = xy�1, �2 = y2x�1, and soone obtains the presentationB 3(n) = hx; y j x2 = y3; (xy�1)n = 1i:Passing to the quotient by the central element x2, we get the triangle groupT2;3;n, which is �nite for n � 5, solvable for n = 6, and big for n � 7. Thesame claim still holds for B 3 : For n = 2; 3; 4; 5, the residual group B 3(n)is of order 6, 24, 96 and 600 respectively, and it is solvable when n = 6.Another way to see the solvability of B 3(6) is as follows: In Section 5.1 wehave obtained the presentationB 3=B 0 03 = h�1; �2 j �1�2�1 = �2�1�2; �61 = (�1�2)3 = �62i:The group B 3=B 0 03 is solvable group since for any group G, the group G=G00is solvable. Passing to the quotient by �61 = 1 one obtains the groupG := h�1; �2 j �1�2�1 = �2�1�2; �61 = (�1�2)3 = �62 = 1i:Now, note that z := (�1�2)3 is central in B 3 , thus it is central in B 3(6). Settingz = 1 in B 3(6), we obtain the same group G. Hence, B3(6) is solvable.The spherical braid group B sn is obtained from B n by imposing the rela-tion (R) : �1�2 � � ��n�2�2n�1�n�2 � � ��2�1 = 1. It is clear that for the pair(B sn ; �1) one has B sn(2) ' B n(2) ' �n, since (R) becomes trivial after passingto the quotient by the relation �21 = 1 () �2i = 1; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1).We believe that B sn(k) is �nite for k � 5 and solvable for k = 6. MAPLEcalculations givejB s4(3)j = 12, jB s4(4)j = 192, jB s4(5)j = 60,



5.3. RESIDUAL GROUPS 91jB s5(3)j = 1, jB s5(4)j = 7680, jB s5(5)j = 62400.By Theorem 2.2.1, another example of a curve group close to the braidgroup is the quotient of Bm by its center, let us denote this group by B zm .Then B zm(2) is the quotient of the symmetric group Bm(2) ' �n by its center,i.e. B zm(2) is the alternating group A m .Remark. These examples show that there are pairs (G; �) with G an irre-ducible in�nite group and � a normal generator of �nite order. We do notknow if there are such curve groups.As noticed in De�nition 3.3.1, the fundamental groups of curve comple-ments come equipped with some certain equivalence classes, namely meridi-ans and singular meridians. Let �p be a singular meridian of a curve C � P2.Then, since �p is a meridian of the exceptional curve E of the blow-up at thepoint p, we have the following.Lemma 5.3.1 Let C 2 P2 be a curve, and let p 2 C be a singular point,with the singular meridian �p 2 �1(P2nC). Let �p := X ! P2 be the blow-up at p. Put ��1p (C) = E [ eC, where �p(E) = p. Then �1(Xn eC) is thequotient of �1(P2nC) by the relation �p = 1, or, in terms of De�nition 3.3.2,�1(Xn eC) = GpC(1).Note that the above lemma is still correct if p is a smooth point, and �p is ameridian of C. If the curve C is irreducible, one obtains the conclusion that�1(Xn eC) = 1.For example, if p 2 C is a simple cusp, then the local fundamental groupof P2nC at the point p is B 3 , with �1 (or �2) as a meridian, and one cantake �p := �2�1 as a singular meridian. If one puts �p = 1, one gets therelations �1 = �2 and �21 = 1, i.e. one obtains the group Z2. If the curve C isirreducible, this implies that there is a surjection GC(2) � GpC(1), becauseof the relation �21 = 1. One obtains the same conclusion for a cusp p given byx2 = y2n+1. Note that the element �2n+1p is central in the local fundamentalgroup.If p 2 C is an ordinary multiple point of multiplicity m, i.e. transversalintersection of m smooth branches of C, then the local fundamental groupat p has the presentationha1; a2; : : : ; am; � j [�; ai] = 1 1 � i � m; � = amam�1 � � �a1i;



92 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYand one can take �p = � as a singular meridian. Obviously, �p is central inthe local fundamental group. Passing to the quotient by �p gives the freegroup Fm�1 . This proves the following lemma, which will be used later inthe text.Lemma 5.3.2 The fundamental group of an arrangement of m � 3 linespassing through a common point is big.Lemma 5.3.1 suggests that the fundamental group admits a �resolution�by passing to quotients by singular meridians. It is interesting to knowwhether one always ends up with an abelian group after iterating this proce-dure until a smooth curve in a surface is found. Observe that if C is composedof d lines passing through a common point p, then the singular meridian ofC at p is already vanishing, so that �1(Xn eC) ' �1(P2nC) ' Fd�1 , whereX is the blow-up of P2 at p, and eC is the proper transform of C under thisblow-up. Hence, the �resolution� of �1(P2nC) is not abelian. This case shouldbe considered to be pathological in the context the above question. Indeed,it is easy to see that if one introduce to C a line L not passing through thepoint p, then the �resolution� of �1(P2n(C [ L)) becomes trivial. The abovequestion is interesting from the point of view of Galois coverings: A cover-ing dominated by such a �resolution� can be said to be �non-rami�ed at thesingular points of C�.5.4 A commutator subgroupIn this section, we shall apply the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm to �nda presentation of the commutator subgroup of a curve group. This requireslenghty calculations, however, the �nal presentation of the commutator sub-group turns out to be very simple, which suggests a more detailed study ofthese subgroups. For an exposition of the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm,we refer the reader to [11].Let G be the groupG := ha; b j (ab)3a = b(ab)3 (R1); (ab)7 = a6 (R2)i:This is the group in Theorem 3.2.1 for k = 3 and d = 8. As shown in [2], thisgroup is big. We repeat this proof for the sake of completeness. By change



5.4. A COMMUTATOR SUBGROUP 93of generators c := (ab)3a and d := ab (with inverse a = d�3c, b = c�1d4) weget the presentation G = hc; d; j c2 = d7; (d�3c)6 = d7i:Let H be the quotient of G by the relation c2 = 1. Applying the transfor-mation e = c, f = d�3, (with inverse c = e, d = f 2) we obtainH = he; f j e2 = f 7 = (fe)6i:This is the hyperbolic triangle group T2;7;6, which is big by Theorem 5.5.2 inthe next section. Hence, G is also a big group.Now let us �nd a presentation of the commutator subgroup G0 of G.Clearly, one has G=G0 ' Z8;and a Schreier transversal to G0 can be given asT = f1; a; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; a7gWe will apply the Reidemeister -Schreier rewriting algorithm to �nd a pre-sentation of G0. By the Reidemeister -Schreier theorem, G0 is generated bythe elements x1 := ba�1,x2 := aba�2,x3 := a2ba�3;x4 := a3ba�4;x5 := a4ba�5;x6 := a5ba�6;x7 := a6ba�7;x8 := a7b;z := a8:In order to �nd the relations among z; x1 : : : ; x8, one has to re-write thepresentation relations of G in terms of these letters. So write the relation R1as u = 1, where u := abababab�1a�1b�1a�1b�1a�1b�1:Then u = aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � (babababa�7)�1



94 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANY= aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6(ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7)�1) x2x4x6 = x1x3x5x7Similarly,aua�1 = a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � (aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b)�1) x3x5x7z = x2x4x6x8a2ua�2 = a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � (a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1)�1) x4x6x8 = x3x5x7zx1a3ua�3 = a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � (a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2)�1) x5x7zx1 = x4x6x8x2a4ua�4 = a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � (a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3)�1) x6x8x2 = x5x7zx1x3a5ua�5 = a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � (a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4)�1) x7zx1x3 = x6x8x2x4a6ua�6 = a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � (a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5)�1) x8x2x4 = x7zx1x3x5a7ua�7 = a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � (a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6)�1) zx1x3x5 = x8x2x4x6Now write R2 as v = 1 wherev := bababababababa�5 :Then one hasv = ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5) x1x3x5x7zx1x3x5 = 1ava�1 = aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6) x2x4x6x8x2x4x6 = 1a2va�2 = a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7



5.4. A COMMUTATOR SUBGROUP 95) x3x5x7zx1x3x5x7 = 1a3va�3 = a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � a�8) x4x6x8x2x4x6x8 = za4va�4 = a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a�8) x5x7zx1x3x5x7zx1 = za5va�5 = a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a�8) x6x8x2x4x6x8x2 = za6va�6 = a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a4ba�5 � a6ba�7 � a8 � ba�1 � a2ba�3 � a�8) x7zx1x3x5x7zx1x3 = za7va�7 = a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a5ba�6 � a7b � aba�2 � a3ba�4 � a�8) x8x2x4x6x8x2x4 = zTo sum up, one has the relations(A1) x2x4x6 = x1x3x5x7 (B1) x1x3x5x7 � zx1x3x5 = 1(A2) x3x5x7z = x2x4x6x8 (B2) x2x4x6x8 � x2x4x6 = 1(A3) x4x6x8 = x3x5x7zx1 (B3) x3x5x7zx1 � x3x5x7 = 1(A4) x5x7zx1 = x4x6x8x2 (B4) x4x6x8x2 � x4x6x8 = z(A5) x6x8x2 = x5x7zx1x3 (B5) x5x7zx1x3 � x5x7zx1 = z(A6) x7zx1x3 = x6x8x2x4 (B6) x6x8x2x4 � x6x8x2 = z(A7) x8x2x4 = x7zx1x3x5 (B7) x7zx1x3x5 � x7zx1x3 = z(A8) zx1x3x5 = x8x2x4x6 (B8) x8x2x4x6 � x8x2x4 = z:Substituting the value of x1x3x5x7 given by (A1) in (B1), we get anotherrelation (C1) x2x4x6 � zx1x3x5 = 1;such that the pair of relations (A1;B1) is equivalent to the pair (A1; C1), sothat one can forget the relation (B1). By applying the same procedure onecan replace the relations B1 � B8 by the following ones(C1) x2x4x6 � z � x1x3x5 = 1,(C2) x3x5x7 � z � x2x4x6 = 1,(C3) x4x6x8 � x3x5x7 = 1,(C4) x5x7zx1 � x4x6x8 = z,(C5) x6x8x2 � x5x7zx1 = z,(C6) x7zx1x3 � x6x8x2 = z,(C7) x8x2x4 � x7zx1x3 = z,(C8) x1x3x5 � x8x2x4 = 1.



96 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYPut � := x1x3x5. Then from relations (C1)� (C8) one obtains(C1)) x2x4x6 = (zx1x3x5)�1 = ��1z�1 (D1)(C2)) x3x5x7 = (zx2x4x6)�1 = z�z�1 (D2)(C3)) x4x6x8 = (x3x5x7)�1 = z��1z�1 (D3)(C4)) x5x7zx1 = z(x4x6x8)�1 = z2�z�1 (D4)(C8)) x8x2x4 = (x1x3x5)�1 = ��1 (D8)(C7)) x7zx1x3 = (x8x2x4)�1z = �z (D7)(C6)) x6x8x2 = (x7zx1x3)�1z = z�1��1z (D6)(C5)) z�1��1z � z2�z�1 = z ) [z3; �] = 1 (D5)On the other hand, by (A1)� (A8), one has(A1)) x1 = x2x4x6 � (x3x5x7)�1 = ��1z�1 � (z�z�1)�1 = ��2z�1(A2)) x2 = x3x5x7z � (x4x6x8)�1 = z�z�1z � (z��1z�1)�1 = z�z�z�1(A3)) x3 = x4x6x8 � (x5x7zx1)�1 = z��1z�1 � (z2�z�1)�1 = z��2z�2(A4)) x4 = x5x7zx1 � (x6x8x2)�1 = z2�z�1 � (z�1��1z)�1 = z2�z�2�z(A5)) x5 = x6x8x2 � (x7zx1x3)�1 = z�1��1z � (�z)�1 = z�1��2(A6)) x6 = x7zx1x3 � (x8x2x4)�1 = �z � (��1)�1 = �z�(A7)) x7 = x8x2x4 � (zx1x3x5)�1 = ��1 � (z�)�1 = ��2z�1(A8)) x8 = zx1x3x5 � (x2x4x6)�1 = z� � (z�1��1)�1 = z�z�It follows that � = x1x3x5 ) � = ��2z�1 � z��2z�2 � z�1��2) z�3 = �7; (E1)so that one can omit the relation (D5). Substituting these expressions forx1 � � �x8 in the other relations (D1)� (D8), one obtains(D1)) z�z�z�1 � z2�z�2�z � �z� = ��1z�1 ) (�z)7 = z3 (E2)(D2)) z��2z�2 � z�1��2 � ��2z�1 = z�z�1 ) z�3 = �7; (E1)(D3)) z2�z�2�z � �z� � z�z� = z��1z�1 ) (�z)7 = z3 (E2)(D4)) z�1��2 � ��2z�1 � z � ��2z�1 = z2�z�1 ) z�3 = �7 (E1)(D8)) z�z� � z�z�z�1 � z2�z�2�z = ��1 ) (�z)7 = z3 (E2)(D7)) ��2z�1 � z � ��2z�1 � z��2z�2 = �z ) z�3 = �7 (E1)(D6)) �z� � z�z� � z�z�z�1 = z�1��1z ) (�z)7 = z3 (E2)Hence, G0 = h�; z j (�z)7 = z3; z�3 = �7i;



5.4. A COMMUTATOR SUBGROUP 97and it is easily seen that G0 is not a free group, e.g. one hasG0=G00 = Z7:Note that z 2 G00, since the abelianization homomorphism G0 ! Z7 sendsz to the unit element. Moreover, G00 =� z � since imposing the relationz = 1 in the above presentation for G0 yields the abelianization Z7 of G0.This implies that G00 is a subgroup of index 56 in G.On the other hand, since in our example G0 is normally generated by z,it is interesting to know the residual groups G0= � zk �. We now proceedto investigate them.Suppose �rst that k = 3n + 1. Then the relation z�3 = ��7 impliesz�1 = z3n = ��7n ) z = �7n. Substituting this in the presentation forG0 � z3k+1 �, we getG0=� z3k+1 �= h�; j�7(7n+1) = �21n; �21n = ��7i = h�; j�7(4n+1) = �7(3n+1) = 1i) G0=� z3k+1 �= Z7 = G0=G00:Let us proceed further to �nd a presentation of the group G00 =� z =�8 �. The set T := f1; �; �2; �3; �4; �5; �6gis clearly a Schreier transversal to G00, so that the corresponding set of gen-erators for G0 is given by Y := f� := �7;!0 := z;!1 := �z��1;!2 := �2z��2;!3 := �3z��3;!4 := �4z��4;!5 := �5z��5;!6 := �6z��6gThe relation z3�7 = 1 is rewritten as, for 0 � k � 6,�k � z3�7 � ��k = (�kz��k)3�7) !3k� = 1; 0 � k � 6 (Fk)



98 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANYAs for the relation z�3(�z)7 = 1, one hasz�3(�z)7 = z�3 � �z��1 � �2z ��2 � � ��6z��6 � �7 � z) !30 = !1!2!3!4!5!6�!0 (G1)Similarly,� � z�3(�z)7��3 = (�z��1)�3 � �2z��3 � � ��6z��3 � � � z � �z��1) !31 = !2!3!4!5!6�!0!1 (G2)Repeating this for the relations �kz�1(�z)7��k = 1 for 2 � k � 6, we getthe relations !32 = !3!4!5!6�!0!1!2 (G3)!33 = !4!5!6�!0!1!2!3; (G4)!34 = !5!6�!0!1!2!3!4; (G5)!35 = !6�!0!1!2!3!4!5; (G6)!36 = �!0!1!2!3!4!5!6: (G7)The relations (G2)� (G7) can be derived from the relations (G1) and (F1)�(F6). Indeed, the relations (Fk) implies !30 = !31 = � � � = !36. Substituting!30 = !31 in (G1) gives the relation (G2). Repeating this process, one easilyobtains the relations (G3 � G7).On the other hand, � = !30 by (F1). Substituting this in (G1) gives therelation !50 = !1!2!3!4!5!6:To sum up, we have obtained the presentationG00 = h!0; !1; : : : ; !6 j!31 = !32 = � � � = !36; !50 = !1!2!3!4!5!6iTherefore, for the abelianization of this group we haveG00=G000 = Z� Z53:



5.5. GENERALIZED TRIANGLE GROUPS 995.5 Generalized triangle groups and the TitsalternativeHere, we collect some facts about the triangle groups and their generalizationswhich are used frequently in this work. Their importance lies in the fact thatthey appear as the residual groups of the free product Zp � Zq, which is acurve group by Theorem 2.2.3. To give an idea how they come out, considerthe local fundamental group of the singularity x2 = y2n+1, which can bepresented as (G; �) := (ha; b j (ab)na = b(ab)ni; a);the generators a; b belonging to the conjugacy class of a meridian �. Nowapplying the change of generators x := (ab)na, y := ab, with the inversea = y�nx, b = x�1yn+1 gives the presentation(G; �) = (hx; y j x2 = y2n+1i; y�nx):Observe that passing to the quotient by the central element x2 = y2n+1 givesthe free product Z2 � Z2n+1. For the residual groups of G, one hasG(k) = hx; y j x2 = y2n+1; (y�nx)k = 1i:Setting x2 = y2n+1 = 1 as above we getG(k)� hx; y j x2 = y2n+1 = (y�nx)k = 1i;and this latter group is exactly the generalized triangle group as we shall seebelow.Recall that a family of �nitely generated groups is said to satisfy the Titsalternative if any group of this family is either almost solvable (that is, itcontains a solvable subgroup of �nite index) or big (that is, it has a subgroupisomorphic to F2 , the free group of rank 2).Theorem 5.5.1 (Fine, Howie, Rosenberger [25]) Let G be a one-relatorproduct of cyclic groups, that is, a group given by the presentationG := ha1; a2; : : : ; an j ak11 = ak22 = � � � = aknn = w(a1; a2; � � �an)m = 1i;with n � 2, m � 2, 2 � ki � 1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and w(a1; a2; : : : ; an) isa cyclically reduced word involving every one of a1; a2; : : : ; an. Suppose thatone of the following conditions holds



100 CHAPTER 5. GROUP THEORETICAL MISCELLANY(i) n � 3, or(ii) n = 2 and ki = 0 for i = 1 or i = 2, or(iii) n = 2 and m � 3, or(iv) n = 2 and w(a1; a2) is conjugate in the free group on a1; a2 conjugateto a word of the form ar11 ar22 with 1 � ri < ki, i = 1; 2.Then the Tits alternative holds for G.If n = 2 and k1; k2 < 1, then G is called a generalized triangle group andcan be written in the formG = ha; b j ap = bq = w(a; b)m = 1iwith 2 � p � q, 2 � m and w(a; b) = ap1bq1ap2bq2 � � �apsbqs with 1 � sand 1 � pj < p, 1 � qj < q for j = 1; 2; : : : ; s. Theorem 5.5.1 impliesthat Tits' alternative holds for generalized triangle groups if m � 3 or s =1. Rosenberger [82] has shown that this is still true for m = s = 2, andconjectured that the Tits alternative holds for the generalized triangle groupsin general. A classi�cation of �nite generalized triangle groups can be foundin [40]. Concerning the bigness of the generalized triangle groups, one hasthe following fact.Theorem 5.5.2 (Baumslag, Morgan, Shalen [7]) The generalized tri-angle group G has a free subgroup of rank 2 if� := 1p + 1q + 1m < 1:and is in�nite if � = 1. Any generalized triangle group has an essentialrepresentation � : G ! PSL(2; C ), that is, a representation � such that theorders of �(a), �(b) and �(w) are p, q, and m respectively.Specializing to triangle groups, that is the groups that can be given by thepresentation Tp;q;r := ha; b j ap = bq = (ab)r = 1i;the following trichotomy is well known [13]:If 1p + 1q + 1r > 1, then Tp;q;r is called elliptic and is a �nite group.If 1p + 1q + 1r = 1, then Tp;q;r is called Euclidean and it is an abelian-by-�nitegroup.



5.5. GENERALIZED TRIANGLE GROUPS 101If 1p + 1q + 1r < 1, then Tp;q;r is called hyperbolic, and is a big group.Also, the triangle groups has faithful representations Tp;q;r ! PSL(2; C ).A famous theorem of Tits [92] states that any subgroup of a matrix groupover a �eld of characteristic 0 satis�es the Tits alternative, hence trianglegroups have this property too. This can in fact be seen directly from thetrichotomy above: If Tp;q;r is elliptic or Euclidean, then it has an abeliansubgroup of �nite index, and in case it is hyperbolic, it is big. Recall in thisconnection Zaidenberg's question as to the validity of the Tits alternative forcurve groups.





Chapter 6Fenchel's Problem
6.1 GeneralitiesIn this chapter, we discuss some problems concerning the branched coveringsof the projective plane. For the de�nition of branched coverings and someelementary facts concerning them, we refer the reader to Namba's book [69].All the facts concerning the generalized triangle groups that we use frequentlyare collected in 5.5.Let � : X ! P2 be a �nite branched covering, and C = C1 [ C2 � � � [ Cnbe the branching curve with irreducible components C1; C2; : : : ; Cn. Thebranching divisor of � is the divisor D� = m1C1+m2C2+ � � �+mnCn, wheremi is the rami�cation index of � at Ci. Fenchel's problem can be formulatedas follows: Given a divisor D on P2, is there a �nite branched Galois covering� : X ! P2 with D� = D? Obviously, this is equivalent to the following(see [69]): Given a divisor D = m1C1 +m2C2 + � � �+mnCn on P2, let �i bea meridian of Ci in P2nC. Is there a normal subgroup N of �nite index in�1(P2nC) such that (i) �mii 2 N and (ii) if �ki 2 N , then mijk?. Alternatively,is there a �nite quotient of �1(P2nC) in which the image of �i is of order mi?(Here, we don't assume that X is non-singular.)For a divisorD = m1C1+m2C2+� � �+mnCn on P2, let us de�ne the groupof the divisorD to be the groupGr(D) := �1(P2nC)=� �m11 ; �m22 ; � � � ; �mnn �,where C = C1 [ C2 � � � [ Cn is the support of D (this is a generalizationof residual groups introduced in De�nition 3.3.2). Let us call an image� : Gr(D) � K essential if K is a �nite group with order of �(�i) equalsmi for 1 � i � n. Obviously, Fenchel's problem for a divisor D amounts to103



104 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMthe study of the essential images of the group Gr(D). As we shall soon see,Gr(D) need not to possess essential images, far from that, this group can betrivial.We recall that Fenchel's problem was originally posed for divisors on aRiemann surface S. By a theorem of Bundgaard and Nielsen [8], if S is ofgenus � 1, then there exists a �nite Galois covering of S branched at a givendivisor on S. The solution for S = P1 is due to Fox [28]: If D is a divisor onP2, then there exists a �nite covering of P1 branched at D, except the cases(1) D = np and (2) D = np+mq, n 6= m, where p; q 2 P1 and n;m 2 N .Namba and Kato has considered the problem for the higher-dimensionalcase, and in particular in P2. Relevant references can be found in Namba'sbook [69], or in his survey article [71]. To begin with, notice that the cor-responding a�ne problem in C 2 always has a positive solution given by anabelian covering, as in the 1-dimensional case. If the support of a divisorD := n1C1 + n2C2 + � � �+ nkCk on C 2 has k irreducible components, and Cis the support of D, then H1(C 2nC;Z) = Zk. Let �i be a meridian of Ci.Then H1(C 2nC) is the free abelian group generated by �1; �2; : : : ; �k, andthe abelian group given by the presentationh�1; �2; : : : ; �k jn1�1 = n2�2 = � � � = nk�k = 1iis a quotient of H1(C 2nC) and determines abelian Galois covering of C 2branched at D.On the other hand, considering Fenchel's problem for a divisor on anarbitrary surface seems like a too general approach. Blowing-up a smoothpoint on a surface X, denote by D the exceptional divisor on the resultingsurface Y . If X is simply connected, then so is Y nD, so that there is nocovering of Y rami�ed at D.For D = mC, where C � P2 is a smooth curve of degree d, one has�1(P2nC) = Z=dZ, so that Gr(D) = Z=kZ, where k := gcd (m; d). Thus,Fenchel's problem for D has a positive solution if and only if mjd, and thesolution is given by an abelian covering. Obviously, this still gives a solution if�1(P2nC) is non-abelian, since the abelianization of �1(P2nC) is Zd. Similarly,if D = m1C1 + m2C2 + � � � + mnCn is a divisor with the support C =C1[C2 � � �[Cn, where Ci is an irreducible curve of degree di with a meridian�i, then the abelianization H1(P2nC;Z) of �1(P2nC) is the abelian groupH1(P2nC;Z) = h�1; �2; : : : ; �n j d1�1 + d2�2 + � � �+ dn�n = 0i:



6.1. GENERALITIES 105Hence, the abelianization of Gr(D) has the presentationh�1; �2; : : : ; �n j d1�1+d2�2+� � �+dn�n = 0; m1�1 = m2�2 = � � � = mn�n = 1i:Put �i := mi=gcd (mi; di), and let �i be the smallest common multiple off�j ji 6= jg. Then an abelian covering solves the Fenchel's problem providedthat �i divides �i for 1 � i � n. For details see [69].However, abelian coverings give a solution to Fenchel's problem only forvery restricted cases. For example, let D := p1L1 + p2L2 + � � � + pdLd be adivisor, whose support C = L1[L2[� � �[Ld consists of lines, the coe�cientspi being prime numbers. Then the above condition is never satis�ed. But itis easy to see that the group �1(P2nC) is big if it is not abelian (see Remark1 below). Hence, some non-abelian covers must give a solution to Fenchel'sproblem. Indeed, Kato proved the following theorem (for a generalization toarrangements of lines and conics, see [69]):Theorem 6.1.1 (Kato [43]) Let D := m1L1 + m2L2 + � � � + mdLd be adivisor with support C = L1 [ L2 [ � � � [ Ld being a line arrangement, suchthat any line Li contains a point of multiplicity � 3 of C. Then there is a�nite Galois covering of P2 branched at D.Remarks.1. Let C � P2 be a line arrangement. It is well-known that if C is generic(that is, if all the singularities of C are double points), then the group�1(P2nC) is abelian. Otherwise, C has a point p of multiplicity m � 3.Let B � C be the set of lines passing through p. Then there is a surjection�1(P2nC) � �1(P2nB). But, by Lemma 5.3.2, the group �1(P2nB) is big.Thus, �1(P2nC) is also a big group.2. Let D = m1L1 +m2L2 + � � �+mdLd be a divisor, whose support is a linearrangement C = L1[L2[� � �[Ld. Then it is not true that �Gr(D) is eitherabelian or big�: Indeed, let d = 3, and let L1, L2, L3 be three lines passingthrough a common locus p. Put D := pL1 + qL2 + rL3. Then it is easy tosee that Gr(D) = ha; b; c j ap = bq = cr = cba = 1i = Tp;q;r:Hence, Gr(D) is �nite for � := 1p + 1q + 1r > 1, in�nite solvable for � = 1, andbig if � < 1.Let us further discuss this latter example. Take a line L4 not passingthrough the triple point p of L1 [ L2 [ L3, and consider the divisor D1 :=



106 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMpL1 + qL2 + rL3 + sL4. Then one hasGr(D1) = ha; b; c; d j ap = bq = cr = ds = dcba = 1; [a; d] = [b; d] = [c; d] = 1i:Passing to the quotient by the central element d gives the triangle groupTp;q;r again, so that the group Gr(D1) is solvable for � � 1. Now, if we de�neD2; D3; � � �Dk similarly, such that the supports ofDi, Dj intersect generically,then by the Oka-Sakamoto-Kaliman theorem Gr(D1 +D2 + � � �+Dk) is stilla solvable group (See Lemma 6.1.1 below).Question. Let C = L1 [ L2 [ � � � [ Ld be a line arrangement whose sin-gularities are at most triple points. Is it true that Gr(D) is solvable, whereD = 2L1 + 2L2 + � � �+ 2Ld?(For a computation of the group Gr(D) when all the triple points arealigned, and a generalization of this question, see the last chapter.) If thisquestion has a positive answer, then the Galois coverings of P2, rami�ed atsuch divisors can be e�ectively classi�ed. To our knowledge, this classi�cationhas not been carried out, except for the case of abelian coverings. Here,we open a paranthesis and brie�y discuss the case where the support C ofD := n1L1 +n2L2+ � � �+ndLd consists of d lines passing through a commonpoint p. The blow-up of the point p gives the Hirzebruch surface X1, withthe ruling � : X1 ! P1 and the exceptional section E with E2 = �1, E is theblow-up of p. We keep the same notation for the proper transforms of Li, C,and D in X1. Now, the singular meridian �p at the point p of C is vanishing.This can be seen by observing that a line Q * C passing through the pointp intersects C only at p. Let � 2 Qnfpg be the base point for �1(P2nC), andde�ne the singular meridian �p by joining � by a path in Q to the boundaryof a small disc � � Q centered at p. The complement Qnfpg ' C beingsimply connected, �p is trivial in �1(Qnfpg), so it is trivial in �1(P2nC) sinceQnfpg � P2nC.This shows that a branched covering of P2 at D can be considered as abranched covering of X1 at D, since the meridian �p of E is vanishing inX1n(C [ E). Now, Li are �bers of the ruling � : X1 ! P1, and D de�nes adivisor DjP1 := n1�(L1) + n2�(L2) � � �+ nd�(Ld)on P1. Let  : S ! P1 be a branched covering of P1 at DjP1. Then by the



6.1. GENERALITIES 107base change Y ���!~ X1??y~� ??y�S ���! P1one obtains a surface Y with a ruling ~� : Y ! S over the Riemann surfaceS, and the morphism ~ : Y ! X is a Galois covering of X1 branched atD. The most interesting case is when S ' P1, i.e.  is a branched Galoiscovering of P1 by itself. In this case Y becomes a rational ruled surface. Thisoccurs only when Gr(D) is �nite, i.e. if D = nL1 + nL2 with n 2 N or ifD = nL1 +mL2 + kL3 with 1n + 1m + 1k > 1 and n;m; k 2 N . The pull-backof the exceptional section of X1 is a rational curve with self-intersection �d,where d is the degree of  (or d = jGr(D)j). It turns out that Y is the dthHirzebruch surface Xd.Returning to our problem of �nding the essential images ofGr(D) for divisorsD whose supports C are line arrangements with at most triple points, notethat one can alternatively consider the problem in the plane blown-up at thetriple points of C. Denote the resulting surface by Z. Let p1; p2; � � � ; pk bethe triple points of C, Ei � Z be the exceptional line of the blow-up of pi,and let �i be a singular meridian of C at pi. Then �i is a meridian of E inX, so that one can consider the smaller groupsGr(D + n1E1 + n2E2 + � � �+ nkEk) := Gr(D)=� �n11 ; �n22 ; � � � ; �nkk � :Put !n:= (n1; n2; : : : ; nk) 2 Nk and !E:= (E1; E2; : : : ; Ek).Question. Is it true that the groups Gr(D+ !n � !E) are �nite, where D :=2L1 + 2L2 + � � �+ 2Ld is a divisor whose support is a line arrangement withat most triple points?Note that, if D = nL1+mL2+ kL3+ lL4, where Li are four lines passingthrough a common point p, then the group Gr(D) is big, even if n = m =k = l = 2. (For an interesting discussion about this group due to Higman,see [11].) Since, in this case, Gr(D) = Gr(D + nE), where E is the blow-up



108 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMof p, the group Gr(D + nE) is big, too (because the singular meridian at pis already vanishing.)The following theorem helps to deduce the solvability of Fenchel's problemfor a divisor D from the solvability of the problem for the components of D.Theorem 6.1.2 Let D1, D2 be two divisors in P2 with solvable Fenchel'sproblem, such that the supports of D1 and D2 do not have any commoncomponent. Then Fenchel's problem is solvable for D1 +D2.Proof. Let A = A1 [ A2 [ � � � [ An be the support of D1 with irreduciblecomponents Ai, and B = B1 [ B2 [ � � � [ Bn be the support of D2 withirreducible components Bi. Let L1 be a line intersecting A[B transversally.Take meridians � of L1, �i of Ai and �i of Bi in P2n(A [B [ L1). Then byTheorem 5.2.2, the element � is central in the group �1(P2n(A [ B [ L1)),and �1(P2n(A[B)) is the quotient of the group �1(P2n(A[B [L1)) by therelation � = 1.Assume �rst thatA, B intersect transversally. Then, by the Oka-Sakamoto-Kaliman theorem, �1(P2n(C [ L1)) = �1(P2n(A [ L1))� �1(P2n(B [ L1)).Moreover, since L1 intersect A and B transversally, �1(P2nA) is the quotientof �1(P2n(A [ L1)) by a central element �1, and �1(P2nB) is the quotientof �1(P2n(B [ L1)) by a central element �2. Hence, one can write � = �1�2.Passing to the quotient by the relation �1 = �2 = 1 in �1(P2n(A [ B)), weobtain a surjection�1(P2n(A [ B))� �1(P2nA)� �1(P2nB):This surjection exists even if A and B do not intersect generically. Indeed,applying projective transformations to A, we can write C as a limit of theequisingular familyAt[B, where At intersects B transversally. By the Zariskisemicontinuity theorem of the fundamental group (Theorem 2.3.2), one hasa surjection�1(P2n(A [ B))� �1(P2nAt)� �1(P2nB) ' �1(P2nA)� �1(P2nB):This implies that there is a surjectionGr(D1 +D2)� Gr(D1)�Gr(D2):By the hypothesis, there exists essential imagesGr(D1)� K1 andGr(D2)�K2. We conclude that there is an essential imageGr(D1 +D2)� Gr(D1)�Gr(D2)� K1 �K2: 2



6.1. GENERALITIES 109Observe that it is not obvious to derive Theorem 6.1.1 from Theorem 6.1.2,since there is no covering of P2 rami�ed only at a line.The following ideas appeared in the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 merits statingseparately.Lemma 6.1.1 (i) Let D = m1C1 + m2C2 + � � � + mnCn be a divisor withsupport C, and let C ! C 0 be an equisingular degeneration with a reducedlimit. Let C 0i be the induced degeneration of Ci (C 0i can be reducible), andput D0 = m1C 01 +m2C 02 + � � �+mnC 0n. Then there is a surjection Gr(D0)�Gr(D). Hence, if Fenchel's problem is solvable for D, then so it is for D0.Conversely if the group Gr(D0) is trivial (abelian, �nite, solvable), then sois Gr(D).(ii) If D1, D2 are divisors without common components, then there is asurjection Gr(D1+D2)� Gr(D1)�Gr(D2). If moreover the supports of D1and D2 intersect transversally, then in addition one has an exact sequence1! Zn! Gr(D1 +D2)! Gr(D1)�Gr(D2)! 1:for some n with 1 � n � 1, the kernel Zn being a central subgroup of thegroup Gr(D1 +D2).Proof. The part (i) follows from Theorem 2.3.2. If the supports of D1and D2 intersect transversally, then the part (ii) follows from Theorem 2.4.2.Otherwise one can write D1+D2 as a limit of an equisingular degeneration ofa transversal intersection as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.2, and the assertionfollows from the part (i). 2In view of Theorem 6.1.2, the most interesting case in Fenchel's problemis that of divisors with irreducible supports. Unfortunately, not much isknown about the groups Gr(D) with D = nC, where C is irreducible. Undera serious restriction on the irreducible curve C the next theorem guaranteesthe �niteness of Gr(2C), but not its non-triviality.Theorem 6.1.3 Let (G; �) a pair with G being an irreducible group, and �being a normal generator,1 such that some two conjugates a, b of � generateG in the usual sense. Then G(2) is a �nite group.1Recall that if G is the group of an irreducible curve C � P2, and � is a meridian ofC, then (G;�) is such a pair.



110 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMProof. Let G = ha; b j R1 = R2 = � � � = 1 ibe a presentation of our group, where R1 = xax�1b. Since a2 = b2 = 1 inthe group G(2), the relation R1 can be written in the form (ab)na(ab)�n = b.Hence, G(2) is a quotient of the groupHn := ha; b j (ab)na(ab)�n = b; a2 = 1i;and it su�ces to show that Hn is �nite. First, note that the above presenta-tion of Hn is equivalent to the presentationHn = ha; b j (ab)2n+1 = 1; a2 = b2 = 1i = T2;2;2n+1:But this is the triangle group T2;2;2n+1, which is known to be �nite. Anyway,we shall �nd its commutator subgroup to understand better its structure.Evidently, Hn=H 0n = Z2. So it su�ces to show that the commutatorsubgroup H 0n is �nite. We apply the Reidemeister -Schreier method to �nda presentation of the group H 0n. Clearly, T := f1; ag is a Schreier transversalto H 0n, and the corresponding generators are given as Y := fx := ba�1; y :=ab; z := a2g. The relation a2 = 1 implies z = 1, and the relation b2 = 1is re-written as xy = 1. Finally, the relation (ab)2n+1 = 1 is translated asx2n+1 = y2n+1 = 1. We conclude thatH 0n = Z2n+1 ) Hn = Z2n+1 n Z2that is, Hn is a non-abelian group of order 4n+ 2. 2Examples. It is easy to see that, if an irreducible curve C of degree d hasa �ex or a singular point of order (d � 2), then the group G = �1(P2nC) isgenerated by two meridians. All of the groups of rational cuspidal curves witha deep singularity calculated in Chapter 3 are generated by two meridians.Remark. In the case where there are more then two conjugates a; b; c; d;etc. of � generating G, one can get a quotient of G generated by only two ofthem by e.g. setting b = c = d = � � � , and then apply Theorem 6.1.3 to �nda �nite quotient of G.The conclusion of Theorem 6.1.3 does not hold for curve groups in general.We now proceed to show the existence of curve groups G with big residualgroups G(n) for each n � 2.



6.1. GENERALITIES 111Claim. There exists an irreducible curve C � P2 such that the groupGr(nC)is big for each n � 2 (or, in the notations of De�nition 3.3.2, with the groupGC(n) being big for each n � 2).Proof of the claim. According to Theorem 2.2.3, for p; q 2 N , g.c.d.(p; q) =1, the free product Zp �Zq :=< a; b j ap = bq = 1 > is the fundamental groupG := �1(P2nCp;q) of an irreducible curve Cp;q of degree pq, where � := ap1bis a meridian, p1 being an integer such that pp1 + qq1 = 1 for some q1 2 Z.(The expression � = ap1b for the meridian can be found at Oka's paper [79];however, the precise form of � does not play an essential rôle in what follows.)Then one hasGr(nCp;q) = ha; b j ap = bq = (ap1b)n = 1i;which is a generalized triangle group. Hence, if 1p + 1q < 12 , then Gr(nCp;q) isa big group, regardless of n > 1.Let us consider the particular case where q = p + 1. Then p1 = �1, andone has Gr(nCp;q) = ha; b; j ap+1 = bp = (a�1b)n = 1i:Put x := a, y := b�1, z := a�1b. Then xyz = 1, and soGr(nCp;q) = hx; y; z j xp+1 = yp = zn = xyz = 1i = Tp;p+1;n;where Tp;p+1;n is the triangle group, which is big for 1=p+1=(p+1)+1=n < 1.This is clearly the case for n � 2 and p � 4. Observe that for (p; q; n) =(2; 3; 6), the group G(6) is in�nite solvable. 2Remark. Dimca [18] gives an equisingular deformation of the sextic C2;3(whose equation is given in Theorem 2.2.3) to an irreducible sextic with asingularity of multiplicity 4, thereby giving an example of a unisingular curveof type (d; d�2) with a non-abelian fundamental group. Using Theorem 6.1.3and Lemma 6.1.1-(ii), one can see that the curve Cp;q cannot be deformed toan irreducible curve C with a singularity of multiplicity pq � 2 if 1p + 1q < 12 .Indeed, by Lemma 6.1.1-(ii), such a deformation would induce a surjectionGr(2C) � Gr(2Cp;q). But Gr(2C) should be �nite by Theorem 6.1.3, andwe have shown above that Gr(2Cp;q) is a big group.Now, following an idea due to Namba [67], we exploit the fact that thegeneralized triangle groups have essential representations. By the followingtheorem, the groups Gr(nCp;q) has essential images for any p; q; n 2 N .



112 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMTheorem 6.1.4 (Selberg [85]) Let R be a non-trivial, �nitely generatedsubgroup of GLn(C ). Then there exists a torsion free normal subgroup N ofR of �nite index.Corollary 6.1.1 For any Oka curve Cp;q as in Theorem 2.2.3, there is a�nite Galois covering of P2 rami�ed at nCp;q for each n 2 N.Proof. We have observed above that Gr(nCp;q) is a generalized trianglegroup. By Theorem 5.5.2, there is an essential linear representation � :Gr(nCp;q) � R � GLn(C ). By Selberg's theorem, R has a torsion freesubgroup N of �nite index. The quotient R=N gives the desired essentialimage of Gr(nCp;q). 2For a divisor D = m1C1 +m2C2 + � � �+mkCk with irreducible componentsC1; C2; : : : ; Ck, and with meridians �i of Ci, let us call a representation � :Gr(D) ! GLn(C ) essential if the order of �(�i) equals mi for 1 � i � k.The method we have used for the proof of Corollary 6.1.1 can be summarizedasTheorem 6.1.5 (Namba [67]) If Gr(D) has an essential representation,then Gr(D) has an essential image, and the Fenchel's problem is solvable forD, in other words, there is a �nite Galois covering of P2 rami�ed at D.The following theorem can be proved easily by imitating the proof of Corol-lary 6.1.1.Theorem 6.1.6 Let C � P2 be an irreducible curve. If there is a surjection�1(P2nC) � Zp � Zq for some p � 2, q � 2, then there is a �nite Galoiscovering of P2 rami�ed at nC for any n 2 N.We say that a divisor D is strictly greater then 1 (or D > 1) if D = n1C1 +n2C2 + � � � + nkCk with ni > 1 for 1 � i � k, the curves Ci being theirreducible components of D.De�nition 6.1.1 Let C � P2 be a curve. Then the group that �1(P2nC) issaid to be abundant if for any divisor D > 1 with support C, there is a Galoiscovering of P2 rami�ed at D.Theorem 6.1.6 asserts that if C is irreducible,then �1(P2nC) is abundant if there is a surjection �1(P2nC)� Zp � Zq.



6.2. SOLUTION FOR RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES 113Hence, the Oka curves of Theorem 2.2.3 are examples of irreducible curveswith abundant groups, and the curves of Theorem 6.1.1 are examples of linearrangements with abundant groups.Remarks1. A big curve group need not be abundant, an example will be discussed inthe next section. It is interesting to know if the converse is true, i.e. if theabundance of a group implies its bigness.2. An e�ective way to �nd essential images of the group G := Zp � Zq isto consider the group G=G00, a presentation of this group is given in thepreceding chapter. In particular, since G0 is free of rank (p � 1)(q � 1) ifgcd (p; q) = 1, one has G=G00 = Z(p�1)(q�1) o Zpq.3. In connection with the problem of �nding �nite index subgroups of�1(P2nC), one should take Higman's conjecture and the developments inthis direction into consideration. This conjecture states that �each trianglegroup Tp;q;r with 1p + 1q + 1p < 1 contains among its quotients all but �nitelymany of the alternating or symmetric groups�. Higman's conjecture has beenveri�ed for many cases, see [21] for details.6.2 Solution of Fenchel's problem for rationalcuspidal curvesIt is easy to see that, in view of Theorem 6.1.6, Fenchel's problem is com-pletely solved for the groups in Theorem 3.2.3, except for the groups (4).Indeed, we have shown that these groups are either abelian or admit a sur-jection to the group Zj�Zk for some (j; k). Hence, these groups are abundantif they are non abelian. On the other hand, our results for the groups (4), orfor the groups of rational three-cuspidal curves of type (d; d� 2), (d; d� 3)and (d; d�4) are incomplete, and largely negative. Here we will only discussthe groupG := hc; b j cbc = bcb; bncn+2 = cn+2bn; (b�ncb2)n+1cn2 = 1i;which is by Theorem 3.2.2 the group of a rational three-cuspidal curve C oftype (2n+ 3; 2n). In Proposition 3.3.1, it is shown that if n is odd and kjn,there is a surjection G(k) � T2;3;k. Hence, under these assumptions, thereexists a solution to Fenchel's problem for kC. Note that e.g. if n = 7, then



114 CHAPTER 6. FENCHEL'S PROBLEMthe degree of the curve is 17, which is a prime number. So there is a uniqueabelian covering rami�ed at the curve. Setting k = 7 gives a surjectionG � G(7) � T2;3;7, showing that G is big in this case. However, there arenot too many Galois coverings of P2 rami�ed at kC for k 2 N , as we proceedto show now.Assume that n = 2m is even, and kjn. Then xn+1 = x2m+1 = y3mx bythe relation x2 = y3. Hence, we obtainG(k) = hx; y j x2 = y3; y3mx = 1 ; (y�1x)k = 1 i:Thus, x = y�3m in the group G(k), and soG(k) = Z=gcd (6m+ 3; (3m+ 1)k)Z = Z=gcd (k; 3)Z;so that if 3 - 3, then there is no Galois covering of P2 rami�ed at kC.Now suppose that k 2 N is such that gcd (k; n) = i, gcd (k; n + 2) = j.Then it is easy to see that, the relation [bn; cn+2] = 1 becomes [bi; cj] = 1 inthe group G(k). Hence, if i = j = 1, then [b; c] = 1 ) b = c by the cusprelation cbc = bcb. Thus,G(k) = Z=gcd (k; 2n+ 3)ZAt this point, we see that the group G, although being big, is not abundant.In fact, G is quite �scarce�, i.e. if we suppose that i = j = gcd (k; 2n+3) = 1,then G(k) = 1, i.e. there is no Galois covering of P2 rami�ed at kC.Question. Is it true that, if the group �1(P2nC) is in�nite, then there arein�nitely many k 2 N such that there is a (�nite) Galois covering over P2rami�ed at kC? Is this true if the group �1(P2nC) is big?



Chapter 7PerspectivesAmong the ideas exploited in the preceding pages, perhaps the most promis-ing one for the future research is that of the group of a divisor. It is pos-sible to introduce the corresponding local concept: Given a divisor D onP2, let C be its support. Then, for p 2 C a singular point of C, thereis the corresponding local divisor Dp that can be de�ned in a neighbor-hood B of p in P2 by Dp := D \ B, where the coe�cients of the irre-ducible branches of Dp are inherited from those of D in the obvious way.One can accordingly de�ne the group of a divisor germ as follows: Let(D; 0) := n1(C1; 0)+n2(C2; 0)+� � �+nk(Ck; 0) be a divisor germ with support(C; 0) := (C1; 0) [ (C2; 0) [ � � � [ (Ck; 0). Let �01(BnC) be the fundamentalgroup in a su�ciently small neighborhood B of the origin, and let �i be ameridian of Ci. Then the group of (D; 0) is de�ned to be the quotientGr0(D) := �01(BnC)=� �n11 ; �n22 ; � � � ; �nkk � :For example, let (D; 0) := n(C; 0), where (C; 0) is a simple cusp germ.Then �01(BnC) = B 3 , so that Gr0(D) is �nite if n � 5, �nite solvable forn = 6, and big otherwise.If (D; 0) := n(C1; 0) + m(C2; 0), where (C1; 0), (C2; 0) are two smoothgerms intersecting with multiplicity k, then �01(C) = ha; b j (ab)k = (ba)ki,where (C; 0) := (C1; 0) [ (C2; 0). Hence, one hasGr0(D) = ha; b j (ab)k = (ba)k; an = bm = 1i:Thus, if k = 1, then Gr0(D) ' Zn�Zm. Otherwise, put x := ab, y := b, andwrite the above presentation asGr0(D) = h[xk; y] = (xy�1)n = ym = 1i:115



116 CHAPTER 7. PERSPECTIVESPassing to the quotient by the central element xk gives the triangle groupTn;m;k, so that Gr0(D) is solvable for 1n + 1m + 1k � 1.If (D; 0) := n(C1; 0) +m(C2; 0) + k(C3; 0), where (C1; 0), (C2; 0) (C3; 0)are three smooth germs intersecting transversally, then one hasGr0(D) = ha; b; c; � j an = bm = ck = [�; a] = [�; b] = [�; c] = 1; � = cbai:Passing to the quotient by the central element � again gives the trianglegroup Tn;m;k.The following question is tempting:Question. Let D be a divisor on P2, with the support C. Is it true that, thegroup Gr(D) is �nite (solvable), if for any singular point p of C, the groupGrp(D) is �nite (solvable)?For example, let us consider the case of a divisor D with an irreduciblesupport. By Theorem 2.2.1, the group B pn is the group of a curve possessingonly ordinary nodes and simple cusps as singularities. (Recall that B pn is thequotient of B n by its center.) A positive answer to the above question wouldimply that B pn(m) is �nite for m � 5 and solvable for m = 6. This seemslike too much to expect for the braid group. However, even if the answerto the above question is negative, we think that one can give some generalconditions under which the answer is positive.For certain divisors whose supports are line arrangements with at mosttriple points, it can be veri�ed that the group is indeed solvable. For example,this is true if all triple points of the arrangement are aligned. As a moreconcrete example, let D := 2R+Pni=1 2Pi+2Qi be a divisor, R;Pi; Qi beinglines in P2 such that Pi and Qi intersect on R, and such that there areno triple points other then those lying on R. Then by the Oka-Sakamoto-Kaliman theorem, Gr(D) is the group generated by elements c, a1; a2 : : : ; an,b1; b2; : : : ; n with the relationsa2i = b2i = c2 = 1; 1 � i � n[ai; aj] = [ai; bj] = [bi; bj] = 1 if i 6= j;c�ni=1aibi = 1: (�)Now consider the in�nite dihedral group D1 = ha; b j a2 = b2 = 1i, whosecommutator subgroup Z is generated by [a; b] = (ab)2. It follows that thecommutator subgroup Gr(D)0 of Gr(D) is generated by the elements xi :=



117[ai; bi] = (aibi)2 for 1 � i � n, since it is easily seen that [xi; xj] = 1 ifi 6= j. Finally, by (�) one has c�1 = �ni=1aibi, and the relation c2 = 1 implies�ni=1(aibi)2 = �ni=1xi = 1. It follows that Gr(D)0 ' Zn�1. Hence, one hasthe exact sequence 0! Zn�1 ! Gr(D)! Z2n2 ! 0:The next interesting case is that of arrangements of lines and conics. Forsome special classes of such arrangements, the braid monodromy has beenstudied in detail by Moishezon and Teicher in [61]-[65]. As an example,consider the divisor D := nP +mQ+ kR, where Q is a smooth conic and P ,Q are two distinct tangent lines to Q. Then it is easy to see thatGr(D) = ha; b; c j (ab)2 = (ba)2; an = bm = ck = ab2c = 1i:Put x := ab, y := b. Then a = xy�1 and c�1 = xy. Re-writing the abovepresentatation in terms of x; y we getGr(D) = hx; y j [x2; y] = (xy�1)n = ym = (xy)k = 1i:Passing to the quotient by the central element x2, one obtains the surjectionGr(D)� hx; y j x2 = ym = (xy)ri ' T2;m;r;where T2;m;r is the triangle group with r := gcd (n; k).As a �nal remark, observe the following reformulation of the questionabove. Note �rst that, by a theorem of Grothendieck-Raynaud [35], thereexists a maximal (possibly in�nite) covering X ! P2 branched at D underthe assumption that for any singular point p of D, the group Grp(D) is �nite.(X is then simply connected.) The question above asks if X ! P2 is a �nitecovering.Abelian branched coverings of P2 has been studied extensively by severalauthors, to cite but just a few of them, by Zariski [99], Ga�ney and Lazars-feld [32], Hirzebruch [39], and by Hironaka [38]. Non-abelian coverings of P2rami�ed at divisors with �small� groups, even for the simplest cases discussedabove, await study.
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Appendices





On Possible Deterioration of SmoothnessUnder the Operation of Convolution1
Abstract. We give some su�cient conditions of deterioration of smoothnessunder the operation of convolution. We show that the convolution two prob-ability densities which are restrictions to R of entire functions can possessin�nite essential supremum on each interval.1. Introduction. It is known that, as a rule, the operation of convolutionimproves smoothness. This rule was mentioned by Paul Lévy in his book [1],p.91. In order to elaborate the domain of applicability of this rule, D. Raikov[2] constructed two probability densities p1, p2 on R which are restrictions toR of entire functions, but their convolutionp(x) = (p1 � p2)(x) = Z 1�1 p1(x� s)p2(s)ds; x 2 R;although in�nitely di�erentiable, is not analytic on R everywhere. We showthat the deterioration of smoothness under convolution can be much greaterthan in the Raikov's example. We prove this by a method di�erent fromRaikov's. Nevertheless, Raikov's method permits us to obtain some condi-tions of deterioration presented in this article.Notation. We shall adopt the following notation for some subsets of L1(R):L+1 is the set of all non-negative functions on R belonging to L1(R) andnot equivalent to 0;EL+1 is the set of all functions of L+1 which are restrictions to R of entirefunctions;1Appeared in Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications, 227, 335-358 (1998).



130 APPENDIX IE1L+1 is the subset of EL+1 consisting of the restrictions to R of entirefunctions bounded in each strip fz : jIm zj � rg; r > 0;E�L+1 is the subset of EL+1 consisting of the functions which are restric-tions to R of entire functions of order not exceeding �;UL+1 is the set of all functions f 2 L+1 possessing the property: for anynon-empty interval ]�; �[, the equalityess supx2]�;�[ f(x) =1 (1)is valid.The set L+1 consists of functions equal to a probability density up to apositive constant factor. The sets EL+1 , E1L+1 , E�L+1 can be viewed as sub-sets of L+1 consisting of functions with �extremely good smoothness�. The setUL+1 can be viewed as a subset of L+1 consisting of functions with �extremelybad smoothness�.We de�ne the operator S : L+1 ! L+1 by the equality(Sf)(x) = Z 1�1 f(x+ t)f(t)dt; x 2 R: (2)We accept the agreement that Sf is de�ned by (2) everywhere on R. Notethat Sf is an even function, and S is the operator of convolution of f(x) andf(�x). We call Sf the symmetrization of f .A standard characterization of growth of a function analytic in the discfz : jzj < Rg, R � 1 isM(r; f) := maxjzj�r jf(z)j; 0 � r < R:If f is analytic in the strip fz : jIm zj < Rg, we shall use, besides M(r; f),the characteristic H(r; f) := supjIm zj�r jf(z)j; 0 � r � R:Evidently, M(r; f) � H(r; f), for 0 � r < R. If R = 1, i.e. f is an entirefunction, then, besides its order, de�ned by�[f ] := lim supr!1 log logM(r; f)log r ;



On Possible Deterioration ... 131we shall consider another characteristic �[f ], de�ned by�[f ] := lim supr!1 log logH(r; f)log r :Evidently, 0 � �[f ] � �[f ] � 1.If f 2 L+1 , we de�ne the quantity h[f ] ash[f ] := supnr > 0 : f is the restriction to R of a functionanalytic and bounded in the strip fz : jIm zj � rgo.If f 2 E1L+1 , we de�ne h[f ] = 1. If there is no function whose restrictionto R is f and analytic and bounded in some strip fz : jIm zj � rg, we de�neh[f ] = 0.3. Statement of Results. As we have mentioned, the set UL+1 con-sists of functions with extremely bad smoothness. For example, if f 2 UL+1 ,then f cannot coincide almost everywhere with a continuous function in anyinterval.Theorem 1 There exists f 2 EL+1 such that Sf 2 UL+1 , i.e. S(EL+1 ) \UL+1 6= ;.In the proof of this theorem, we use a theorem of T. Carleman on �touching�approximation by entire functions on R. By the help of the generalization ofthis theorem due to Keldysh, it is possible to prove the following re�nementof Theorem 1:Theorem 2 There is a function f 2 E3L+1 such that Sf 2 UL+1 , i.e.,S(E3L+1 ) \ UL+1 6= ;.Now we give some conditions of deterioration of smoothness obtained by useof Raikov's method. The basic result in this direction is the next theorem.Theorem 3 Let f 2 L+1 . Then(i) h[Sf ] � h[f ], and M(r; Sf) � H(r; Sf) � kfk1H(r; f) for r < h[f ].(ii) If Sf is analytic in the disc fz : jzj < Rg, then h[Sf ] � R, h[f ] �R=2, and the following inequality is valid:M(r; Sf) = H(r; Sf) � kfk1H(r; f) � kfk1n 1�hM(2(r + h); Sf)o 12 ;r > 0; h > 0; 2(r + h) � R: (3)



132 APPENDIX ISince f 2 E1L+1 () h[f ] =1, following corollary is immediate:Corollary 1 In order that f 2 E1L+1 it is necessary and su�cient thatSf 2 EL+1 . Moreover, Sf 2 EL+1 implies Sf 2 E1L+1 . If f 2 E1L+1 thenthe relation �[f ] � �[f ] = �[Sf ] = �[Sf ] is valid.Now we describe the possible pairs (�[f ]; �[f ]) for f 2 E1L+1 :Theorem 4 Let (�; �) be a pair of numbers such that 1 � � � � � 1.There exists a function f 2 E1L+1 such that �[f ] = �, �[f ] = �.Therefore, if f 2 E1L+1 is of �xed order �[f ] = �, then the order �[Sf ] ofSf can be arbitrarily large. Now let f; g 2 E1L+1 . If �[f ] < �[g], then it isnatural to consider f as �smoother� than g. Since �[Sf ] = �[f ], the functionsconstructed in Theorem 4 can be interpreted as examples of deterioration ofsmoothness under convolution.From Theorem 3-(ii), it also follows that if h[f ] = 0, then Sf can-not be analytic at the origin. This is Raikov's result [2]. To show thatconvolution can deteriorate smoothness, he then considered the functionf(x) = d=dx expf1� exp[e�x]g, which belongs to EL+1 , but h[f ] = 0. How-ever, although not analytic at the origin, Sf is in�nitely di�erentiable on R,and �[f ] =1. We construct the following examples:Theorem 5 There exists f 2 E1L+1 with h[f ] = 0, i.e. Sf is not analyticat the origin.Theorem 6 For each n, there exists an f 2 E1+1=nL+1 such that Sf is not2n+ 2-times di�erentiable at the origin.Theorem 6 is proved by the help of the following theorem, which is obtainedby a re�nement of Raikov's method.Theorem 7 If f 2 L+1 is not n-times di�erentiable, or it if is but not all ofthe n derivatives are bounded, then Sf is not 2n + 2-times di�erentiable atthe origin.Note that, by Theorem 7, for any function f 2 EL+1 unbounded on R, Sf isnot twice di�erentiable at the origin.4. Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by the construction of a continu-ous function g 2 L+1 such that (Sg)(x) = 1 for any x 2 Q . Note that



On Possible Deterioration ... 133(Sg)(0) = kgk2. However, there are continuous functions g 2 L+1 such thatg =2 L2(R). This is the basic fact in this construction.For 2 � n 2 N denote by sn the function continuous on R, equal tozero for x =2]n � n�3; n + 2n�3[, equal to n for x 2 [n; n + n�3], linear forx 2 [n� n�3; n] and for x 2 [n + n�3; n+ 2n�3]. De�neq = 1Xn=2 sn: (4)Since the supports of sn's do not overlap, and ksnk1 = 2n�2, it is easy toverify that q is continuous on R and belongs to L+1 . For any non-negativeinteger a, we have(Sq)(a) = Z 1�1( 1Xn=2 sn(t))( 1Xn=2 sn(t+ a)) dt = Z 1�1 1Xn=2 sn(t)sn+a(a+ t)dt� 1Xn=2 Z n+(n+a)�3n n(n+ a)dt � 1Xn=2 n(n+ 2)2 =1:Set g(x) = 1Xk=1 1kq(kx� k2): (5)Since each summand of (5) is continuous on R and, moreover, the supportof the kth summand is contained in [k;1[, the series converges everywhereand g is continuous on R. Sincekgk1 � 1Xk=1 1kkq(kx� k2)k1 = kqk1 1Xk=1 1k2 ;we have g 2 L+1 . Let x be a non-negative rational number; set x = a=b,where a 2 N [ f0g, b 2 N . We have(Sg)(x) = Z 1�1( 1Xk=1 1kq(kt� k2))( 1Xk=1 1kq(kt + kx� k2)) dt �� Z 1�1n1b q(bt� b2)on1b q(bt + a� b2)odt = 1b3 Z 1�1 q(s)q(s+ a)ds =



134 APPENDIX I= 1b3 (Sq)(a) =1:Since Sg is an even function, we conclude that (Sg)(x) =1 for any x 2 Q .Thus, the function g with the properties mentioned at the beginning of theproof has been constructed. In order to construct the desired function f 2EL+1 , we need the following theorem by Carleman.Theorem (T. Carleman [4]) Let g be a (complex-valued) continuous func-tion on R. Let � = �(r) be a positive decreasing continuous function on [0;1[.There exists an entire function f such thatjg(x)� f(x)j < �(jxj); x 2 R: (6)We shall use the following corollary to this theorem.Corollary 2 If g is assumed to be real valued on R, then f can be chosenreal valued and such that f(x) > g(x) on R.To derive the corollary, note that, by Carleman's theorem, there exists anentire function f1 such thatjg(x) + 12�(jxj)� f1(x)j < 14�(jxj) x 2 R:It is easy to see that the function f(z) = 12ff1(z) + f1(�z)g is entire, satis�esf(x) > g(x) on R, and (6) is valid. Now we can construct the functionf 2 EL+1 such that Sf 2 UL+1 . Let g be the function de�ned by (5). By thecorollary to Carleman's theorem, there exists an entire function f positiveon R and satisfying the conditionjg(x)� f(x)j < e�jxj; x 2 R:Hence, f 2 EL+1 . It remains to show that Sf 2 UL+1 . From f(x) > g(x) � 0,it follows that (Sf)(x) � (Sg)(x). Since (Sg)(x) =1 for x 2 Q , we concludethat (Sf)(x) =1; x 2 Q : (7)In order to derive from (7) that Sf 2 UL+1 , we shall use the following twolemmas.



On Possible Deterioration ... 135Lemma 1 If f , g are continuous nonnegative functions, then the convolutionf � g is lower semicontinuous.Proof. The function f � g can be represented as the pointwise limit of thenon-decreasing sequence of continuous functions(Z n�n f(x� t)g(t)dt)1n=1:Since the limit of a non-decreasing sequence of continuous functions is lowersemicontinuous, so is f � g. 2Lemma 2 If f is a lower semicontinuous function such that f(x) = +1 forx in a dense subset M of R, then f possesses in�nite essential supremum inany interval.Proof. By the lower semicontinuity of f , the set fx : f(x) > Cg\]�; �[g isopen for any C > 0 and for any interval ]�; �[. By the condition of the lemma,this set is nonempty. Since any nonempty open set has a positive Lebesguemeasure, we obtain, for any set E with meas E = 0, supx2]�;�[nE f(x) > C.Hence ess supx2]�;�[ > C. Using the arbitrariness of C, we get the desiredresult. 2We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, Sfis a lower semicontinuous function. Since (Sf)(x) =1 for x 2 Q , Sf 2 UL+1according to Lemma 2. 2Proof of Theorem 2. Now we proceed to show that there exists an entirefunction f of order � 3 such that Sf 2 UL+1 . In order to construct thefunction f , we shall use a re�nement of the Carleman theorem due to Keldysh[5]. For a detailed exposition of this theorem see [6].Theorem (Keldysh)Let g be a (complex-valued) di�erentiable functionon R. Put �(r) := maxjxj�r jg0(x)j; and �[g] := lim supr!1 log�(r)log r :Then for each � � 0 there exists an entire function f whose order does notexceed �[g] + 1 and satisfying jf(x)� g(x)j < � for all x 2 R.The following corollary is easily derived by imitating the proof of Corollary 2.



136 APPENDIX ICorollary 3 Let g be a real-valued di�erentiable function on R. Then thereexists an entire function f whose order does not exceed �[g] + 1 which is realvalued on R and satis�es 0 < f(x)� g(x) < 1.Now we start with the construction of the function f whose existence isasserted by Theorem 2.1. For 3 � n 2 N denote by sn the function continuous on R, equal tozero for x =2]n�n�1 log�3 n; n+2n�1 log�3 n[, equal to n log3 n in the interval[n; n+n�1 log�3 n], linear for [n�n�1 log�3 n; n] and for [n+n�1 log�3 n; n+2n�1 log�3 n]. One can make the edges of sn smoother, so that it becomes adi�erentiable function. De�neq(x) = 1Xn=3 sn(x) (8)and set g(x) = 1Xk=3 q(kx� k!)k2 : (9)Since the supports of sn's do not overlap, q is di�erentiable on R. Likewise,the support of the function q(kx� k!) is contained in [k� 1;1[, so that theseries de�ning g converges everywhere and g is also di�erentiable. We willapproximate this function by an entire function according to the corollary toKeldysh theorem. Let us �rst calculate �(r) for the function g. If x < 1, theng0(x) is identically 0; so that it su�ces to consider x > 1 only. So assumethat 1 < x < r. Then, since the function q(kx� k!) vanish for kx � k! < 1,only the �nite number n(r) := #fk : (k� 1)! < rg of terms contributes to g.Note that by Stirling's formula n(r) = O(log r) as r !1. Henceg(x) = n(r)Xk=3 q(kx� k!)k2 ; 1 � x � r;jg0(x)j � n(r)Xk=3���q0(kx� k!)k ��� � n(r)Xk=3���q0(kx� k!)���; 1 � x � r:Now clearly we have jq0(x)j � (x+1)2 log6(x+1). Inserting this in the aboveinequality, we get, as r !1,jg0(x)j � n(r)Xk=3(kx� k! + 1)2 log6(kx� k! + 1) � n(r)x2 log6 x = O(r2 log7 r):



On Possible Deterioration ... 137Therefore �(r) = O(r2 log7 r) as r !1, and hence�[g] = lim supr!1 log�(r)log r � 2:By Corollary 3, we conclude that there is an entire function f0, real valuedand nonnegative on R with �[f0] � 3, satisfying f0(x) = g(x) + �(x), where0 < �(x) < 1. The desired function will be obtained by �shrinking� f0 bymultiplying with the function h we describe in the lemma below, whose proofis rather technical and will be given in the end of this section.Lemma 3 There exists a function h 2 EL+1 such that �[h] = 1 and h(x) =1=(x log2 x) +O(x�3=2) as x!1 in R.Put f(z) := f0(z)h(z). We claim that f is a function with desired properties.2. Now we shall prove that f 2 E3L+1 . Since �[h] = 1, �[f0] � 3, f isentire and �[f ] � 3. Clearly f is nonnegative on R, and it remains to onlyto show that it is integrable. Put � := f0 � g. Then we havekfk1 = k(g + �)hk1 � k�hk1 + kghk1:Since � is bounded and h is integrable, k�hk1 < 1. On the other hand, by(9) we have kghk1 � 1Xk=3 1k2kq(kx� k!)h(x)k1:By the change of variable kx� k! = y we obtainkq(kx� k!)h(x)k1 = 1kq(y)h�y + k!k �1:Hence, in order to show that kghk1 <1, it su�ces to show that kq(y)h((y+k!)=k)k1 = O(k). Indeed, by (9) we haveq(y)h�y + k!k �1 � 1Xn=3 sn(y)h�y + k!k �1:Since the support of sn is contained in ]n � 2n�1 log�3 n; n + 2n�1 log�3 n[,and sn(x) � n log3 n, we obtainsn(y)h�y + k!k �1 �



138 APPENDIX I� Z n+ 2n log3 nn� 2n log3 n h�y + k!k �dy � 4 maxy2[n�1;n+1]h�y + k!k �:Now de�ne r(x) := 1=(log2 x). From h(x) = r(x) + O(x�3=2) as x ! 1it follows that h(x) � Cr(x), x � 2 with some positive constant C. Thefunction r is decreasing, so we have, for k � 3maxy2[n�1;n+1]h�y + k!k � � r�n� 1 + k!k �:On the other hand, recall the formula1Xk=k0 f(k) � f(k0) + Z 1k0 f(y)dy;which is valid if f is a decreasing function. Using this formula, we getq(y)h�y + k!k �1 � 1Xn=3 4Cr�n� 1 + k!k � �� 4Cr�2 + k!k � + 4C Z 13 r�y � 1 + k!k �dy:Substitute x = (y � 1 + k!)=k in the integral to get, for some C,q(y)h�y + k!k �1 � Cr�2 + k!k �+ Ck Z 12+k!k r(x)dx == Cr�2 + k!k �� Cklogx ����12+k!k = O(k) as k !1:We conclude that f is integrable.3. We shall prove Sf 2 UL+1 . Let us �rst show (Sf)(x) =1 for x 2 Q .We have, for b 2 N ,Sf = S(hg + h�) � S(hg) = S h 1Xk=3 q(kt� k!)k2 ! � S �hq(bt� b!)b2 � :Therefore,(Sf)(x) � 1b4 Z 1�1 h(t)h(x + t)q(bt� b!)q(bx + bt� b!)dt:



On Possible Deterioration ... 139Now let x be a nonnegative rational number; set x = a=b, where a 2 N [f0g,b 2 N . Upon the change of variable bt � b! = y and recalling that bx = a,above inequality becomes(Sf)(x) � 1b5 Z 1�1 h�y + b!b � h�y + a+ b!b � q(y)q(a+ y)dy:Recall that h(x) = r(x) + O(x�3=2) as x ! +1, so that h(y) � r(y)=2for y > y0. If we increase the lower limit of the above integral to by0, theinequality will be preserved:(Sf)(x) � 14b5 Z 1by0 r�y + b!b � r�y + a+ b!b � q(y)q(a+ y)dy:Since r is a decreasing function we have(Sf)(x) � 14b5 Z 1by0 r2�y + a+ b!b � q(y)q(a+ y)dy:Now we insert the series de�ning q into the last inequality:(Sf)(x) � 14b5 Z 1by0 r2�y + a + b!b �( 1Xn=3 sn(y))( 1Xn=3 sn(a+ y)) dy� 14b5 Z 1by0 r2�y + a + b!b � 1Xn=3 sn(y)sa+n(a+ y)dy:Put n0 := a + [by0] + 1. Simply by eliminating the terms for which n < n0above, we obtain(Sf)(x) � 14b5 Z 1by0 r2�y + a+ b!b � 1Xn=n0 sn(y)sa+n(a+ y)dy� 1Xn=n0 14b5 Z n+1=(n+a) log3(n+a)n r2�y + a + b!b � 1Xn=n0 sn(y)sa+n(a+ y)dy:The last inequality follows from the fact that [1n=n0 [n; n+1=f(n+a) log3(n+a)g] � [by0;1]. On the other hand, note that sn(y) = n log3 n, sa+n(a +



140 APPENDIX Iy) = (a + n) log3(a + n) and r2(fy + a + b!g=b) � r2(f2n + a + b!g=b) fory 2 [n; n+ 1=f(n+ a) log3(n+ a)g]. Using these, we obtain(Sf)(x) � 1b5 1Xn=n0 n log3 n�2n+ b + b!b ��2 log�4�2n+ b+ b!b � =1:Hence, the result (Sf)(x) =1 for all x 2 Q+ is proved. Since Sf is an evenfunction, we conclude that (Sf)(x) = 1 for all x 2 Q . Since Sf is lowersemicontinuous by Lemma 1, Sf 2 UL+1 by Lemma 2. 2We believe that S(E1L+1 )\UL+1 6= ;, but we have failed to prove it. The lattercondition cannot be improved since E�L+1 = ; for � < 1 by the Phragmén-Lindelöf theorem.Proof of Lemma 3. For the construction of a function with propertiesdescribed in Lemma 3, we will use the following theorem based on an idea�rst used by Mittag-Le�er in 1903 [7]. This theorem will be used extensivelythroughout this paper.Theorem 8 (Mittag-Le�er) Denote by G� the angle fz : j arg zj < �g,0 < � < �, and let g be a function analytic in G for some , satisfyingg(z) = O(jzj�2) as jzj ! 1 in GnG�; (10)where 0 < � < . For z 2 int(C nG� ), de�nef(z) := � 12�i Z@G� g(�)d�� � z (11)for some � such that � < � < . Then(i) The function f does not depend on � 2 (�; ) and can be continued toC as an entire function.(ii) The following asymptotic formulas are valid for any n = 0; 1; 2; ::::f (n) = (O(jzj�n�1); as jzj ! 1 in C nG� ;g(n)(z) +O(jzj�n�1) as jzj ! 1 in G�: (12)Proof.(i) In virtue of (10), integral (11) converges uniformly on every compactsubset of int(C nG� ). Hence f is analytic in int(C � G�). Now put G�;R :=



On Possible Deterioration ... 141fz 2 G� : jzj � Rg. If z 2 int(C nG� ), then, by the Cauchy theorem, theintegral (11) does not change if we replace @G� by @G�;R for any R > 0. Sincethe integral along @G�;R is analytic in z 2 int(C �G�;R), and, moreover, R isarbitrary, we conclude that f can be analytically continued into C . Accordingto this rule of continuation, for z 2 G� we have the representationf(z) = � 12�i Z@G�;R g(�)d�� � z ; (13)where R > jzj. The function f does not depend on � 2 (�; ) since, forz 2 int(C nG ), the integral (11) does not change if we replace @G� by @G�0for any �0 2 (�; ): This follows from the Cauchy theorem and the condition(10).(ii) For z 2 int(C nG� ), we choose �0 2 (�; �) and represent f (n) in theform f (n) = � n!2�i Z@G�0 g(�)d�(� � z)n+1 : (14)Since j� � zj � jzj sin(� � �0) for � 2 @G�0 ; and z 2 int(C nG� ); (15)by using (14) and (10), we obtain the �rst part of (12). On the other hand,for z 2 @G�, by the Cauchy theorem, the representation (13) gives� Z@G�;R g(�)d�� � z + Z@G� g(�)d�� � z = � Z@(G�nG�;R) g(�)d�� � z = 2�ig(z):Hence, for z 2 int(G�) we have the representationf(z) = g(z)� 12�i Z@G�0 g(�)d�� � z : (16)Now choose �0 2 (�; ). By (16), for z 2 G� we havef (n)(z) = g(n)(z)� n!2�i Z@G�0 g(�)d�(� � z)n+1 : (17)Using (15) and (10), we obtain the second part of (12). 2



142 APPENDIX INow we are ready to prove Lemma 3. We apply the Mittag-Le�er the-orem to the function g(z) := e�iz=(pz log z) which is analytic in the regionG0 := fz = rei� : ��=2 < � < 3�=2 ; z 6= 1; 0g, with the branch of thelogarithm real on R+ .1. Let us �rst look at the asymptotic behavior of g in the subset of G0lying in the lower half-plane. Let � be such that 0 < � < �=2. Then ifarg z < �� or arg z > � + �, we havejg(z)j = e�jzj sin �jpz log zj � e�jzj sin � for jzj > 3:Denote G := fz : ��=4 < arg z < 5�=4g. By Theorem 8, the function givenin C nG by f(z) := � 12�i Z@G g(�)d�� � zcan be continued analytically to C and satis�esf(z) = (O(jzj�1); asjzj ! 1in C nG;g(z) +O(jzj�1) asjzj ! 1in GClearly, �[f ] = 1 and f(x) = g(x) + O(1=jxj) as jxj ! 1 in R. Hence wehave f(x) = 8<: e�ixpx log x +O(x�1) asx! +1;e�ixipjxj(log x+i�) +O(jxj�1) asx! �1: (18)2. Consider the function t(z) := ff(z)+ f(�z)g2, which is also entire, andnonnegative on R. From the estimate for f we obtain jt(x)j � 2=(jxj log2 jxj).Therefore t is integrable. On the other hand, as x!1, by (18) we havet(x) = � e�ixpx logx + eixpx logx +O(x�1)�2 = 4 cos2 xx log2 x +O(x�3=2):3. Finally, de�ne the entire function h of order 1 as h(z) := ft(z)+ t(z+�=2)g=4. Then h is the desired function. Clearly, h 2 EL+1 . As x! +1 wehave h(x) = cos2 xx log2 x + sin2 x(x + �=2) log2(x + �=2) +O(x�3=2)



On Possible Deterioration ... 143= 1x log2 x +O(x�3=2):2Proof of Theorem 3. Before proving Theorem 3, we recall some of Raikov'sresults cited in [3].Theorem 9 (Raikov) Let ĝ be the Fourier transform of the function g 2L+1 . If ĝ is analytic in the disc fz : jzj < Rg thenZ 1�1 erxg(x)dx � 1; �R < r < R:Moreover, h[ĝ] � R and the following representation is valid in the stripfz : jIm zj < Rg: ĝ(z) = Z 1�1 eizxg(x)dx:Now note that, \f(�x)(t) = f̂(t). Thus, we have[(Sf)(t) = f̂(t)f̂(t) = jf̂(t)j2 � 0:Hence, the transform of Sf is always nonnegative. For such functions, thefollowing fact is valid:Theorem 10 (Raikov) Let f 2 L+1 be continuous at 0. If f̂(t) � 0, thenf̂ 2 L+1 and f(x) = 12� Z 1�1 e�itxf̂(t)dt:Corollary 4 If Sf is continuous at 0, then Theorem 9 is applicable for ĝ =Sf and g = cSf=(2�).Now we pass to the proof of Theorem 3.(i) First, we shall prove the following lemma:Lemma 4 Let f , g be functions such that g 2 L1. Then h[f � g] � h[f ], andthe inequality H(r; f � g) � kgk1H(r; f) is satis�ed for r < h[f ].



144 APPENDIX IProof. Clearly, for jIm zj < h[f ] we have jf(z�t)j � H(jIm zj; f). Hence theconvolution integral converges uniformly in the strip fz : jIm zj � r < h[f ]g,and f � g is analytic in this strip. Moreover,H(r; f � g) = supjIm zj<r��� Z 1�1 f(z � t)g(t)dt���� kgk1H(r; f);which also shows that h[f � g] � r. 2Now, by Lemma 4, h[Sf ] � h[f ] and H(r; Sf) � kfk1H(r; f). On theother hand, by Corollary 4 we have, for jIm zj < h[f ],j(Sf)(z)j = ��� 12� Z 1�1 e�iztjf̂(t)j2dt��� � 12� Z 1�1 eIm (zt)jf̂(t)j2dt = (Sf)(iIm z);which shows that H(r; f) =M(r; f).(ii) We want to show that the integralZ 1�1 erjtjjf̂(t)jdtis �nite for 0 � r < R=2. Let r < r0 < R=2. ThenZ 1�1 ertjf̂(t)jdt � Z 1�1 erjtjjf̂(t)jdt � Z 1�1 e(r�r0)jtjjf̂(t)jdt:By Schwarz's inequality, it follows thatZ 1�1 e(r�r0)jtjer0jtjjf̂(t)jdt � �Z 1�1 e2(r�r0)jtjdt Z 1�1 e2r0jtjjf̂(t)j2dt�1=2 : (19)For the �rst integral in the right hand side of (19) we haveZ 1�1 e2(r�r0)jtjdt = 1r0 � r :For the second integral,Z 1�1 e2r0jtjjf̂(t)j2dt � Z 1�1 e2r0tjf̂(t)j2dt+ Z 1�1 e�2r0tjf̂(t)j2dt:Now assume that Sf is analytic in the disc fz : jzj < Rg. Then, both of thelast two integrals are �nite by Corollary 4, andZ 1�1 e2r0tjf̂(t)j2dt = 2�(Sf)(2ir0) � 2�M(2r0; Sf);



On Possible Deterioration ... 145Z 1�1 e�2r0tjf̂(t)j2dt = 2�(Sf)(�2ir0) � 2�M(2r0; Sf):Hence Z 1�1 e2r0jtjjf̂(t)j2dt � 4�M(2r0; Sf);and we �nally haveZ 1�1 erjtjjf̂(t)jdt � �4�M(2r0; Sf)r0 � r �1=2 � 1:It follows that the integral 12� Z 1�1 e�iztf̂(t)dtconverges uniformly in the strips fz : jIm zj � rg for r < R=2, and f isanalytic in the strip fz : jIm zj < R=2g. On the other handH(r; f) = supjIm zj<r jf(z)j � 12� Z 1�1 erjtjjf̂(t)jdt � 12� �4�M(2r0; Sf)r0 � r �1=2 ;(20)which means that H(r; f) < 1 for r < R=2; i.e. h[f ] � r < R=2. Now putr0 � r = h and substitute in (20) to getH(r; f) � 12� Z 1�1 erjtjjf̂(t)jdt � 12� 8<:4�M�2(r + h); Sf��h 9=;1=2 :By the part (i), M(r; Sf) = H(r; Sf) � kfk1H(r; f). Joining this with theabove inequality, we obtain the desired result. 2Proof of Corollary 1. If f 2 E1L+1 , then h[f ] =1 and by Theorem 3-(i)it follows that h[Sf ] =1, i.e. Sf 2 E1L+1 � EL+1 . Similarly if Sf 2 EL+1 ,then by Theorem 3-(ii) it follows that both h[Sf ] = 1 and h[f ] = 1, i.e.Sf 2 E1L+1 , f 2 E1L+1 . Substituting h = 1 in the inequality (3) one has�[Sf ] = �[Sf ] � �[f ] � lim supr!1 log lognM�2(1 + r); Sf�o1=2log r = �[Sf ]:



146 APPENDIX IHence �[Sf ] = �[Sf ] = �[f ]. Since the inequality �[f ] � �[f ] is always valid,we get the desired result. 2.7. Proof of Theorem 4. To calculate the quantity �[f ] for the functionswe shall construct, the following lemma will be helpful.Lemma 5 For 0 < � < �=2, de�ne the set Ar;� := fz : jIm zj < r; j arg zj <� or j arg z��j < �jg, and for the entire function f put H�(r; f) := supz2Ar;� jf(z)j.Then the inequality �[f ] = max(�[f ]; ��[f ])is valid, where ��[f ] := lim supr!1 log logH�(r; f)log r :Proof. Evidently, �[f ] � max(�[f ]; ��[f ]). On the other hand, put Br;� :=fz : jIm zj < rgnAr;�, and let B�(r; f) := supz2Br;� jf(z)j. De�neb�[f ] := lim supr!1 log logB�(r; f)log r :Since H(r; f) = max(B�(r; f); H�(r; f)), we have �[f ] � max(b�[f ]; ��[f ]).Finally, b�[f ] � �[f ] sinceB�(r; f) � supjzj�r= sin� jf(z)j =M(r= sin�; f);so that �[f ] � max(b�[f ]; ��[f ]).2Now we pass to the proof of the theorem.Case 1. 1 < � < � <1.For 0 < � < � � 1 < �, consider the functiong(z) := e�iz��z� ;where the branches of the power functions are taken to be positive on R+ . It isanalytic in the region fz = rei� : �� < � < �g. For�� < �1 < �2 < � denoteby G(�1; �2) the angle fz = rei� : �1 < � < �2g; and put  := min(2�=�; �).1. We have, log jg(rei�)j = r� sin �� � r� cos ��; (21)



On Possible Deterioration ... 147which is majorized by the term r� sin �� since � > �. Hence, g(z) =O(exp(�K�r�)) as r !1, and z = rei� 2 G(�=�+�; ��)[G(��=�+�;��),� being su�ciently small. Note that, for x 2 R+ , one has g(x) = O(1=x).Fix an � satisfying �=� < � < . By Theorem 8, the function f given inint(C nG(��=2�; �)) byf(z) := � Z@G(��=2�;�) g(�)d�� � zcan be continued analytically to C and satis�esf (n) = (O(jzj�1); as jzj ! 1 inC nG(��=2�; �);g(n)(z) +O(jzj�n�1) as jzj ! 1 inG(��=2�; �) (22)2. Clearly, �[f ] = �. Now let us show that �[f ] = �=(� � � + 1).There exists an angle � < �=(3�) such that f is bounded in the angle fz :j� � arg zj < �g. Moreover, f is bounded on the lower half-plane. ByLemma 5 we want to estimate H�(r; f). It su�ces to consider the anglefz : 0 < arg z < �g only. In order to estimate H�(r; f), we shall �nd thesupremum of jf j on the lines l+y := fz = x + iy : 0 < arg z < �g. By theconstruction of f we havef(z) = g(z) +O(jzj�1) as jzj ! 1; z 2 l+y ;so that by (21) it follows thatlog jf(z)j = r� sin �� � r� cos �� +O(r�1) as r !1; z = rei� 2 l+y :Substitute sin � = y=r, and use the estimates2��� � sin �� � ���2 for 0 � � � �2�;12 � cos �� � 1 for 0 � � � �3�;to get, for z = x + iy = rei� 2 l+y , as r !1,2�y� r��1 � r� +O(r�1) � log jf(z)j � ��y2 r��1 � 12r� +O(r�1):



148 APPENDIX IHence, for r large enough, we have2�y� r��1 � r� � 1 � log jf(z)j � ��y2 r��1 � 12r� + 1: (23)For any �xed y0 > 0, the largeness of r can be taken uniformly in y with0 < y � y0. In the estimation of f from above, we see that the dominantterm as r !1 for �xed y is �r�=2 (since � � �� 1), so that the function isbounded on l+y and H�(y; f) <1 for all y > 0. Calculation of the maximumof both sides of (23) by the usual method of di�erentiation givesK1y�=(���+1) � supz2l+y log jf(z)j � logH�(y; f) � K2y�=(���+1) (24)for y large enough with some positive constants K1, K2. On the other hand,(23) tells us that supz2l+y log jf(z)j is bounded in 0 < y < y0 for any y0. HencelogH�(y; f) � K2y�=(���+1 for large y. We conclude that �[f ] = �=(���+1).Hence, for given �, if we substitute � = �(�� 1)=(�� 1), then �[f ] = �.3. Put h(z) := ff(z) + f(�z)g2. Then h 2 E1L+1 , �[h] = �, and �[h] = �.Indeed, f(x) = O(1=jxj) as jxj ! 1 in R by construction, so h(x) = O(1=x2)as jxj ! 1 on R, and h is an integrable function. Being nonnegative on R, weconclude that h 2 EL+1 . On the other hand, f is bounded on the lower half-plane, say by the constant C, therefore (jf(z)j�C)2 � jh(z)j � (jf(z)j+C)2if Im z � 0. Applying the same argument for Im z � 0 we obtain(M(r; f)� C)2 �M(r; h) � (M(r; f) + C)2;(H(r; f)� C)2 � H(r; h) � (H(r; f) + C)2:Hence, �[h] = �[f ] = � and �[h] = �[f ] = �.For the remaining cases, we shall give a sketch of proof.Case 2. 1 < � < � = 1. For � > 1, apply the procedure in Case 1 tothe function g(z) := exp(�iz� log2 z � z��1 log3 z).Case 3. 1 = � < � <1. Put � = (2�)=(��1), and consider the functiong(z) := exp(�iz log2 z � log� z), �=2 < arg z < 3�=2; jzj > 1. De�ne theentire function by the Cauchy-type integral along the contour L := fz : jzj =2;��=4 < arg z < 5�=4g [ fz : jzj � 3; arg z = ��=4 or 5�=4g. Then applythe same procedure in Case 1.



On Possible Deterioration ... 149Case 4. 1 = � < � =1. Consider the function g(z) := exp(�iz log2 z �log2 z log log z), which is analytic in the region G = fz = rei� : r > 1;��=2 <� < �=2g: Then apply the procedure in Case 3.Case 5. 1 � � = � � 1. The desired functions are Sf , where f is oneof the functions constructed in previous cases. Indeed, we have exhibitedfunctions f with given �[f ] � 1. By Corollary 1 for each of these functionswe have Sf 2 E1L+1 and �[f ] = �[Sf ] = �[Sf ]. 2Proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 3 can be considered as a test for analyticityof Sf . For example, it immediately implies that if h[f ] < 1, then Sf 6=EL+1 . For each h > 0, there exists a function f 2 EL+1 such that h[f ] = h,for example, consider the function f(x) = exp[�cosh(�x=(2h))]. Hence,symmetrizations Sf of these functions cannot be entire. As we have alreadymentioned, another immediate consequence of Theorem 3 is that if h[f ] = 0,then Sf cannot be analytic at 0. Now we shall show the existence of afunction E1L+1 with h[f ] = 0. From the functiong(z) := e�iz log2 zz ; where � �2 < arg z < 3�2 ;construct the entire function f as in the proof of Theorem 4, Case 3, and put~f := ff(z) + f(�z)g2. Then ~f is the desired function. Clearly, ~f 2 EL+1 and�[ ~f ] = 1. Now let us show h[ ~f ] = 0. We havelog jg(rei�)j = r log2 r sin � + 2r� log r cos � � r�2 sin � � log r;so that for 0 � � � �=2, and for su�ciently large r one has log jg(rei�)j �r log2 r sin �� r�2 sin �� log r. Now assume y > 0. For z = rei� 2 ly := fz =x + iy : x > 0g, one has sin � = y=r. Hence, for z = rei� 2 ly we havelog jg(rei�)j � y log2 y � �y2 � log r !1 as r !1:Since f(z) = g(z) + O(1=jzj) in the upper half-plane, we get H(y; f) = 1.On the other hand, note that H1(f(�z)) < 1 since f(�z) is bounded in theupper half-plane. HenceH(y; ~f) � nH(y; f)�H�y; f(�z)�o2 � nH(y; f)�H�1; f(�z)�o2 =1:Since y > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that h[ ~f ] = 0. 2



150 APPENDIX IHowever, symmetrization of the function constructed in Theorem 5, and thesymmetrization of Raikov's example, f(x) = d=dx expf1 � exp[e�x]g, arein�nitely di�erentiable by the following theorem.Theorem 11 Assume f 2 L+1 is a bounded function with continuous, boundedderivatives up to the order n. Then Sf has continuous, bounded derivativesup to the order n.Proof. For k � n we havej(Sf)(k)(x)j = jf (k) � �f j � kf (k)k1k �fk1 <1:It follows that the convolution integralsZ 1�1 f (k)(x + t)f(t)dtare uniformly convergent, and Sf has n bounded derivatives. 2By the re�nement of Raikov's method, a statement of the converse type canalso be proved:8. Proof of Theorem 7. We begin with a theorem of Raikov (cited in [3]),which is actually the �rst step of the proof of Theorem 9.Theorem 12 (Raikov) Let ĝ be the transform of g 2 L+1 . If ĝ is 2n- timesdi�erentiable on R, thenZ 1�1 jxjmg(x)dx <1; m = 0; 1; :::; 2n:Moreover, ĝ is 2n-times di�erentiable on R, and these derivatives can berepresented by the integralsĝ(m)(t) = im Z 1�1 xmeitxg(x)dx; m = 0; 1; :::; 2n:Since the transform of Sf is nonnegative, by Theorem 10 we have the fol-lowing corollary:Corollary 5 If Sf is continuous at 0, then Theorem 11 is applicable toĝ = Sf and g = [(Sf)=(2�).



On Possible Deterioration ... 151Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7. We haveZ 1�1 jf̂(t)jjtj�dt = Z 1�1 jf̂(t)1 + jtj� (1 + jtj�)jtj�dt:By Schwarz's inequality it follows that� �Z 1�1 jf̂(t)j2(1 + jtj�)2jtj2�dt Z 1�1 1(1 + jtj�)2dt� 12 :The second integral above is �nite whenever � > 1=2. For the �rst integral,we can consider jf̂ j2 as the transform of Sf . Suppose that Sf is 2n timesdi�erentiable at the origin. By Corollary 5 the �rst integral above is �nitewhenever 2� + 2� � 2n, that is, when � < n � 1=2. Hence the integralR1�1 f̂(t)e�itx(it)kdt converges uniformly for k � n� 1. Therefore f is n� 1-times di�erentiable on R, and since these derivatives tends to 0 at in�nityby the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, they are bounded. 2Proof of Theorem 6. From the functiong(z) = e�iz� log3 zpz log z ;construct the entire function f as in the proof of Theorem 4, Case 1, andput h(z) := ff(z) + f(�z)g2 again. Clearly, h is entire, �[h] = � and it isnonnegative on R. Since h(x) = O(1=jxj log2 jxj) as jxj ! 1 in R, h isintegrable and h 2 E�L+1 . Now let us show that h0 is unbounded on R.Indeed, by Theorem 8-(ii), we have f 0(x) = g0(x) + O(1=x2) as x! +1 onR. Note that, as x! +1 we havef(x) + f(x) = 2 cos(x� log3 x)px log x +O(x�1):and f 0(x) + f 0(x) = �2�x��3=2 log2 x sin(x� log3 x) +O�x��3=2 log x�:Hence h0(x) = �4�x��2 log x sin(2x� log3 x) +O(x��2);so that h0 is unbounded if � � 2.Note that, if � � 1 + 1=n in the above construction, then h(n) is unboundedand Sh is not 2(n+ 1)-times di�erentiable at 0. 2Acknowledgments. I express my gratitude to Professor I.V. Ostrovskii forsupervising of this work and to Prof. A. Kerimov for valuable critique.
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Existence of Green Function and BoundedHarmonic Functions on Galois Covers ofRiemannian Manifolds
Abstract. This article consists of two parts. In the �rst one we prove that aGalois covering of a non-compact Riemannian manifold has a Green function,provided that the corresponding deck transformation group is an extensionof a �nitely generated transient group. In the second one we show that anyRiemann surface which has a Green function admits a �nite cover carryingbounded non-constant harmonic functions.1. Existence of Green functions on transient coversLet p : X ! M be a Galois covering of an orientable Riemannian manifoldM , with T as the deck transformation group. In the case whereM is compact,it is known since Royden [14] that X and T share same properties. Namely,the canonical Brownian motion on X induces a Brownian motion on T andvice versa. Moreover, if one of them is transient, then so is the other one. Itis also well known that the transience of the canonical Brownian motion onXis equivalent to the existence of Green function on X (See [1] and referencestherein). However, much less is known in the case where the base M is anon-compact manifold. In this paper, we prove the following result in thisdirection:Theorem 1 Let p : X !M be a Galois covering of a Riemannian manifoldM whose deck transformation group T is an extension of a �nitely generatedtransient group. Then X is transient also, i.e. X carries Green function.QUESTION. Is Theorem 1 valid for an arbitrary transient group T ?.Before passing to the proof, let us note that if M is compact, then T is a�nitely generated group. For such groups, there is a nice characterization oftransience given by Guivarch [4], Lyons-Sullivan [8] and Varopoulos [17] : A



154 APPENDIX II�nitely generated group is recurrent (i.e. not transient) if and only if it is a�nite extension of one of the groups f0g, Z, or Z2.In what follows, X 2 PG means that X has Green function (equivalently,X is transient) and X 2 OG means that X do not carry Green function(equivalently, X is recurrent).Theorem 1 is based on the following generalization of a theorem of Kusunoki-Mori [5], which was originaly stated for Riemann surfaces (See also [15]III.1.2G). The proof for Riemannian manifolds given below is a mere rep-etition of their proof, which involves the concept of Royden compacti�ca-tion. Existence of the Royden compacti�cation for Riemannian manifoldsand all the related results that we use in the proof have been established byGlasner-Katz [3].Theorem 2 Let X be a Riemannian manifold of class OG, and let Y be anopen submanifold of X with a smooth boundary @Y . Then the double dblYof Y along @Y is also of class OG.Recall that the double dblY of Y is obtained by gluing together two copiesof Y along their boundaries, metric structure on dblY being the naturalone.NOTATION. For a non-compact orientable Riemannian manifold X, a con-tinuous function f : X ! R with locally integrable �rst partial derivatives iscalled a Tonelli function . The set M (X) of all bounded Tonelli functions fon X with �nite Dirichlet integrals D(f) is an algebra, the Royden algebraof X. Let ffngn2N be a bounded sequence of functions in M (X) converginguniformly to f on compact subsets of X. We say that f = BD � limfn iflimD(f � fn) = 0. The Royden algebra is complete under this topology.There is a unique compact Hausdor� space X�, which is called the Roy-den compacti�cation of X, satisfying (i) X is dense in X�, (ii) Everyf 2 M (X) extends continuously to X�, (iii) M (X) separates the points ofX�. The Royden boundary is the set � := X�nX. The ideal of M (X)consisting of functions with compact support is denoted by M 0(X), and theclosure of M 0(X) in the BD- topology is denoted by M �(X). The subset of� consisting of points p with the property that f(p) = 0 for all f 2 M �(X)is called the harmonic boundary of X, and denoted by �. Existence ofGreen function on X implies that the harmonic boundary is nonempty, infact, X 2 PG , � 6= ;.



Existence of Green Function ... 155Proof of Theorem 2 Let X� be the Royden compacti�cation of X, � be itsharmonic boundary, and let Y be the closure of Y in X�. Since X 2 OG, weknow that � = ;. Hence, for all y 2 Y one can �nd an fy � 0 in M �(X)with fy(y) > 1. The set Y being compact in X�, one can choose a �nitenumber of points y1; y2; ::::yn such thatY � [ni=1fy : y 2 X�; fyi(y) > 1g:Thus, the function f =Pni=1 fyi 2 M �(X) satis�es f > 1 on Y . Let fgigi2Nbe a sequence of functions in M 0(R) such that f = BD� limgn. Put f̂ , ĝi forthe symmetric extensions of f jY , gijY to dblY . Then one has f̂ 2 M (dbl Y ),ĝi 2 M 0(dblY ), and f̂ = BD � lim ĝi. This implies that f̂ 2 M �(dblY ).Since f > 1 on dblY , 1 = (1=f̂)f̂ 2 M �(dblY ), which shows that theharmonic boundary of dblY is empty, i.e. dblY 2 OG.2Proof of Theorem 1 The proof will be achieved in two steps. First assumethat T is �nitely generated. Set H := p?�1(X) / �1(M). As T is �nitelygenerated, one can choose a �nite number of loops 1,..., n in M such that[1], ..., [n] 2 �1(M) generate T = �1(M)=H in the quotient. Let N be arelatively compact, connected open submanifold ofM with smooth boundary@N such that N contains the loops 1,..., n. Then the open submanifoldY := p�1(N) of X is connected, and its boundary @Y = p�1(@N) is smooth.Consider the manifold dblY . It is easy to see that the action of T on Ypasses to dblY . Thus, dblY is a Galois covering of the double dblN ofN , with T as the deck transformation group. The manifold dblN beingcompact, dblY is of class PG, and Theorem 2 implies that X is of class PG.Now assume that T is an extension of a �nitely generated transient group,i.e. assume that there is an exact sequence 0 ! H ! T ! T 0 ! 0 whereT 0 is �nitely generated and transient. Consider the intermediate coveringX=H ! M . Since this covering has T 0 as the deck transformation group,X=H has Green function by the �rst part of the proof. Since X ! X=H isa covering, X is of class PG, too. This completes the proof. 2Remark. To illustrate the �doubling� procedure described above, let exp :X := C ! M := C nf0g be the usual covering. One can choose N to be theannulus fz : 1 < jzj < eg, so that Y is the strip fz : 0 < Re z < 1g. After thedoubling, one obtains a covering of the torus dblN by the cylinder dblY .



156 APPENDIX IISome Corollaries of Theorem 1Commutator subgroups of Fuchsian groups. According to a theoremof Myrberg [11], if a Riemann surface X is covered by the unit disc �, andG is the corresponding Fuchsian group acting on �, then X 2 PG if and onlyif G is of convergence type; that is,Xg2G(1� jg(z)j) <1for one, and hence for all z 2 � (see also [16], X.13). The following statementis an immediate corollary of Myrberg's characterization and Theorem 1.Corollary 1 Let X be a Riemann surface covered by the unit disc �, andlet �1(X) = G � Aut(�) be its covering group. A normal subgroup H / Gis of convergence type if the quotient group G=H is an extension of a �nitelygenerated transitive group.Now we shall consider the particular case of abelian coverings; that is Galoiscoverings whose deck transformation groups are abelian. Rank of an abeliancovering is de�ned to be the rank of its deck transformation group. Theorem 1and the Varopoulos' characterization of �nitely generated transitive groupsimply that for 3 � r � 1, an abelian covering of rank r of a Riemannianmanifold is of class PG. This latter assertion is a generalization of a theoremproved in 1953 by Mori [10] in the case where the base is a compact Riemannsurface.It has been shown by McKean-Sullivan and Lyons-McKean [9], [7] that themaximal abelian (hence, Z2-) covering of C nf0; 1g is of class PG. Hence, wehave a complete list of Riemann surfaces which do not have an abelian coverof class PG: Since the deck transformation group of the maximal abelian coveris the abelianization of the fundamental group, the genus of such a surfaceshould be � 1 and it cannot have too many punctures. Namely, these arethe sphere S2 = P1C , the complex plane C , the punctured plane C nf0g, thetori T, and the punctured tori Tnfqg. The only non-trivial case is that of apunctured torus, so we describe its maximal abelian cover. If p : C ! T isthe universal covering of T, then C np�1(q) is the maximal abelian cover ofTnfqg, which is easily seen to be not of class PG. Also, note that Tnfqg isthe only surface in the above list which is covered by the unit disc �. So, wehave the following consequence of Theorem 1:



Existence of Green Function ... 157Corollary 2 Let a Riemann surface X be covered by the unit disc �, andlet �1(X) = G � Aut(�) be its covering group. Then(i) If X 6= Tnfqg, then the commutator subgroup [G;G] is of convergencetype.(ii) If H is a subgroup of G such that [G;G] � H � G, and the rank ofthe abelian group G=H is � 3, then H is of convergence type.Carathéodory hyperbolicity of metabelian covers.A Riemann surface X is called Carathéodory hyperbolic if bounded holo-morphic functions separate the points of X. It is interesting to know whenCarathéodory hyperbolic surfaces appear as �small� covers of Riemann sur-faces. In [6] Lin and Zaidenberg shows that if a Riemann surface R has anabelian cover Y of class PG, then Y has a Carathéodory hyperbolic, abeliancover X, such that X is a metabelian (i.e. two-step solvable) Galois coveringof R. Hence, Theorem 1 implies the following corollary.Corollary 3 If R is not one of the surfaces S2; C , C nf0g, T, Tnfqg, thenit admits a metabelian, Carathéodory hyperbolic Galois covering X ! R.The converse of this corollary is also true, for it is obvious that the surfaces S2,C , C nf0g, T do not possess any cover carrying bounded analytic functions.For the surface Tnfqg, recall that its maximal abelian cover is of class OG.One of the results in [8] asserts that an abelian cover of an OG-manifold isof class OHB, that is it has no bounded non-constant harmonic functions(sometimes such a surface is also called a Liouville surface). This showsthat a metabelian cover of Tnfqg is of class OHB, so in particular it has nobounded analytic functions, and it cannot be Carathéodory hyperbolic.2. Existence of bounded harmonic functions on �nitecovers of PG-surfacesAn unwritten rule in the classi�cation theory of Riemann surfaces statesthat �passage to covers produces more and more functions�. In this sectionwe consider the following question: While passing to covers, exactly whenthe bounded harmonic functions appears?Let R be a Riemann surface of class OG, and let X be a rank � 3 abeliancover of R. Then, as we have noticed above, X 2 OHB by a result in [8]. Onthe other hand, Theorem 1 implies that X 2 PG. So there are many Riemannsurfaces X 2 PG \ OHB. Let us denote by Z the maximal abelian (hence,



158 APPENDIX IIZ1-) cover of X. Lyons and Sullivan [8] observed that Z is of class PHB, thatis, it does carry a non-constant bounded harmonic function. The theorembelow states that X has a �nite Galois cover Y which is of class PHB.However, by an argument due to V. Lin, Y does not carry any non-constantbounded analytic function (see Remark 1 below).Theorem 3 Any Riemann surface X of class PG has a �nite cover Y whichis of class PHB and, moreover, Y carries a Dirichlet �nite bounded harmonicfunction.Proof of Theorem 3 A PG-surface of genus g = 0 already carries a Dirich-let �nite non-constant bounded harmonic function (see [15], III.5G). Hence,setting X = Y we are done. If g 6= 0 then there exists a closed analyticcurve  on X which does not divide the surface. We denote two sides of by +, �, and we cut X along . Let ~X be a second copy of X, ~ be thecopy of  in ~X with corresponding sides ~+, ~�. Gluing X to ~X via naturalidenti�cations + $ ~�, � $ ~+, we obtain a Z2-covering Y of X.2Claim 1 The surface Y is of class PHB.An immediate way to see this is to observe that the harmonic boundary of Yconsists of two points, which implies the existence of a Dirichlet �nite non-constant bounded harmonic function on Y (see [13], or [15], III.3F). However,we shall give a more elementary proof based on the following theorem:Theorem 4 (Bader-Parreau [2], Nevanlinna [12]) Let Y1, Y2 be twodisjoint subsurfaces of Y with analytic boundaries @Y1, @Y2. Assume thatthere exists two non-constant bounded harmonic functions u1 on Y1 and u2on Y2 such that u1 � 0 on @Y1 and u2 � 0 on @Y2. Then Y carries anon-constant bounded harmonic function. Moreover, if u1, u2 have �niteDirichlet integrals, then Y carries a non-constant bounded harmonic functionwith �nite Dirichlet integral.Proof of the claim The surface X being of class PG, the harmonic measure! of the ideal boundary of X with respect to  is non-vanishing, that is, !is a bounded non-constant harmonic function with �nite Dirichlet integralon Xn which vanishes on  (See [16] X.1). Let ~! be the same function on~Xn~. Setting Y1 := Xn, Y2 := ~Xn~, u1 := !, u2 := ~!, the hypotheses of



Existence of Green Function ... 159Theorem 4 are satis�ed, hence Y carries a bounded non-constant harmonicfunction with �nite Dirichlet integral.2Remarks 1. (i) A su�cient condition for a Galois cover Y of a PG-surfaceX to be of class PHB is the compactness of the boundary of a fundamentalregion of the corresponding group action on Y ; this can be proved in thesame way as in the proof above. Looking at the Royden boundary showsthat this latter condition is valid for Riemannian manifolds, too.(ii) It should be observed that a �nite (even in�nite) cover of a PG-Riemann surface can be of class OHB. For example, if X is a rank-3 abeliancover of a compact Riemann surface K of genus g = 2, and Y is the maximalabelian (i.e. rank-4) cover of K, then X 2 PG by Theorem 1. On the otherhand, an abelian cover of a compact surface is of class OHB by a theorem ofLyons-Sullivan [8], so Y 2 OHB, but Y is a Z-cover of X.2. In contrast with the possible existence of bounded non-constant harmonicfunctions as stated in Theorem 3, a �nite cover Y of an OHB surfaceX cannotcarry non-constant bounded analytic functions. The proof goes as follows2:Let n be the degree of a �nite covering p : Y ! X, and let f be a boundedanalytic function on Y . Let x 2 X and p�1(x) = fy1; :::; yng. For j = 1; :::; nde�ne aj(x) := �j(f(y1); :::; f(yn)), where �j is the elementary symmetricpolynomial of degree j in n variables. Then each aj is a bounded analyticfunction on X. The real parts of the aj's, being bounded harmonic functions,are constant, hence aj = const, which implies that f = const.Acknowledgements. I express my gratitude to Prof. M. Zaidenberg forhis encouragement. Theorem 3 answers to a question posed by Prof. V. Lin.I'm also grateful to Prof M. Ramachandran, who read the �rst draft of thispaper, and drew my attention to the fact that Theorem 1, �rst stated forRiemann surfaces, is also valid for Riemannian manifolds.
2I'm grateful to Prof V. Lin for communicating this proof.
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